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Abstract
Song learning in songbirds typically happens during the first months after
hatching, when the young bird is transitioning to sexual maturity and is more sensitive to
extrinsic factors, such as acoustic experience, and intrinsic factors, such as changes in sex
hormones. These factors influence the protracted song learning process that involves both
behavioral changes at the song level and changes at the cellular level in the underlying
neural structures of the vocal control system, the brain circuitry that allows song learning
and production. However, the understanding of the neurogenic processes involved in the
development of the vocal control system and its interaction with steroid hormones and
acoustic experiences are still little explored. Thus, the goal of this thesis was to further
understand the neurogenic processes such as cell proliferation, neuronal recruitment,
neuronal maturation, and myelination that occur during the development of the vocal
control system in male and female zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata), as well as the
effects that manipulating the acoustic environment and testosterone levels can cause. This
research was divided in three projects: a description of the developing brain using
different markers of neurogenesis and myelination (Chapter 2 & 3), a manipulation of
acoustic experience (isolation and late tutoring) (Chapter 4), and a manipulation of
testosterone during song development (Chapter 5). I found that there are sex-specific
changes in neurogenesis and myelination over song development that differ between the
posterior motor and anterior forebrain pathway of the vocal control circuit. Those sex
differences emerged early and continued during the song learning process. Manipulations
of the acoustic environment that delayed the sensitive period for song learning resulted in
delays in neuronal recruitment and myelination during development. A premature
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increase in testosterone lead to a premature increase in myelination of the motor pathway.
Testosterone had a stronger effect on myelination than on neuronal recruitment. Early
acoustic deprivation of the tutor song delayed neuronal recruitment and myelination, and
a premature increase in testosterone accelerated myelination. Thus, acoustic experience
and sex steroid hormones are important for the neuronal development and myelination of
this vocal control system that controls song learning and production.

Keywords
birdsong, sex differences, sexual dimorphism, zebra finch, HVC, testosterone, isolation,
myelin, vocal control system, neurogenesis
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction and literature review

1.1 Vocal learning
According to UNESCO, there are around 6,700 languages spoken in the world
today. This diversity reflects how ingrained in humans the capacity to produce a language
is. Language is a complex and unique ability that differentiate us from other animals.
However, spoken languages depend on the vocal learning ability. Vocal learning is the
capacity to acquire, produce and modify vocalizations through imitation by relying on
auditory learning and auditory feedback (Konishi, 1965). Unlike language, this imitative
vocal learning is not unique to humans, but it is still a rare trait. There seem to be at least
three distantly related groups of mammals (humans, bats and cetaceans) and three groups
of birds (parrots, hummingbirds and songbirds) that have the capacity for imitative vocal
learning (Jarvis, 2004). Among these exclusive groups of vocal learners, songbirds are
the most abundant with more than 4.000 species (Brenowitz & Beecher, 2005).
The vocal learning ability of songbirds and its similarities with human speech
have been known for over two thousand years. Scholars like Aristotle even described in
his Historia Animalium about 350 BCE, that similar to human babies, young songbirds
acquire their vocalizations listening to adult ‘tutors’ and, if raised far from other birds of
their kind their song would not resemble their parents’ song (Berwick & Chomsky,
2013). Even though the interest in songbirds had been present over centuries, it was only
after the invention of the sound spectrograph and the use of it by William Thorpe in the
late 1950s to make a visual representation of the songs that modern scientific research on
birdsong started (Catchpole & Slater, 2008). Since then, many similarities in the way
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humans learn to speak and birds learn to sing have been discovered (reviewed in Doupe
& Kuhl, 1999). For instance, humans and songbirds learn most of their complex
vocalizations early in life in a protracted early stage of perceptual auditory learning that
guides a second stage of vocal production. Also, both seem to have a rooted capacity to
learn that requires social interaction with a tutor to develop properly. Furthermore,
humans and songbirds have developed a complex brain circuitry, in which specialized
forebrain auditory and motor regions interact and control lower vocal motor areas to
produce speech or birdsong (Doupe & Kuhl, 1999). Thus, vocal learning is a cognitive
ability shared by humans and songbirds, that involves perception, learning, memorization
and action to produce complex patterns of structurally organized vocalizations (Petkov &
Jarvis, 2012; Peters et al., 2014). Due to the similarities between speech and birdsong,
songbirds have become an important model to study vocal learning.
In this introductory chapter I review some behavioural aspects of birdsong and
birdsong development, the neural mechanisms involved in learning and production of
birdsong, as well as the effects of early acoustic deprivation and the influences of
hormone steroids in the development of song and on the neural circuitry for song learning
and production.

1.2

Birdsong and birdsong development

Birdsong is typically a complex and elaborate acoustic signal produced by the flow of
air during expiration through the syrinx (Doupe & Kuhl, 1999). Birdsong is used as an
advertising signal, produced in the contexts of territorial defence and mate attraction
(Marler, 1970; Catchpole & Slater, 2008). Songbird species vary in multiple aspects of
song learning, including: a) the timing of song learning from early in life, during a
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sensitive period (close-ended learners) to life-long learners (open-ended learners) such as
zebra finches and European starlings (Sturnus vulgaris) respectively, b) repertoire size,
from one song in zebra finches to more than 1000 in brown thrashers (Toxostoma rufum),
c) a restriction to learn only their conspecific song, as in zebra finches or the ability to
imitate many natural and artificial sounds, as in mockingbirds (Mimus polyglottos)
(Brenowitz & Beecher, 2005), d) sex differences in song learning and production, with
some species such as zebra finches having only male song while in others males and
females produce similar songs like the streak-backed oriole (Icterus pustulatus) or
combine their songs to produce duets, such as the melodious blackbird (Dives dives) (for
review Price, 2015; Ball, 2016).
The song learning process typically occurs during an early stage in development. It
requires memorization of the fine acoustic structure of song during the first months of life
followed by the maintenance of those acoustic memories that will guide song production
during adulthood (Peters et al., 2014). As such, song learning is divided into multiple
stages: an early sensory phase, where the exposure to a tutor song takes place and an
internal representation of the tutor song (song template) is formed, followed by a
sensorimotor phase, where the juvenile practices singing and uses auditory feedback to
modify its song output, until eventually it matches its vocal output to the stored auditory
memory in the crystallization phase (Konishi, 1965). Over the course of the sensorimotor
phase the vocalizations change; the early vocalizations differ from the adult
vocalizations. Initially, the young bird produces a generic, highly variable and low
amplitude sound that resembles babbling in humans, called subsong. Later on, the
juvenile produces louder, more structured vocalizations that, even though variable, show
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similarities to the tutor song, called plastic song. Finally, the vocalizations become stable,
in a fixed sequence of stereotyped syllables, and an accurate copy of the tutor song,
called crystallized song (Price, 1979; Brenowitz et al.,1997; Nottebohm, 2005).
In zebra finches, the sensitive period for song memorization overlaps with the
sensorimotor phase and lasts from around 25 to 60 dph (days post-hatch). Young zebra
finches start producing the subsong as early as 28 dph, then, between 40 – 50 dph start
producing the plastic song. When the birds reach sexual maturity by around 80 – 90 dph,
they enter the crystallization phase (Arnold, 1975).

1.3
Neural substrates of birdsong learning and
production
In order to learn their song, birds require an underlying neural system that supports: i)
perceptual abilities that facilitate detection, identification, selection, recognition and
memorization of relevant sounds, ii) motor commands that lead to production of complex
species- specific sounds, iii) mechanisms that permit birds to evaluate their auditory
feedback against the memorized sounds and allow them to correct their own vocal output
(Brainard & Doupe, 2002). Thus, the underlying neural system requires neurons that
process and send auditory information to sensorimotor regions that integrate that
information and produce motor commands to produce the song (Sakata and YazakiSigiyama, 2020). That complex circuitry is called the song-control system, or vocalcontrol system, and is a network dedicated to learning and production of vocalizations
(Nottebohm, 1976; Nottebohm, 2005; Figure 1.1). The vocal-control system includes two
interconnected pathways: the posterior descending pathway or caudal motor pathway
which is necessary for song production, and the anterior forebrain pathway (a cortical-
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basal ganglia loop) necessary for song learning and maintenance (Brenowitz et al 1997).
These two pathways are connected by a nucleus called HVC (not an acronym, used as a
proper name), which is analogous to the premotor cortex in mammals, due to its role in
auditory processing, sensory learning and sensorimotor integration (Roberts & Mooney,
2013). In the motor pathway HVC projects directly to RA (robust nucleus of the
arcopallium) motor cortical nucleus, that projects to the dorsomedial nucleus of the
midbrain nucleus intercollicularis (DM) that ultimately innervates the tracheosyringeal
portion of the hypoglossal nucleus (nXIIts), and to regions of the brainstem that control
respiration and the syrinx, the bird’s vocal organ (Margoliash, 1997). Information in the
motor pathway is hierarchically organized and travels top-down from HVC. HVC
encodes high-order song structure patterns than RA and its neurons fire earlier than RA’s
neurons preceding the beginning of the song (Yu & Margoliash, 1996). Lesions of
structures along this path lead to permanent and intense failure in song production in
adult birds (Notebohm, 2005).
The anterior forebrain pathway (AFP) also starts from HVC, but from a different
population of projecting neurons that go to the specialized basal ganglia nucleus Area X,
that then projects to the thalamic nucleus DLM (dorsal lateral nucleus of the medial
thalamus) which projects to LMAN (lateral magnocellular nucleus of the anterior
nidopallium) - implicated in vocal variability (Aronov et al., 2008). That, in turn,
innervates Area X and RA. (Mooney, 2009). AFP projections are comparable with the
mammalian pathway cortical-basal-ganglia-thalamo-cortical loop (Doupe et al, 2005).
The AFP is necessary for song learning, song modification and song control supported by
auditory feedback. Hence, lesions in this path lead to interruptions of song acquisition in
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juveniles, but these lesions have limited effects on adults after the song is acquired or
crystallized (Nottebohm, 2005).
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Figure 1.1 A schematic representation of the song control system.
The anterior forebrain pathway is outlined in green arrows and the posterior motor
pathway outlined in red arrows. DLM, dorsolateral nucleus of the anterior thalamus
(DLM); DM dorsomedial intercollicular nucleus; XIIts, tracheosyringeal portion of the
hypoglossal motor nucleus; Ram, nucleus retroambigualis, which controls expiration; and
Pam, nucleus parambigualis, which controls inspiration. Figure modified from (Mooney,
2009 and Kirn, 2010).
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1.4

Development of the vocal control system

The following description is based on the results found in zebra finches, given that
this is the species that I studied in this thesis. The development of the song control system
(hereafter, the vocal control system due to its involvement to other vocalizations) is a
protracted process compared to the rest of the brain (Alvarez-Buylla, 1992). It starts at
mid-embryonic stages and continues well into adulthood (Kirn, 2010). The development
of the structures of the vocal control system includes volume changes related to variation
in cell number, cell body size, synaptic connectivity and pruning, and neuronal death
(Nottebohm, 2005: Kirn, 2010; Table 1.1). For instance, the volume of HVC and RA
almost triples between 12 to 53 dph (Bottjer, et al., 1985). HVC growth was considered to
be related to extended neurogenesis, while the growth in RA to an increase in neuronal
size and spacing (post-hatch very few neurons are added), and gradual increase in
synapses from HVC neurons (Kirn & DeVoog, 1989). Area X almost doubles in volume
between 20 to 50 dph (Nordeen & Nordeen, 1988), this growth seems to be related to
addition of neurons (Kirn & DeVoogd, 1989). During the same period, the volume of
LMAN decreases significantly (Johnson & Bottjer, 1992), and its decrease seems to be
related to apoptosis and refinement of connections from RA (reduced by almost 80%)
and thalamic areas (Arnold, 1992). A switch in connectivity between LMAN to RA and
HVC to RA was also found and it is considered that LMAN inputs dominate during early
stages of song development (allowing song plasticity), and HVC inputs dominate during
motor plasticity to song crystallization (Mooney and Rao, 1994).
In general, there seems to be a tendency for projection neurons in the anterior
forebrain learning pathway to be produced early in development. For instance, projection
neurons from DLM to LMAN and HVC to Area X appear to be generated in the
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embryonic stage. In contrast, the projection neurons of the motor production pathway
HVC to RA seem to be produced well after hatching (Doupe, 1993; Kirn, 2010). A
similar tendency seems to occur with axonal connectivity, where projections from HVC
to Area X, and connections in the cortical-basal-ganglia-thalamo-cortical loop seemed to
be already formed by around 20 dph (Mooney, 2009), but the HVC to RA connections
seemed to be formed by around 30 – 35 dph (Konishi, 1985). The functionality of these
pathways had been demonstrated via lesion studies. For example, lesions of the HVC to
RA connections before day 45 dph had little effect on the subsong morphology, but
lesions in LMAN to RA before 45 dph resulted in subsong abolishment. However,
inactivation of LMANRA after 45 dph had minor effects on song development. In
contrast, HVC to RA lesions interfered significantly with the later stages of song
development (Aronov et al., 2008). Thus, the transition from a developing to stereotyped
song requires a shift in the synaptic weighting from HVC and LMAN to RA (Aronov et
al., 2008).
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Table 1.1. Summary of results from seminal experiments measuring sex differences in development of the vocal control system
in zebra finches with techniques and citations.

Structure

HVC

Sex/age
differences in
Volume

RA

 20-55 dph ♂
= 20-55 dph ♀
 12-53 dph ♂
 12-53 dph ♀
 28-56 dph ♂

RA

No labeled ♂
No labeled ♀
 15 dph ♂

Area X
Area X

 12-53 dph ♂
Unrecognizable ♀
 20-55 dph ♂
Unrecognizable ♀

Area X
LMAN
LMAN
LMAN
HVC-RA
HVC-RA

Sex/age differences in
connectivity

 12-53 dph ♂
 12-53 dph ♀

HVC
RA

Sex/age
differences in
number of
Neurons

 15-20 dph ♂
 25-53 dph ♂

Stable song
development
No labeled ♂
No labeled ♀
 30-45 dph ♂ RA
 30-45 dph ♀ RA

 25-35 dph ♂
No labeled ♀
 25 dph ♂
 53 dph ♂

Measurement Technique

Source

Nissl-staining

Bottjer, et al., (1985)

Thymidine-label neurons 20-30 dph
Nissl-staining
Nissl-staining

Nordeen & Nordeen,
(1988)
Bottjer et al., (1985)

Quantitative electron microscopic
techniques
Thymidine-label neurons 20-30 dph.
Nissl--staining
Thymidine-label neurons 15-34 dph.
Nissl--staining.
Nissl-staining

Herrmann & Arnold,
(1991)
Nordeen & Nordeen,
(1988)
Sohrabji et al., (1993)

Thymidine-label neurons 20-30 dph.
Nissl--staining
Nissl-staining
Dil anterograde label
Nissl-staining
Thymidine-label neurons 20-30DPH.
Nissl--staining
Number of neurons – Cresyl violet
Autoradiographic.
Quantitative electron microscopic
techniques

Nordeen & Nordeen,
(1988)
Bottjer, et al., (1985)
Johnson & Bottjer, (1992)

Bottjer, et al., (1985)

Nordeen & Nordeen,
(1988)
Konishi & Akutagawa,
(1985)
Herrmann & Arnold,
(1991)
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HVC-RA
border
HVC- RA
nucleus
LMAN- RA
LMAN-RA
HVC-Area
X
HVC- Area
X
DLMLMAN
Area X DLM

 15 dph ♂
Dil Labeling (fix brain)
Dil Labeling (in vivo)

Mooney & Rao, (1994)

 12-15 dph ♂
 12-15 dph ♀
 25 dph ♂
 56 dph ♂
= 56+ dph ♂
 20 dph ♂

Quantitative electron microscopic
techniques

Herrmann & Arnold,
(1991)

WGA-HRP anterograde label

Mooney & Rao, (1994)

 12 dph ♂

Retrograde Label

Sohrabji et al., (1993)

 15-20 dph ♂
20-35 dph ♂
 Adulthood ♂
 20 dph ♂

Nissl-staining
Dil anterograde label

Johnson & Bottjer, (1992)

Thymidine-label neurons 15-34DPH.
Nissl--staining. Fluorogold Injected
(Retrograde label) in DLM at
55DPH.
Brain collected at 60DPH

Sohrabji et al., (1993)

 25-30 dph ♂

Arrows indicate () increase or () decrease in the volume of the structure or the number of cells. More than one arrow indicates even higher
increase or decrease.
Nissl staining or Cresyl violet allows visualization of the changes in volume of the structure of interest.
Thymidine staining allows detection of proliferating cells, using a strategy in which a radioactive nucleoside, 3H-thymidine, is incorporated into
new strands of chromosomal DNA during mitotic cell division.
Retrograde and anterograde label, Anterograde tracers are absorbed by neuronal cell bodies at the injection site and travel down the axon to
terminal processes. Retrograde tracers are absorbed by terminals and travel back to the cell body
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1.5

Development of sex differences

The initial descriptions of the development of the vocal control system in zebra
finches illustrated its highly sexually dimorphic conformation as well as how those
differences arise very early in development (Nottebohm & Arnold, 1976; Konishi &
Akutanawa, 1985; Nordeen & Nordeen., 1988, Diez et al., 2021; Table 1.1). The
dimorphism in the vocal control system in zebra finches is also reflected in song behavior
(only males sing). However, the sex differences in behavior and their relationship with
the structures in the vocal control system in different songbird species is a current topic
of research because most of the assumptions in this research had been based on
discoveries in songbirds that exhibit clear sex differences in song behavior, such as
canaries and zebra finches, and birds from temperate zones (For review Ball, 2016; Price,
2015; Riebel et al., 2019).
Regardless of the species-specific differences in songbirds, the discovery of the
sexual dimorphism in the vocal control system and in behavior led to extensive research
in this area which initially tried to understand songbird sex differences using the
framework of the organizational hypothesis that documented how gonadal steroids lead
to sex differences in behaviour of mammals (Goy & McEwen, 1980). However, assessing
the organizational hypothesis on songbirds’ sex differences turned out to be complicated
(for review Arnold, 1997). On one side, testosterone and its metabolites seem to play an
activational role in seasonally-breeding birds. For instance, fluctuations in the levels of
testosterone in plasma match the annual reproductive cycle and reproductive behavior
(Catchpole & Slater, 2008), as well as the volume of structures in the vocal control
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system such as HVC (Tramontin & Brenowitz, 2000). In non-seasonal breeders, like
zebra finches, castration resulted in a decrease in the rate of singing (Arnold, 1975).
However, castration of zebra finches during development did not prevent them from
learning a song or developing a vocal control system (Arnold 1975b; Adkins-Reagan &
Ascenzi, 1990). Moreover, exposing female zebra finches at different stages of
development to testosterone, estradiol or aromatization inhibitors did not completely
masculinize the brain of female zebra finches or result in a male song (Gurney &
Konishi, 1980; Gurney, 1981; Gurney, 1982; Pohl-Apel & Sossinka, 1984; Wade &
Arnold, 1994; Balthazart et al., 1994; Mathews & Arnold, 1991; Choe et al., 2020). Thus,
although sex steroids play a role in plasticity of the vocal control system, the emergence
of sex differences in this system can occur independently of steroids.

1.6

Thesis objectives

The objective of this thesis is to understand the interaction between acoustic learning
environments, sex steroid manipulations and the consequences for neurogenesis and
myelination of the developing vocal control system. My primary goals were to 1)
characterize the development of the main structures of the vocal control system by
measuring the expression of different neurogenic markers in males and females, 2)
understand how manipulations of acoustic conditions (isolation and late tutoring) affect
song learning, neuronal recruitment and myelination of the posterior motor pathway, 3)
understand how increasing the levels of testosterone during a critical stage of song
development affects song learning, neuronal recruitment and myelination of the posterior
motor pathway.
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I conducted all my research on zebra finches because they are opportunistic breeders,
so breed all year, and breed well in captivity. This was important for my research because
all my experiments were focused on developmental aspects of brain and behavior, so I
needed a species with these breeding characteristics. Additionally, zebra finches are
closed-ended learners, so they learn one song early in life and, after they crystallize it,
that is the song they produce for life. The fact that they have one song allowed me to do
behavioral comparisons in the production accuracy of the song as well as observe any
changes in the song over time between the groups and interactions with neuronal
recruitment and myelination. Moreover, zebra finches reach sexual maturity by 90 days
dph and by this time they have developed their one stereotyped song. The fact that they
reach maturity and crystalize their song relatively quickly allowed me to perform the
experiments of interest. Also, zebra finches are sexually dimorphic in their song
behavior: only males sing. Thus, males have a very conspicuous and well-differentiated
vocal control system, but females do not. In this sense, using zebra finches for this study
allowed me to use females as a natural control group for comparison. Finally, the zebra
finch brain and behavior have been and are the subject of a lot of research and this
allowed me to have well established points of reference.
In Chapter 2 & 3, I describe structural and neurogenic changes in the developing
vocal control system in male and female zebra finches. I accomplished this by measuring
the proportion of immunoreactivity (-ir) of different endogenous markers of neurogenesis
and myelination: markers for cell proliferation (PCNA), neuron recruitment
(Doublecortin), mature neurons (NeuN) and myelination (MBP) in the four main vocal
control system regions of male and female zebra finches at four different points during
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song development. I predicted extensive sex differences and changes in the patterns of
neurogenesis and myelination in the structures of the vocal control system of male and
female zebra finches that mirror the behavioral changes in song learning.
Depriving a zebra finch from a ‘tutor’ (conspecific adult male) between 30 to 60 dph
results in the production of an abnormal or isolate song in adulthood, but if the deprived
young bird is exposed to a tutor later in life it will be able to modify its abnormal song to
a song that resembles the tutor song, thus, extending the sensitive period for song
learning (Eales, 1985, 1987; Bohner, 1990; London, 2019). Up to this point, most of the
research on the consequences of early isolation and late exposure had been focused on the
song learning behavior (Eales, 1985, 1987; Morrison & Nottebohm, 1993; Livingston et
al., 2000) and less is known about the consequences in neuronal recruitment and
myelination. In Chapter 4, I examined the plasticity in the posterior motor pathway of the
vocal control system of zebra finches deprived of a tutor early in life and exposed to song
later in life. I accomplished by measuring the proportion of immunoreactivity of
endogenous markers for neuronal migration (DCX) and myelination (MBP) in male zebra
finches raised by their mothers (females do not sing) until the young birds reached
feeding independence by 35 – 40 dph. After that, the birds were assigned to one of three
acoustic conditions (tutored, untutored, late tutored). I predicted that birds in the
untutored condition would have higher levels of DCX-ir in HVC, and lower levels of
MBP-ir in HVC, RA and HVC-RA over the two measurement time points compared to
controls. I also predicted that the birds in the late tutored condition would have lower
levels of DCX-ir in HVC and higher levels of MBP-ir in HVC, RA and HVC-RA in the
second measurement compared to the untutored group. I developed this hypothesis based
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on previous studies (Wilbrecht, 2006) which found higher levels of neuronal recruitment
in isolated birds compared to control.
Zebra finches crystallize their song around the time they reach sexual maturity, 80 to
90 dph (Price 1979). By this time, their levels of testosterone in blood increase (Prove,
1983). Thus, it had been proposed that testosterone has a role in signaling the timing of
song crystallization (Korsia & Bottjer, 1991). The consequences of premature increase in
testosterone in song learning had been studied (Korsia & Bottjer, 1991), as well as the
influences in myelination in young birds. However, the effects of premature increase in
testosterone in song and in the adult brain has been less studied. In Chapter 5 I examined
how a premature increase of testosterone at the beginning of the sensorimotor phase
affected production accuracy in different elements of the song (song-units and syllables)
as well as the consequences in neurogenesis and myelination in adult zebra finches. I
accomplished this by measuring the rates of neurogenesis, the proportion of
immunoreactivity of endogenous markers for neuronal migration (DCX) and myelination
(MBP) in male zebra finches implanted with testosterone between 35 – 40 dph. I
predicted that the birds in the testosterone group would have higher levels of
neurogenesis and premature levels of myelination in the motor pathway structures
compared to control birds (implanted with a blank implant). I hypothesized that relation
between testosterone and the motor pathway because it had been found that testosterone
plays a role in neuronal survival (Rasika et al. 1999; Wilbrecht & Kirn, 2004). and
myelination (Foster et al., 2019) and remyelination (Bielecki et al., 2016).
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Chapter 2

2

Neurogenesis and the development of neural sex
differences in vocal control regions of songbirds
2.1

Introduction

The discovery of sex differences in the brain circuits that control song learning in
canaries (Serinus canaria) and zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) revolutionized how
we think about neural sex differences. Seminal studies found that brain areas of canaries
and zebra finches crucial for song learning and production are many times larger in males
than in females (Nottebohm & Arnold, 1976; Arnold, 1980a). For instance, the brain
regions HVC (used as a proper name) and RA (robust nucleus of the arcopallium) are up
to 5 times larger in male than female zebra finches and about 3 times larger in male than
female canaries (Nottebohm & Arnold, 1976; Nixdorf-Bergweiler, 1996). Also, the brain
region Area X of the striatum is highly conspicuous in male zebra finches, but almost
unrecognizable using Nissl stains in female zebra finches (Nottebohm & Arnold, 1976).
These sex differences are not limited to volume of the brain region, as sex differences in
the number of androgen accumulating cells in HVC and LMAN (lateral magnocellular
nucleus of the anterior nidopallium) were also found (Arnold & Saltiel, 1979; Arnold,
1980). Following the discovery of these sex differences in zebra finches and canaries,
similar robust sex differences were found in other species using a variety of markers
(e.g., Ball et al., 1994). These neural sex differences are greatest in species where
females never sing, but they are still present even in species where males and females
duet, or females sing more than males (MacDougall-Shackleton & Ball, 1999; Ball,
2016). Thus, although these neural sex differences have been associated with sex
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differences in singing behavior across species, the relationship is not simple and sex
differences in brain and behaviour have evolved somewhat independently (Ball, 2016).
Extensive research has examined whether sex differences in these vocal control
regions emerge due to the organizational effects of hormones. For instance, female zebra
finches were exposed to estradiol early in development and to androgens in adulthood
and this hormone exposure lead to masculinization of HVC, RA, LMAN and Area X and
to the development of a male-like song (Gurney & Konishi, 1980; Gurney, 1981; Gurney,
1982; Pohl-Apel & Sossinka, 1984). Additionally, this early exposure to estradiol
significantly increased the amount of androgen-accumulating cells in females’ HVC,
LMAN and Area X (Nordeen et al., 1986; Kim et al., 2004). However, hormone
manipulations such as this have never fully masculinized the brains of females, and
attempts to inhibit song learning and masculinization of the developing vocal control
system in males through early castration (Arnold, 1975; Adkins-Regan & Ascenzi, 1990)
and exposure to aromatase inhibitors or anti-estrogens (Wade & Arnold, 1994; Balthazart
et al., 1994; Mathews & Arnold, 1991; Choe et al., 2020) have proven unsuccessful.
Thus, hormones may be an important part of the behavioral and neural sex
differentiation, but sex-linked genes expressed differently in male and female brains
contribute to the morphological and behavioral sex differences independent of gonadal
hormones (Agate et al., 2003; Wade & Arnold, 2004; Tomaszycki et al., 2009). Support
for the genetic sex and hormonal interaction was obtained from a gynandromorphic zebra
finch that had differences in HVC between the male and female halves of the brain in the
absence of differences in circulating sex hormones (Agate et al., 2003).
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Regardless of the effects of hormones, a question remains as to how these sex
differences in the brain develop in relation to the stages of song learning. In zebra finches
structural sex differences in the vocal control system were evident by 12 days post-hatch
(dph), and it increased further by 60 dph (Nixdorf-Bergweiler, 1996). Between 20 to 55
dph male zebra finches added new neurons to HVC and Area X, but females do not seem
to add new neurons to HVC nor do they develop an Area X (Bottjer et al., 1985). RA and
LMAN do not seem to add new neurons in males or females over this time period, but
males retain neurons and females lose them (Konishi & Akutagawa, 1985; Nordeen &
Nordeen, 1988; Kirn & DeVoogd, 1989). Thus, adult sex differences in HVC and other
vocal control regions depend on different rates of neurogenesis and cell death in males
and females during the developmental period that coincides with song learning.
Up to this point, descriptions of the development of sex differences in zebra finch
vocal control regions have mainly involved the measurement of structure volume and the
number of cells using Nissl staining (non-specific for neurons), some cell labeling of new
neurons, and synaptic measurements using retrograde and anterograde labels (Bottjer, et
al., 1985; Nordeen & Nordeen, 1988; Kirn & DeVoogd, 1989; Herrmann & Arnold,
1991; Johnson & Bottjer, 1992; Sohrabji et al., 1993; Konishi & Akutagawa, 1985;
Mooney & Rao, 1994; Nixdorf-Bergweiler, 1996). However, the underlying neurogenic
processes that give rise to the development of sex differences in this circuit —such as
neuronal proliferation, migration, differentiation, and maturation— and how they
coincide with specific stages of song learning are mostly undocumented. In this study, I
describe structural and neurogenic changes in the vocal control system in male and
female zebra finch brains that occur over four stages of song development. I used
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immunohistochemistry to label endogenous markers expressed by cells in the different
stages of neurogenesis, such as cell division, neuronal migration and differentiation, and
functional neuron maturation.
Proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) is a cell cycle marker, commonly used
to label dividing cells (Valero et al., 2005). PCNA is specifically expressed through the
cell division cycle and is not expressed in inactive cells in G0 (Mandyam et al., 2007).
The PCNA antibody I used recognizes a 36-kDa subunit of the DNA polymerase that is
selectively expressed in proliferating cells and is preserved among eukaryotes. PCNA has
been successfully used in young and mature birds (Striedter & Charvet, 2008; Bardet et
al., 2012; Hrabia et al., 2016; Mazengenya et al., 2018) and specifically in zebra finches
(Charvet & Striedter, 2009) to label cells recently undergoing division, though some
labelled cells may be undergoing repair rather than being recently divided. Doublecortin
(DCX) is a microtubule-associated endogenous protein involved in bundling and
stabilization of neurons (Francis et al., 1999; Gleeson et al., 1999). Thus, DCX is crucial
in neuronal migration and highly expressed during neuronal development (des Portes et
al., 1998; Horesh et al., 1999; Gleeson et al., 1999). DCX is expressed in immature
neurons at an early postmitotic stage and in newly differentiating cells, and is a well
stablished marker of neurogenesis in birds (Wada et al., 2013; Balthazart & Ball, 2014).
Neuron specific nuclear protein (NeuN) is a protein expressed in most mature neuronal
cell types. It is first detectable immunohistochemically when the neuron is leaving the
cell cycle and differentiates as a neuron (Mullen et al., 1992). NeuN has been validated to
label most types of neurons (though not Purkinje cells) in songbird brains (Newman et
al., 2010; Vellema et al., 2010; Hall & MacDougall-Shackleton, 2012). I used these three
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markers to label the different stages of neurogenesis in brains of male and female zebra
finches collected at four different stages of song development to document how
neurogenic processes relate to the development of neural sex differences in this circuit. I
predicted that the rates of neurogenesis in different song regions may change as birds
transition through different phases of song learning (sensory phase, sensorimotor phase,
and song crystallization).

2.2
2.2.1

Materials and Methods
Subjects

All the experimental procedures, housing and care conditions followed the
guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care and were approved by the University
of Western Ontario’s Animal Care Committee (protocol 2015-043).
Female and male zebra finches used for this study were bred from a zebra finch
colony maintained at the Advanced Facility for Avian Research (AFAR) at the University
of Western Ontario. Over the span of 6 months (June- December 2015), I housed 40 adult
zebra finches (20 females, 20 males) in a free flight aviary (~ 4 m2), with access to
internal nest boxes (Hagen, plastic nest, parakeet nest box black, 22 x 13.2 x 13.2 cm). I
provided nesting materials (hay, soft paper and nest building material of cotton and dog
hair) daily. Birds had ad libitum access to vitamin-fortified seeds, grit, cuttlefish bone and
water. To supplement their diet, I provided approximately 150 g of egg-food mix
(blended hard-boiled chicken eggs and bread) daily. When the chicks hatched, I increased
this supplement to approximately 150 g per chick daily. Throughout the experiment, the
housing room was kept at 24 °C and on a 14 h:10 h light:dark photoperiod. I monitored
the nests daily for nesting activity (new eggs, incubation, nest abandonment and
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hatching). After the first egg hatched, I pseudorandomly assigned the chicks to 1 of 8
groups (4 ages, 2 sexes, Figure 2.1), except for birds in the sensory phase (20 to 25 dph).
For birds in the sensory phase I collected 1 or 2 chicks per nest until I reached the
targeted sample size (8 males and 8 females). I kept the chicks in the aviary with their
parents, all other adults and chicks were kept until they reached the age required for brain
collection. I did not expose the chicks to any experimental manipulations at any point
during the study. Sex was initially assessed by the emergence of male-typical plumage,
and was confirmed post-mortem by examination of the gonads. In birds for the sensory
phase sex was solely determined by examination of the gonads. The breeding colony
produced 71 offspring in 23 clutches, 7 birds were found dead before they reached the
age for brain collection and 1 brain for the motor phase was damaged and could not be
used for processing, thus 63 female and male zebra finches were used in this study
(Figure 2.1).
I collected brains from eight groups of birds categorized by two factors, sex (32
females, 31 males) and song learning stage: sensory stage 20 - 25 days post hatch (dph);
sensorimotor stage 35 - 40 dph; motor stage 65-70 dph; crystallization stage 100 - 110
dph (Figure 2.1). Once the chicks reached the song learning stage to which they were
assigned, I deeply anesthetized them using isoflurane, and transcardially perfused them
with phosphate buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.4) followed by 4% buffered
paraformaldehyde. I removed the brains from the skull and preserved the brains for 24 h
in 4% paraformaldehyde, followed by 48 h of cryoprotection in 30% sucrose (in PBS).
Next, I froze the brains on powdered dry ice and stored them at -80 °C until later
processing. Prior to histological processing, I split the brains in half along the midline in
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the sagittal plane and, randomly, the left or right hemisphere was used for further
histological analysis.
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Sensory phase
(20-25 dph)

Sensorimotor phase
(35-40 dph)

Motor phase
(65-70 dph)

Crystallization phase
(100-110 dph)

8

8

8

8

8

8

7

8

Figure 2.1 Experimental timeline and sample sizes. Zebra finches were bred and raised by their parents in an aviary. Male and
female
zebra
FIGURE
2.1 finch brains were collected at four different stages during development corresponding to different stages of song
Experimental timeline and sample sizes. Zebra finches were bred and raised by their parents in an aviary. Male and female zebra finch brains were collected at

learning.
four different stages during development corresponding to different stages of song learning.
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2.2.2

Immunohistochemistry
I sectioned brains into sagittal sections of 30 μm thickness using a cryostat. From

the selected hemisphere I collected four alternating series. Thus, within each series I
collected every fourth section. I assigned one series to be immunostained for one specific
antigen: proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), doublecortin (DCX), neuronal nuclear
antigen (NeuN), using antibodies listed in Table 2.1, and anti-myelin basic protein (MBP)
not discussed in this chapter.
To detect positive cells against the 3 different antibodies, I used a similar
immunohistochemistry protocol, and I substituted the primary and secondary antibodies
as appropriate (Table 2.1). First, I washed free-floating sections twice in 0.1 M PBS for at
least 5 min, then I quenched endogenous peroxidases in 0.5% H2O2 for 15 min. For
PCNA only, I used an antigen retrieval step, and incubated the PCNA sections for 15 min
in 15 mM sodium citrate (pH 8.5) at 80 °C. Then, for all the antibodies, I washed the
sections three times in PBS for at least 5 min. At that point, to block nonspecific staining
I incubated the sections for 1 h in 10% normal goat or horse serum, as appropriate (Table
2.1) diluted in 0.3% Triton in PBS (PBST). Immediately after the incubation, I replaced
the diluted goat or horse serum with the corresponding primary antibody (Table 2.1) and
incubated overnight. Next, I washed the sections three times in 0.1% PBST for at least 5
min and incubated the sections for 1 h in biotinylated secondary antibody (Table 2.1).
Immediately after this I washed the sections three times in 0.1% PBST for at least 5 min
and incubated the sections for 1 h in avidin-biotin horseradish-peroxidase complex
(VectaStain Elite ABC Kit, cat. No PK 6100; Vector Laboratories) diluted 1:200.
Immediately after, I washed the sections three times in 0.1% PBST for at least 5 min and
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visualized the immunoreactivity of the sections by exposing them to 0.04% 3,3'diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (DAB, cat. No., D5637; Sigma), followed by four
washes in PBS. Next, I mounted the sections onto microscope slides and allowed them to
air-dry for 24 h. Then, I gradually dehydrated them increasing ethanol concentrations,
cleared the mounted sections in solvent (Harleco Neo-Clear, EMD Chemicals), and cover
slipped the slides using Permount (Fisher Scientific). For the 3 antibodies the exclusion
of the primary antibody from the staining protocols produced an absence of staining.
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Table 2.1 Antibodies used to label neurogenic markers in zebra finch brains.
Primary Antibodies Immunogen

Dilution

Proliferating cell rat PCNA made in the protein A
nuclear antigen expression vector pR1T2T
(PCNA)
PCNA is express in
proliferating cells

1:1000

Doublecortin (DCX)
DCX is expressed in
migrating and
recently
differentiated
neurons
Neuron-specific
nuclear protein
(NeuN)
NeuN is expressed
in mature neurons

Manufacturer and
catalog number
Santa Cruz
Biotechnology Cat#
sc-56,
RRID:AB_628110

Species raised
in
Mouse

Type
Monoclonal

Secondary
Antibody
Vector BA-9200
Goat anti-mouse
1:250

Peptide mapping at C-terminus
(C-18) of Doublecortin of human
origin (genetic mapping to Xq23)

1:250

Santa Cruz
Biotechnology Cat#
sc-8066,
RRID:AB_2088494

Goat

Polyclonal

Vector BA-9500
Horse anti-goat
1:400

Purified cell nuclei from mouse
brain neurons, clone A60

1:2000

Millipore Cat#
MAB377B,
RRID:AB_177621

Mouse

Monoclonal

Vector BA-9200
Goat anti-mouse
1:250
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2.2.3

Microscopy and neuroanatomical measurements
All photomicrographs and measurements were taken by an observer blind to the

sex and age groups. I captured images of four vocal control nuclei (HVC, Area X, RA
and LMAN) immunostained with the three antibodies (PCNA-ir, DCX-ir, NeuN-ir). I
took the photomicrographs through a 1.25´ and a 40´ objective lenses, using a Leica
DM5500B microscope coupled with a Leica DFC 420C camera. I used these images to
calculate: (a) the volume of the nuclei, and (b) the proportion of immunoreactivity per
field of view (see below).
Nuclei volume. To quantify the volume of the vocal control system nuclei of each
brain, I used the tissue immunostained for NeuN. Song nuclei regions stained for NeuN
are readily outlined by larger and darker soma and cell density (Newman et al., 2010;
Hall & MacDougall-Shackleton, 2012). I quantified the volume of HVC, Area X, RA and
LMAN by capturing images from every section that contained the region of interest using
a Leica Application Suite software. Then, using ImageJ software (National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, MD, U.S.A.) I traced the outlines of each area (HVC, Area X, RA,
LMAN). In the sagittal sections I could not distinguish between lateral and medial
portions of Area X (Kubikova et al., 2007) and included all sections where any portion of
Area X was visible. Next, I reconstructed the total volume of each area using the formula
for volume of a frustum (or truncated cone) accounting for sampling intervals of 120 μm.
I accounted for any damaged sections by averaging the previous and following sections.
Then, I summed the volumes of the frusta to obtain the volume measurement. In some
brains the vocal-control region of interest could not be identified in NeuN immunostained
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tissue, and in all cases these brains were from females. In these cases, I used a volume of
0 for statistical analyses.
Proportion of immunoreactivity per the field of view (FOV). I obtained
measurements for the proportion of immunoreactivity in sampled images in the four brain
regions. I captured 5 images of each nucleus at 40´ objective lens. I used the section with
the largest cross-sectional area and the 2 sections medial and the 2 lateral (interval 120
μm between sections). The borders of each image were centered within the brain region.
Next, I used the FIJI version of ImageJ software (Shindelin et al., 2012) and the threshold
color tool using the following settings: Huang method, color red, color space RGB. I used
the threshold tool to highlight background staining from somata and neurites. Then, I
converted the images into 16-bit gray scale (FIJI - process - binary). Lastly, I used the
analyze particles tool of FIJI to measure the proportion of immunoreactivity (including
both somata and neurites) and the area of the soma. I controlled for dust particles or
artifacts by setting the parameters of the function to 30-infinity and selected the outline
function to obtain a picture of the areas of the image that were selected as
immunoreactive. For brain regions that could not be identified (in female brains) I used a
value of zero statistical analyses.

2.2.4

Statistical Analyses
For each brain region of interest, I conducted a two-way ANOVA with age and

sex as independent factors. Subsequently, if significant interactions were found, I
assessed pair-wise differences using Tukey’s post hoc test. Sex and age differences in the
development of vocal control regions are well documented, and I predicted that these
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effects would be evident in significant interaction terms of the two-way ANOVAs. I
include the results for all the ANOVAs in Table 2.2.

2.3
2.3.1

Results
Vocal control nuclei volume.

The volume of the four vocal control nuclei were well defined in males by NeuN
immunoreactivity, as well as by PCNA and DCX immunoreactivity (Figure 2.2). I
measured the volume of these structures using NeuN staining. The volumes of HVC, RA
and Area X increased significantly with age and were larger in males than in females
(Figure 2.3; Table 2.2). Volumes increased with age for males, but not females
(significant age ´ sex interaction; Figure 2.3a, b, d). For males, the volume of HVC and
Area X increased from the sensory phase (20 – 25 dph) and reached adult size by the
motor phase (65 – 70 dph) in HVC and by the crystallized phase (100-110 dph) in Area
X. The volume of male RA increased after the sensorimotor phase (35 – 40 dph) and
reached adult size by the motor phase. Male HVC was significantly larger in the motor
phase than in the sensorimotor phase, but this was not the case for RA (Figure 2.3), in
line with the suggestion that HVC matures prior to RA (Bottjer et al, 1986).
In contrast to the other regions, the volume of LMAN decreased with age in males
and females, but I did not find a significant age ´ sex interaction (Table 2.2). Although I
did not find a significant interaction, I note that LMAN was only visible in females of the
youngest groups. A decrease in LMAN volume has been previously reported (Bottjer and
Sengelaub, 1989).
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Table 2.2 ANOVA tables for two-way ANOVAs assessing the effects of age and sex (and their interaction) on
immunoreactivity measurements in the 4 song control brain regions (HVC, RA, LMAN, Area X).
VOLUME
Immunogen

Measure

Effects

df

F

p

Tukey post hoc
Comparison group

NeuN

HVC

Age
Sex
Age * sex

(3, 55)
(1, 55)
(3, 55)

18.14
1166
22.93

<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

Sensory male

Sensorimotor male

RA

LMAN

Area X

Age
Sex
Age * sex
Age
Sex
Age * sex

(3, 55)
(1, 55)
(3, 55)
(3, 55)
(1, 55)
(3, 55)

9.194
247.5
14.54
17.53
257.3
1.694

<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.1788
<0.0001
<0.0001

Sensory male

Age
Sex
Age * sex

(3, 55)
(1, 55)
(3, 55)

10.412
657.1
10.41

<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

Sensory male

Sensorimotor male
Sensory male
Sensory female

Sensorimotor male

Compared with

p

Sensorimotor male
Motor male
Crystallized male
Motor male
Crystallized male

0.003
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.0330
<0.0001

Motor male
Crystallized male
Crystallized male

0.0005
<0.0001
<0.0001

Motor male
Crystallized male
Sensorimotor female
Motor female
Crystallized female
Sensorimotor male
Motor male
Crystallized male
Crystallized male

0.0177
0.0229
0.0005
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.0385
0.0004
<0.0001
0.0010
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HVC - Proportion of Immunoreactivity
Immunogen

Measure

Effects

df

F

p

Tukey post hoc
Comparison group

PCNA-ir

DCX-ir

NeuN-ir

Proportion
per FOV
Proportion
per FOV
Proportion
per FOV

Age
Sex
Age * sex
Age
Sex
Age * sex
Age
Sex
Age * sex

(3, 55)
(1, 55)
(3, 55)
(3, 55)
(1, 55)
(3, 55)
(3, 55)
(1, 55)
(3, 55)

8.307
70.45
5.312
3.062
84.83
7.685
0.6985
209.1
2.824

0.0001
<0.0001
0.0027
0.0356
<0.0001
0.0002
0.5570
<0.0001
0.0470

df

F

p

Sensory male

Compared with
Sensorimotor male
Motor male
Crystallized male

Sensorimotor male

p
0.0026
0.0004
<0.0001

Motor male

0.0140

Crystallized male

0.0002

RA - Proportion of Immunoreactivity
Immunogen

Measure

Effects

Tukey post hoc
Comparison group

PCNA-ir

DCX-ir

NeuN-ir

Proportion
per FOV
Proportion
per FOV
Proportion
per FOV

Age

(3, 55)

0.8412

Sex
Age * sex
Age
Sex
Age * sex
Age
Sex
Age * sex

(1, 55)
(3, 55)
(3, 55)
(1, 55)
(3, 55)
(3, 55)
(1, 55)
(3, 55)

43.79
6.146
1.729
46.75
6.110
0.3477
11.44
2.085

0.4773
<0.0001
0.0011
0.1717
<0.0001
0.0012
0.0219
0.0013
0.1127

Sensory male

Sensorimotor female

Compared with

p

Sensorimotor male

0.0237

Motor male

0.0349

Motor female

0.0372
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LMAN - Proportion of Immunoreactivity
Immunogen

Measure

Effects

df

F

p

Tukey post hoc
Comparison group

PCNA-ir

Proportion
per FOV

DCX-ir

Proportion
per FOV

NeuN-ir

Proportion
per FOV

Age
Sex
Age * sex
Age
Sex
Age * sex
Age
Sex
Age * sex

(3, 55)
(1, 55)
(3, 55)
(3, 55)
(1, 55)
(3, 55)
(3, 55)
(1, 55)
(3, 55)

3.664
20.27
1.139
4.858
0.3844
0.9036
14.01
138.3
4.119

0.0176
<0.0001
0.3416
0.0045
0.5378
0.4454
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.0105

Compared with

p

Sensory male

Sensorimotor male

0.0500

Sensorimotor male

Crystallized male

0.0199

Sensory female

Sensorimotor female

0.00941

Motor female

<0.0001

Crystallized female

<0.0001
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Area X - Proportion of Immunoreactivity
Immunogen

Measure

Effects

df

F

p

Tukey post hoc
Comparison group

PCNA-ir

Proportion
per FOV

DCX-ir

Proportion
per FOV

Age
Sex
Age * sex
Age
Sex
Age * sex

(3, 55)
(1, 55)
(3, 55)
(3, 54)
(1, 54)
(3, 54)

6.254
109.9
0.6794
17.56
300.3
10.13

0.0010
<0.0001
0.5684
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

Proportion
per FOV

Age
Sex
Age * sex

(3, 55)
(1, 55)
(3, 55)

2.548
1469
2.548

0.0651
<0.00011
0.0651

p

Sensory male

Crystallized male

0.0108

Sensory male

Crystallized male

<0.0001

Sensorimotor male

Motor male
Crystallized male

Sensory female

NeuN-ir

Compared with

Sensorimotor male

0.0011
<0.0001

Sensorimotor female

0.0051

Motor female

0.0051

Crystallized female

0.0051

Crystallized male

0.0127
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(a)
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Figure 2.2 Photomicrographs of adult male zebra finch brain stained for (a) PCNA,
(b) DCX and (c) NeuN. Sections are parasagittal with dorsal up and rostral to the
left. Images in the left column are whole brain sections, and images on the right are
higher magnification images of four vocal control brain regions. The inset image for the
PCNA brain section illustrates densely packed immunoreactive cells along the lateral
ventricle.
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Figure 2.3 Volume of vocal control regions of males (blue) and females (red)
through 4 stages of song learning: sensory (20 – 25 days post hatch, dph),
sensorimotor (35- 40 dph), motor (65 – 70 dph), and crystallized (100 – 110 dph). (a)
HVC, (b) RA, (c) LMAN and (d) Area X. Bars represent means, and individual values
are plotted. Significant main effects and interactions are noted in inset box. If a
significant sex by age interaction was detected, significant differences between age
groups for males only (Tukey’s post hoc test) are shown as follows: *p < 0.05, **p <
0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05; a, different from sensory, b,
different from sensorimotor, c, different from motor and d, different from crystallized.
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2.3.2

Overall distribution of immunoreactivity.

2.3.2.1

Proliferating cell nuclear antigen PCNA immunoreactivity

PCNA immunoreactivity (PCNA-ir) was broadly distributed throughout the brain,
as reported in other adult birds (e.g., Mazengenya et al., 2018). However, the region of
strongest immunoreactivity, by far, was the subventricular zone, where cells densely
coated the walls of the lateral ventricles (Figure 2.2a). Immunoreactivity was limited to
small spherical structures, suggesting the labelled protein was constrained to cell nuclei. I
also observed clusters of PCNA-ir cells that mapped the four main vocal control system
areas (HVC, RA, LMAN and Area X; Figure 2.2a). PCNA-ir was present in all four
stages of development in both males and females (see below) and has been observed to
be widespread in the brains of adult birds in other studies (Mazengenya et al., 2018).
Given that PCNA gene expression is highest during DNA synthesis and cell division, and
that postembryonic neurogenic cell division is limited to the subventricular zone in birds
(Pytte, 2016), the observed patterns of immunoreactivity suggest that the PCNA protein
may remain abundant in cell nuclei for an extended period after cells have migrated away
from the walls of the ventricles. PCNA is also present during DNA repair (Hall et al.,
1990; Shivji et al., 1992), but it seems unlikely that the widespread distribution of PCNAir cells result only from repair processes.

2.3.2.2

Doublecortin - DCX immunoreactivity

DCX immunoreactivity (DCX-ir) was widely distributed throughout the brain, as
observed in several previous studies (Figure 2.2b; Kim et al., 2006; Boseret et al., 2007;
Balthazart & Ball, 2014). Both fusiform and round cells with multiple processes were
apparent, as described previously (Balthazart et al., 2008). DCX-ir along the ventricles
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was not as conspicuous as it was for PCNA. In males, vocal control regions were usually
easily distinguished, sometimes with lower immunoreactivity than surrounding tissue and
sometimes with higher, as observed in prior studies (Wada et al., 2014, Guigueno et al.,
2016).

2.3.2.3

Neuronal nuclear antigen - NeuN immunoreactivity

NeuN immunoreactivity (NeuN-ir) was similar to previous studies (e.g., Newman
et al., 2010) and was broadly distributed throughout the brain in males and females
(Figure 2.2c). Generally, male brains appeared to have more NeuN-ir in the vocal control
system than did females, similar to staining intensity of Nissl stains for these brain
regions.

2.3.3

HVC cell proliferation, incorporation and maturation
In HVC the proportion of each field of view (FOV) covered by PCNA-ir declined

significantly with age and was higher in males than females (Figure 2.4). There was a
significant age ´ sex interaction (Table 2.2), with the highest levels of PCNA-ir in the
HVC of males in the sensory phase of song learning, and significant decline by the
sensorimotor phase.
The proportion of DCX-ir per FOV in HVC was similar to PCNA-ir with males
having greater DCX-ir than females, and a significant change with age and sex by age
interaction (Figure 2.5; Table 2.2). However, DCX-ir in males tended to increase and
reach a peak by the sensorimotor phase and then decreased by the motor phase, while
DCX-ir was more consistently low in females (Figure 2.5). This delayed increase in
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DCX-ir, relative to PCNA-ir, suggests that cells that were expressing PCNA during the
sensory phase may have developed and expressed DCX by the sensorimotor phase.
Similar to PCNA-ir and DCX-ir males had higher Neu-N-ir per FOV than
females. Although I did not find a significant main effect of age (Figure 2.6, f; Table 2.2),
there was a significant age ´ sex interaction (Table 2.2). Males had high and stable
NeuN-ir, but female NeuN-ir in HVC declined with age (Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.4 (a) Proportion of each field of view (FOV) that was immunoreactive for
proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) in HVC of male and female zebra finches
during different stages of song learning. Bars indicate means, and individual values
are plotted for males (blue) and females (dark red) throughout 4 age periods: sensory (20
– 25 days post hatch, dph), sensorimotor (35- 40 dph), motor (65 – 70 dph), and
crystallized (100 – 110 dph). Statistical results of the ANOVA (Table 2.2) are
summarized in the insets with the following notations: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** <
0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. If a significant sex ´ age interaction was
detected, significant differences within age groups as determined by Tukey’s post hoc
test are shown as follows: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p
> 0.05. Letters indicate significant age differences within males only as follows: a,
different from sensory, b, different from sensorimotor, c, different from motor and d,
different from crystallized. (b) Representative region-of-interest photomicrographs
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within HVC of males (top row) and females (bottom row) in each phase of song
learning.

Figure 2.5 (a) Proportion of each field of view (FOV) that was immunoreactive for
doublecortin (DCX) in HVC of male and female zebra finches during different
stages of song learning. Bars indicate means, and individual values are plotted for males
(blue) and females (dark red) throughout 4 age periods: sensory (20 – 25 days post hatch,
dph), sensorimotor (35- 40 dph), motor (65 – 70 dph), and crystallized (100 – 110 dph).
Statistical results of the ANOVA (Table 2.2) are summarized in the insets with the
following notations: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p >
0.05. If a significant sex ´ age interaction was detected, significant differences within age
groups as determined by Tukey’s post hoc test are shown as follows: *p < 0.05, **p <
0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. Letters indicate significant age
differences within males only as follows: a, different from sensory, b, different from
sensorimotor, c, different from motor and d, different from crystallized. (b)
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Representative region-of-interest photomicrographs within HVC of males (top row)
and females (bottom row) in each phase of song learning.

Figure 2.6 (a) Proportion of each field of view (FOV) that was immunoreactive for
neuronal nuclear antigen (NeuN) in HVC of male and female zebra finches during
different stages of song learning. of males (top row) and females (bottom row) in
each phase of song learning. Bars indicate means, and individual values are plotted for
males (blue) and females (dark red) throughout 4 age periods: sensory (20 – 25 days post
hatch, dph), sensorimotor (35- 40 dph), motor (65 – 70 dph), and crystallized (100 – 110
dph). Statistical results of the ANOVA (Table 2.2) are summarized in the insets with the
following notations: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p >
0.05. If a significant sex ´ age interaction was detected, significant differences within age
groups as determined by Tukey’s post hoc test are shown as follows: *p < 0.05, **p <
0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. Letters indicate significant age
differences within males only as follows: a, different from sensory, b, different from
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sensorimotor, c, different from motor and d, different from crystallized. (b)
Representative region-of-interest photomicrographs within HVC

2.3.4

RA cell proliferation, incorporation and maturation
In RA the proportion of PCNA-ir per field of view (FOV) was significantly

higher in males than females (Figure 2.7, b; Table 2.2). Although I found no significant
main effect of age, there was a significant age ´ sex interaction (Table 2.2). PCNA-ir in
RA had a large sex difference at early stages of song learning, but it slightly decreased in
males, and increased in females, with age (Figure 2.7). This suggests a greater
recruitment of recently divided cells to RA in males early in song learning, compared to
females.
The proportion of DCX-ir per FOV showed a different pattern compared to
PCNA-ir. Overall levels of DCX-ir were relatively low in RA but were significantly
higher in males than females (Figure 2.8). Again, there was a significant age ´ sex
interaction (Table 2.2). In males, but not females, DCX-ir was significantly higher during
the sensorimotor and motor phases of song learning.
The proportion of NeuN-ir per FOV was significantly greater in males than
females, and declined slightly, but significantly, with age (Figure 2.9 Table 2.2). Thus, in
addition to RA being larger in volume in males (Figure 2.3), I also found greater Neun-ir
per FOV.
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Figure 2.7 (a) Proportion of each field of view (FOV) that was immunoreactive for
doublecortin (DCX) in HVC of male and female zebra finches during different
stages of song learning. Bars indicate means, and individual values are plotted for males
(blue) and females (dark red) throughout 4 age periods: sensory (20 – 25 days post hatch,
dph), sensorimotor (35- 40 dph), motor (65 – 70 dph), and crystallized (100 – 110 dph).
Statistical results of the ANOVA (Table 2.2) are summarized in the insets with the
following notations: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p >
0.05. If a significant sex ´ age interaction was detected, significant differences within age
groups as determined by Tukey’s post hoc test are shown as follows: *p < 0.05, **p <
0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. Letters indicate significant age
differences within males only as follows: a, different from sensory, b, different from
sensorimotor, c, different from motor and d, different from crystallized. (b)
Representative region-of-interest photomicrographs within HVC of males (top row)
and females (bottom row) in each phase of song learning.
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Figure 2.8 (a) Proportion of each field of view (FOV) that was immunoreactive for
doublecortin (DCX) in the robust nucleus of the arcopallium (RA) of male and
female zebra finches during different stages of song learning. Bars indicate means, and
individual values are plotted for males (blue) and females (dark red) throughout 4 age
periods: sensory (20 – 25 days post hatch, dph), sensorimotor (35- 40 dph), motor (65 – 70
dph), and crystallized (100 – 110 dph). Statistical results of the ANOVA (Table 2.2) are
summarized in the insets with the following notations: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001,
****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. If a significant sex ´ age interaction was detected,
significant differences within age groups as determined by Tukey’s post hoc test are shown
as follows: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. Letters
indicate significant age differences within males only as follows: a, different from sensory, b,
different from sensorimotor, c, different from motor and d, different from crystallized. (b)

Representative region-of-interest photomicrographs within RA of males (top row)
and females (bottom row) in each phase of song learning.
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Figure 2.9 (a) Proportion of each field of view (FOV) that was immunoreactive for
neuronal nuclear antigen (NeuN) in the robust nucleus of the arcopallium (RA) of
male and female zebra finches during different stages of song learning. Bars indicate
means, and individual values are plotted for males (blue) and females (dark red) throughout 4
age periods: sensory (20 – 25 days post hatch, dph), sensorimotor (35- 40 dph), motor (65 –
70 dph), and crystallized (100 – 110 dph). Statistical results of the ANOVA (Table 2.2) are
summarized in the insets with the following notations: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001,
****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. If a significant sex ´ age interaction was detected,
significant differences within age groups as determined by Tukey’s post hoc test are shown
as follows: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. Letters
indicate significant age differences within males only as follows: a, different from sensory, b,
different from sensorimotor, c, different from motor and d, different from crystallized. (b)

Representative region-of-interest photomicrographs within RA of males (top row)
and females (bottom row) in each phase of song learning.
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2.3.5

LMAN cell proliferation, incorporation and maturation
The proportion of PCNA-ir per FOV was significantly greater for males than

females (Figure 2.10; Table 2.2). There was also a slight, but significant, decline in
PCNA-ir with age, but no significant age ´ sex interaction.
The proportion of DCX-ir per FOV in LMAN did not differ between males and
females, but there was a significant effect of age (Figure 2.11; Table 2.2). DCX-ir was
generally low compared to other brain regions and declined with age. Thus, although
LMAN is larger in males than females (Figure 2.3), the proportion of immunoreactivity
per field of view did not differ between the sexes.
The proportion of NeuN-ir per FOV in LMAN had a different pattern compared
to PCNA-ir and DCX-ir (Figure 2.12). LMAN was not visible in females during the
motor and crystallized phase. NeuN-ir per FOV was greater in males than females, and
there was a significant age ´ sex interaction and main effect of age (Table 2.2). NeuN-ir
was high and stable across ages in males, but declined in females, driven by the effect of
LMAN not being discernable from surrounding tissue for any females in the motor and
crystalized stages of song learning.
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Figure 2.10 (a) Proportion of each field of view (FOV) that was immunoreactive for
proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) in LMAN (lateral magnocellular nucleus
of the anterior nidopallium) of male and female zebra finches during different
stages of song learning. Bars indicate means, and individual values are plotted for males
(blue) and females (dark red) throughout 4 age periods: sensory (20 – 25 days post hatch,
dph), sensorimotor (35- 40 dph), motor (65 – 70 dph), and crystallized (100 – 110 dph).
Statistical results of the ANOVA (Table 2.2) are summarized in the insets with the
following notations: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p >
0.05. (b) Representative region-of-interest photomicrographs within LMAN of males
(top row) and females (bottom row) in each phase of song learning.
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Figure 2.11 (a) Proportion of each field of view (FOV) that was immunoreactive for
doublecortin (DCX) in LMAN (lateral magnocellular nucleus of the anterior
nidopallium) of male and female zebra finches during different stages of song
learning. Bars indicate means, and individual values are plotted for males (blue) and
females (dark red) throughout 4 age periods: sensory (20 – 25 days post hatch, dph),
sensorimotor (35- 40 dph), motor (65 – 70 dph), and crystallized (100 – 110 dph).
Statistical results of the ANOVA (Table 2.2) are summarized in the insets with the
following notations: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p >
0.05. (b) Representative region-of-interest photomicrographs within LMAN of males
(top row) and females (bottom row) in each phase of song learning.
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Figure 2.12 (a) Proportion of each field of view (FOV) that was immunoreactive for
neuronal nuclear antigen (NeuN) in LMAN (lateral magnocellular nucleus of the
anterior nidopallium) of male and female zebra finches during different stages of
song learning. Bars indicate means, and individual values are plotted for males (blue)
and females (dark red) throughout 4 age periods: sensory (20 – 25 days post hatch, dph),
sensorimotor (35- 40 dph), motor (65 – 70 dph), and crystallized (100 – 110 dph).
Statistical results of the ANOVA (Table 2.2) are summarized in the insets with the
following notations: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p >
0.05. (b) Representative region-of-interest photomicrographs within LMAN of males
(top row) and females (bottom row) in each phase of song learning.
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2.3.6

Area X cell proliferation, incorporation and maturation
PCNA-ir was slightly more apparent in Area X than the surrounding striatal

regions in males (Figure 2.2a). Area X was discernible from surrounding tissue based on
PCNA-ir in only two females for each of the sensory and sensorimotor stages of song
learning (Figure 2.13). PCNA-ir per FOV was significantly higher in males than in
females, and significantly declined with age (Table 2.2).
Similarly, to PCNA-ir, DCX-ir in Area X was detectable only for the earliest
stage of song development in females (Figure 2.14). As a result, males had significantly
greater DCX-ir per FOV than females, and there was a significant age ´ sex interaction
(Table 2.2). In males DCX-ir increased from the sensory phase and reached its peak by
the sensorimotor phase and then declined significantly by the motor phase (Figure 2.14).
NeuN-ir could only be measured in males, because Area X was not visible in
females. This resulted in a significant sex difference, but there was no significant change
in the proportion of NeuN-ir per FOV across ages, nor a statistically significant age ´ sex
interaction (Figure 2.15; Table 2.2). Thus, although Area X increased in volume in males
with age, the density of immunoreactivity per FOV did not.
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Figure 2.13 (a) Proportion of each field of view (FOV) that was immunoreactive for
proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) in Area X of male and female zebra
finches during different stages of song learning. Bars indicate means, and individual
values are plotted for males (blue) and females (dark red) throughout 4 age periods:
sensory (20 – 25 days post hatch, dph), sensorimotor (35- 40 dph), motor (65 – 70 dph),
and crystallized (100 – 110 dph). Statistical results of the ANOVA (Table 2.2) are
summarized in the insets with the following notations: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** <
0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. (b) Representative region-of-interest
photomicrographs within Area X of males (top row) and females (bottom row) in
each phase of song learning.
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Figure 2.14 (a) Proportion of each field of view (FOV) that was immunoreactive for
doublecortin (DCX) in Area X of male and female zebra finches during different
stages of song learning. Bars indicate means, and individual values are plotted for males
(blue) and females (dark red) throughout 4 age periods: sensory (20 – 25 days post hatch,
dph), sensorimotor (35- 40 dph), motor (65 – 70 dph), and crystallized (100 – 110 dph).
Statistical results of the ANOVA (Table 2.2) are summarized in the insets with the
following notations: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p >
0.05. If a significant sex ´ age interaction was detected, significant differences within age
groups as determined by Tukey’s post hoc test are shown as follows: *p < 0.05, **p <
0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. Letters indicate significant age
differences within males only as follows: a, different from sensory, b, different from
sensorimotor, c, different from motor and d, different from crystallized. (b)
Representative region-of-interest photomicrographs within Area X of males (top
row) and females (bottom row) in each phase of song learning.
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Figure 2.15 (a) Proportion of each field of view (FOV) that was immunoreactive for
neuronal nuclear antigen (NeuN) in Area X of male and female zebra finches during
different stages of song learning. Bars indicate means, and individual values are plotted
for males (blue) and females (dark red) throughout 4 age periods: sensory (20 – 25 days post
hatch, dph), sensorimotor (35- 40 dph), motor (65 – 70 dph), and crystallized (100 – 110
dph). Statistical results of the ANOVA (Table 2.2) are summarized in the insets with the
following notations: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. (b)

Representative region-of-interest photomicrographs within Area X of males.
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2.4

Discussion
In this study I examined the structural and neurogenic changes in the vocal

control system of male and female zebra finch brains during four stages of song
development. I used immunohistochemistry to label three endogenous markers (PCNA,
DCX and NeuN) expressed by cells at different stages of neurogenesis, such as cell
proliferation, neuronal migration and differentiation and functional neuron maturation.
The overall results are summarized in Figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.16 (a) Experimental timeline. Male and female zebra finch brains were collected at four different stages during
development corresponding to different stages of song learning. (b) Schematic representation of a female (pink) and male (blue) brain
at the left. (c) Bars represent the relative abundance of the labelled markers of cell division (PCNA - blue), cell migration (DCX yellow) and neuronal maturation (NeuN - green) in vocal control brain regions of male and female zebra finch brains at four different
stages of song learning. (d) example of photomicrographs for PCNA, DCX and NeuN captured at high magnification.
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2.4.1

Cell proliferation, migration and maturation
Prior research has shown that most of the telencephalic cell proliferation occurs

during embryonic development (Charvet & Striedter 2009). The results suggest that high
rates of cell proliferation, at least for male HVC, continue during the first few weeks of
post-hatch brain development, and then at lower rates as birds develop toward sexual
maturity after which neurogenesis persists in maturity (e.g., Mazengenya et al., 2017,
2018; Pomolova et al., 2019). The results also highlight that the recruitment of recently
proliferated cells varies between brain regions and between the sexes, replicating prior
studies (Kim et al., 2006; Boseret et al., 2007; Balthazart et al., 2008; Melleu et al., 2013;
Mazengenya et al., 2017). The widespread PCNA immunoreactivity outside of the
subventricular zone in the study and others (e.g., Mazengenya et al., 2018) indicates that
the PCNA antigen remains present in cells for an extended period of time following cell
division.
One limitation of measuring PCNA-ir is that the PCNA antibody labels
proliferating cells, including neurons, glia and endothelial cells and also seems to label
cells repairing their DNA (Hall et al., 1990; Shivji et al., 1992; Balthazart and Ball,
2014). This can lead to an overestimation of neurogenesis (Mazengenya et al., 2018).
Despite this limitation, PCNA is a commonly used method to measure proliferating cells
in birds and other taxa. It has been used to describe the developing brain of quail,
parakeet, chicken and zebra finches (Striedter and Charvet, 2008; Charvet and Striedter
2009; 2010), as well as the adult brains of parrots (Mazengenya et al., 2018).
Additionally, previous studies had demonstrated that PCNA-positive regions in quail
corresponded to regions also labelled with BrdU (Striedter and Charvet, 2008; Charvet &
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Striedter 2009), and PCNA-ir regions observed in parrots (Mazengenya et al., 2018)
corresponded with those reported in quail after BrdU injection (Charvet and Striedter,
2008). Determining the time course of this, combined with double-labelling for other
markers of neurogenesis, would improve further the utility of PCNA immunoreactivity
for studies of neurogenesis.
Comparing PCNA-ir to DCX-ir I found that while PCNA-ir tended to be higher in
the sensory phase, DCX-ir tended to be higher during the sensorimotor phase.
Additionally, I found that while PCNA-ir declined over development and remained at
low levels in the four areas, DXC-ir remained at higher levels during early stages of song
development and a lower level during later stages, particularly in HVC and Area X. This
suggests that HVC and Area X have extended neurogenesis compared to RA and LMAN
during the sensory and early sensorimotor phases of song learning. These results are
consistent with previous studies that proposed HVC and Area X exhibit high neuronal
addition in juvenile and adult zebra finches and canaries (Wilbrecht and Kim, 2004;
Lubica et al., 2014; Brenowitz and Larson, 2015, Pytte, 2016).
NeuN is expressed in mature neurons after they stop expressing DCX (Balthazart
and Ball, 2014). I found age-related differences in NeuN-ir, with two patterns of change.
First, in HVC and Area X I found stable and high immunoreactivity from the sensory
phase until crystallization phase in males. Second, in RA and LMAN I found age related
changes in NeuN immunoreactivity that were sex specific. For LMAN, NeuN
immunoreactivity was comparable between males and females at the sensory stage, but
declined rapidly in females (Figure 2.12) and LMAN became indistinguishable from
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surrounding pallium (Figure 2.3). Thus, NeuN-defined sex differences in LMAN emerge
later than in other regions of the vocal control circuit.

2.4.2

Development of sex differences
I also measured the volume of the different vocal control regions using NeuN-

defined boundaries. In general, I found significant male-biased sex differences in the four
nuclei. These sex differences were, for the most part, present even in the youngest birds
sampled. HVC and RA had sex differences present throughout all ages (Figures 2.3a,b).
Area X was indistinguishable from surrounding tissue in females throughout all ages
sampled (Figure 2.3d). Two young females had a visible Area X, as defined by NeuN-ir,
but in other birds it was not distinguishable. Area X is typically impossible to discern in
female zebra finches, though may be delineated by visualizing patterns of gene
expression (Choe et al., 2021). LMAN displayed a different pattern, and was measurable
in young females but became undetectable by the motor phase (Figures 3c). Thus, with
the exception of LMAN, large anatomical sex differences in the vocal control system
were well established at early in development.
The results are generally concordant with earlier research on the development of
vocal control brain regions in zebra finches using Nissl staining methods (Bottjer et al.
1985; Konishi and Akutagawa 1985; Nixdorf-Bergweiler 1996). Bottjer et al. (1985)
found sex differences in HVC, RA, LMAN and Area X that emerged early in
development. They included a sample of 12-day old birds and found that from days 12 to
25 days of age HVC, RA, and Area X increased in size and LMAN decreased, consistent
with the findings. Konishi and Akutagawa (1985) also documented volumetric changes
in RA in Nissl-stained tissue that mirror the findings. Herrmann and Bischoff (1986) also
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documented age-related changes in neuron soma size in HVC of male zebra finches,
similar to the observations. The results thus expand earlier work by demonstrating these
volumetric changes are a result of neurogenesis, and by using a neuron-specific marker
(NeuN).
In addition to studies of brain region volume and neuron soma size, prior research
has also examined the development of sex differences in zebra finch vocal control brain
regions using tritiated thymidine to label newly generated cells. This method provides a
snapshot of cells that divided around the time of injection. Nordeen and Nordeen (1988)
concluded that sex differences in HVC and Area X resulted from greater incorporation of
new neurons in males, but that sex differences in RA and LMAN likely resulted from
greater neuron loss in females. Similarly, Kirn and DeVoogd (1989) used tritiated
thymidine as a marker for neurogenesis and counts of pyknotic neurons in Nissl-stained
tissue as a marker of apoptosis, and concluded that cell death in female vocal control
regions is an important contributor to the development of sex differences.
The results are slightly different from the above studies using tritiated thymidine.
Though variable with age and sex, the markers of neurogenesis, (PCNA-ir and DCX-ir)
were present in both sexes throughout development. Thus, these brain regions appear to
continue to add new cells through development and song learning in both males and
females, but at varying rates. I observed large sex differences in region volume (as
defined by NeuN-ir) in the youngest birds. For example, HVC volume of 25-30 dph
birds was many times larger in males than females. This suggests that much of the sex
difference in HVC size depends on processes occurring before age 25 dph. Of course,
the sex differences in apoptosis observed by Nordeen and Nordeen (1988) and Kirn and
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DeVoogd (1989) may have also occurred in the birds and contributed to the maintenance
of the sex differences that were established by 25 dph. I was not able to quantify
apoptosis. Unfortunately, the antibodies used to label activated caspase-3 as a marker of
apoptosis in songbirds in prior studies are either not identified in publications, or are no
longer available due to reliability concerns (e.g., Sun et al. 2005; Thompson and
Brenowitz 2008, 2009; Chen et al. 2015). Further work using combined markers of
neurogenesis and neural apoptosis would help clarify how these two processes vary
during brain development of males and females.

2.4.3

General conclusions
The objective was to use markers of neurogenesis and mature neuron phenotype

to document the development of sex differences in the vocal control circuit of zebra
finches over four stages of song learning. I found that sex differences emerged early and
persisted throughout song learning. In addition, I did find age-related changes in
neurogenesis, including a decrease in the proportion of cell proliferation and neuronal
recruitment, and these changes seem to be general to all the regions and not associated to
different phases of song learning. Also, I did not find large changes in the proportion of
mature neurons in the vocal control system regions between the different phases of song
learning. Thus, transitions from the sensory phase to sensorimotor phase to song
crystallization likely depend on other forms of brain plasticity.
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Chapter 3

3

Sex differences in myelination of the zebra finch vocal
control system emerge relatively late in song learning.
3.1

Introduction

One of the later and major steps in the development of the nervous system of
vertebrates is the myelination of axons by glia cells. Myelin is a multilamellar membrane
structure that wraps around the axon, and it is crucial for the normal function of the
central nervous system (Nave, 2010). One of the functions of myelination is to insulate
the axon to promote the saltatory conduction of excitation and a reduction of axon
diameter compared to unmyelinated axons (Stoffel, 1990). Myelination allows fast,
reliable and temporally precise conduction of neuronal signals within brain networks
(Chorghay et al., 2019) and it is key for the development of neural pathways that allow
sensory, motor and higher order functions (Fields, 2008). In the developing human brain,
myelination extends postnatally for decades even though the brain is already organized
prenatally. It continues to change in an extended and asynchronous way, with some
regions developing myelination earlier than others (Mount et al., 2017). For example, in
humans, during development myelination of sensory and motor regions happens earlier
and faster than the myelination of associative regions (Casey et al., 2005; Dubois et al.,
2014). Additionally, during the development of complex cognitive abilities like language,
sensorimotor areas, such as those involved in speech production become myelinated
earlier than language-related areas (Pujol et al., 2006). Likewise, behaviorally, the
development of cognitive abilities happens later in childhood compared to other sensory
and motor abilities and this behavioral development correlates with myelination (Nagy et
al., 2004).
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Asynchrony in the myelination of different brain regions has also been found in
other species, such as songbirds. For instance, in zebra finches the myelination of visual
areas happens earlier than the myelination of areas related to song production (Herrmann
and Bischof, 1986), and within the vocal control system some areas myelinate earlier
than others (Herrmann and Bischof, 1986; Nixdorf-Bergweiler and Von Bohlen und
Halbach, 2004; Champoux et al., 2020). This asynchrony in myelination rate seems to
have behavioural outcomes. For instance, the development of cognitive abilities, such as
song learning and production, happens later compared to the development of other
sensory abilities, such as vision (Herrmann and Bischof, 1986; Champoux et al., 2020).
Not only is myelination seemingly characterized by asynchrony and correlations
with behavioural development, but it also exhibits sex differences. For example, human
males have significantly larger volumes of white matter compared to females across
different ages (Gur et al., 1999; De Bellis et al., 2001; Goldstein et al., 2001; Giedd,
2004; Perrin et al., 2008; Hua et al., 2009; Cerghert et al., 2009). In young adults, sex
differences in myelination associated with language abilities have also been found (Jung
et al., 2019) and these sex differences in myelination seem to be associated to changes in
testosterone levels (Ho et al., 2020). Thus, sex differences in myelination in mammals
may emerge through the organizational effects of gonadal steroid hormones.
Sex differences in myelination have also been found in rodents. For example,
rodent males exhibit higher density of myelin in areas such as the corpus callosum, fornix
and spinal cord compared to females (Cerghet et al., 2006; Cerghet et al., 2009).
Likewise, in songbirds, sex differences in myelination of the vocal control system are
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male biased and these differences were also found during development and adulthood
(Herrmann and Bischof, 1986; Nixdorf-Bergweiler and Von Bohlen und Halbach, 2004).
Although prior work has demonstrated the existence of sex differences in myelination
of the songbird vocal control system, this work has relied on histological staining, such as
toluidine blue/methylene (Nixdorf-Bergweiler and Von Bohlen und Halbach, 2004) and
Gallyas protocol for myelin impregnation (Herrmann and Bischof, 1986; Champoux et
al., 2020). Moreover, it remains unclear how development of myelination in this circuit
corresponds to transitions through different stages of male-specific song learning. The
aim of this chapter is to examine the development of sex differences in myelination of the
vocal control system in the zebra finch brain during the process of vocal learning. I
measured myelin in males and females at four specific stages of song development:
sensory phase 20-25 days post hatch (dph) (start of tutor song memorization);
sensorimotor phase, 35-40 dph, (tutor song memorization and production of subsong);
motor phase, 65-70 dph (plastic song), and crystallization phase, 100-110 dph
(stable/adult song).
I assessed age and sex differences in myelination using immunohistochemistry to
label myelin basic protein (MBP), a marker of myelin within the central nervous system
that specifically binds to peptides located in the myelin cytoplasmic membrane. I then
measured the immunoreactivity of MBP (MBP-ir) in two regions of the vocal control
system: a) HVC (proper name), considered functionally analogous to human premotor
cortex (Pfenning et al., 2014), and b) the robust nucleus of the arcopallium (RA),
functionally analogous to the human laryngeal motor cortex - primary cortex region
(Fujimoto et al., 2011). As well, I measured the extent of MBP-ir in two song-related
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myelin tracts: a) the HVC-RA tract, which is part of the motor pathway of the vocal
control system, and is critical for song production as it connects HVC and RA
(Nottebohm et al., 1976), and b) the LMV tract across the lamina mesopallium ventralis
(LMV; formerly called lamina hyperstriatica (LH); Nottebohm et al., 1982; and lamina
mesopallius (LaM); Jarvis et al., 2013). The LMV tract includes part of the anterior
forebrain pathway that is key for learning and maintenance of the song. It contains
afferent fibers from the medial magnocellular nucleus of the anterior nidopallium
(MMAN) and the nucleus interfacialis of the nidopallium (NIf) to HVC (Nottebohm et
al., 1982; Bottjer et al., 1989; Mooney and Rao,1994), as well as efferent fibers from
HVC to the striatal nucleus area X (Nottebohm et al., 1976). To my knowledge, there are
no studies that have measured the extent of myelination in LMV and HVC-RA tracts in
zebra finches. I predicted that male and female zebra finches will show significantly
different MBP-ir in the four regions of interest and these differences will increase with
age. I also predicted that myelination in the vocal control nuclei and tracts would increase
proportionally to the development of song and that myelination in the different regions
would differ in rate.

3.2
3.2.1

Methods
Subjects

All the experimental procedures, housing and care conditions followed the
guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care and were approved by the University
of Western Ontario’s Animal Care Committee (protocol 2015-043).
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Housing and procedures are also described in Chapter 2. For this study I used the
same brains collected from zebra finches as in Chapter 2. That is, male and female brains
collected at 4 different stages of song learning were used (Figure 2.1)

3.2.2

Immunohistochemistry
I sectioned brains into 30 μm thick sagittal sections using a cryostat. From the

selected hemisphere I collected four alternating series. Thus, within each series I
collected every fourth section. I assigned one series to be immunostained for myelin basic
protein (MBP) and the other 3 series were used for a different study (described in Chapter
2).
Immunohistochemistry procedures used in this study for MBP followed an
established protocol for free-floating fixed sections (Farrell, 2015). First, I washed the
free-floating sections using 0.1 M PBS for at least 5 minutes between washes. Then, I
incubated the sections in 0.5% H2O2 for 15 min to eliminate endogenous peroxidase
reactivity. I then washed the sections three times in 0.1 M PBS for at least 5 minutes
between washes, prior to a 1 h blocking incubation in 10% normal goat serum (catalog
no. S-1000; Vector Laboratories) diluted in 0.3% Triton in PBS (PBST). Immediately
after the incubation hour, I incubated the sections in the primary antibody at 1:250
dilution (anti-myelin basic protein antibody oligodendrocyte marker, polyclonal, Abcam
cat. no. ab7349; RRID:AB_305869) in 0.3% PBST at 4 °C for 20 hours. Then, I washed
the sections twice in 0.1% PBST, and I incubated the sections for 1h at room temperature
in biotinylated secondary antibody (biotinylated anti-rat IgG made in goat, 1:400 dilution;
cat no. BA-9400; Vector Laboratories). Following 3 washes in 0.1% PBST, I incubated
the sections for 1 h at room temperature in avidin-biotin horseradish-peroxidase complex
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(VectaStain Elite ABC Kit, cat. no. PK 6100; Vector Laboratories) diluted at 1:200 in
0.3% PBST. Then, I washed the sections with 0.1% PBST. Next, I visualized the sections
using diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride solution (DAB, cat. no., D5637; SigmaAldrich) then washed the sections four times in 0.1M PBS. After a final rinse with 0.1 M
PBS, I mounted all the sections on to electrostatically treated microscope slides (VWR
VistaVision Histobond). I left the mounted sections to air-dry overnight, prior to serially
dehydrating them in graded ethanols, cleared them in a solvent (NeoClear, cat no. 6503871; EMD Chemicals), and attached a coverslip with Permount (Permount, cat no. SP15;
Fisher Scientific).

3.2.3

MBP quantification
In order to estimate the immunoreactivity of MBP in the vocal control system an

observer, blind to the treatment groups, captured photomicrographs of the nuclei HVC
and RA (robust nucleus of the arcopallium), and the HVC-RA tract and the LMV tract
through a 1.25x and a 40x objective lens using a Leica DFC420 C camera mounted on a
Leica DM5500 B microscope. I used the images to calculate: (a) the volume of the nuclei
(b) the proportion of immunoreactivity per field of view (FOV) of the nuclei and (c) the
proportion of immunoreactivity per FOV of the tracts.
Nuclei volume. To quantify the volume of HVC and RA I used the tissue
immunostained for MBP. Song nuclei regions stained for MBP are readily outlined by
darker staining (Figure 3.1). I quantified the volume of HVC and RA by capturing images
from every section that contained the region of interest using Leica Application Suite
software. Then, using the FIJI version of ImageJ software (Schindelin et al. 2012), I
traced the outlines of each region (HVC, RA). Next, I reconstructed the total volume of
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each brain region using the formula for volume of a frustum (truncated cone) accounting
for sampling intervals of 120 μm. I accounted for any damaged sections by averaging the
previous and following sections. Then, I summed all the frustra volumes to obtain the
volume measurement.
Proportion of immunoreactivity per field of view (FOV) of the nuclei: To quantify
the proportion of immunoreactivity of MBP per FOV in HVC and RA I captured 5
images of each nucleus using a 40x objective lens. I selected the section in which the
nucleus had the largest cross-sectional area, and the 2 sections before and the 2 after
(intersection interval was 120μm). The borders of each image were centered within the
brain region (Figure 3.2). Next, I used the FIJI version of ImageJ software (Schindelin et
al. 2012) and the threshold colour tool (method, default and color red, color space RGB)
to highlight background staining from myelin fibers. Then, I converted the images into
16-bit gray scale (FIJI - process - binary). Lastly, I used the analyze particles tool of FIJI
to measure the percentage of immunoreactivity of the fibers. I controlled for dust
particles or artifacts by setting the parameters of the function to 30-infinity and selected
the outline function to obtain a picture of the areas of the image that were selected as
immunoreactive.
Proportion of immunoreactivity per field of view of the tracts: To quantify the
proportion of immunoreactivity of the HVC – RA tract and LMV tract I followed a
quantification method developed by Farrell (2015). I selected five sections in which HVC
and RA were both present and clearly defined and largest in cross-sectional area, and in
which the HVC-to-RA tract was most visible. I used these five sections (spaced 120 μm)
for a total sampling area that spanned 600 μm wide mediolaterally. I measured the LMV
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tract using the same the same five sections used to measure the HVC – RA tract. Using
ImageJ/FIJI software I transformed all the images to 16-bit grayscale [DPI 300
pixels/inch; dimensions 2592x1944 pixels]. Then, using the threshold tool, I manually
determined the threshold to distinguish immunoreactive fibers from background. To
quantify immunoreactivity in the HVC-RA tract I place a sampling frame (500 x 500
pixels or 132291.65x 132291.65 µm) halfway between HVC and RA in the dorsal-ventral
axis (measured using the line tool) and centred on the tract (Figure 3.2). To quantify
immunoreactivity in the LMV tract, I placed a sampling frame (250 x 750 pixels or
66145.825 x 198437.475 µm) halfway between the beginning of the LMV tract, from the
most caudal edge to the most rostral edge, leading to anterior HVC in the rostral-caudal
axis (as shown in Figure 3.2). For both tracts, using images from each sampling frame, I
calculated the proportion of immunoreactivity, using the analyze particle tool, set at 30
pixels for the minimum object size to exclude dust particles.
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with dorsal up and rostral to the left. Image in the left column is a whole brain section, and images on the right are higher
magnification images of 2 vocal control brain regions and 2 tracts.
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HVC – RA
tract
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Figure 3.2 Photomicrograph of adult male zebra finch brain stained for MBP. The section is parasagittal with dorsal up and
rostral to the left. The red boxes indicate the approximate size and location of the myelin tracts sampling frames. The yellow boxes
indicate the approximate location where the higher magnification photomicrographs were taken for HVC and RA.
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3.2.4

Statistical Analyses
When the area of interest was not visible, as was the case for HVC in females and

young males, I included zero values for the volume and MBP-ir in those cases. For each
brain region of interest, I conducted a two-way ANOVA with age and sex as independent
factors. Subsequently, if significant interactions were found, I assessed pair-wise
differences using Tukey’s post hoc test. I include the results for all the ANOVAs in Table
3.1.

3.3
3.3.1

Results
Motor control nuclei volume

The volume of HVC and RA were well defined by MBP immunoreactivity
(Figure 3.1). I measured the volume of these structures using MBP-ir samples. I found
sex and age differences in the volume of HVC and RA during song learning. The
volumes of HVC and RA increased significantly with age and were larger in males than
in females (Figure 3.3; Table 3.1).
MBP-defined HVC and RA volumes increased with age for males, but not
females (significant age x sex interactions; Figure 3.3; Table 3.1). In males, HVC (as
defined by MBP-ir) was discriminable by the sensorimotor phase (35 – 40 dph), and it
increased in volume from then until the crystallized phase (100 – 110 dph). RA volume
was larger in males than in females (Figure 3.3c,d). In males, RA (as defined by MBP-ir)
was discriminable by the sensory phase (20 – 25 dph) and it increased in size until the
motor phase (65 – 70 dph) at which point it reached adult size. Male RA was
recognizable by the sensory phase and was not significantly different than in the
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sensorimotor phase, but this was not the case for HVC (Figure 3.3a,b), in line with
previous findings (Herrmann and Bischof, 1986) that myelination starts in RA prior to
HVC.
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Table 3.1 ANOVA tables for two-way ANOVAs assessing the effects of age and sex (and their interaction) on MBP
immunoreactivity measurements in the 2 song control brain regions (HVC, RA) and the HVC-RA and LMV tracts.
Volume
Brain Region Effects

df

F

p

Tukey post hoc
Comparison group

HVC

Age
Sex
Age * sex

(3, 55)
(1, 55)
(3, 55)

16.96
99.63
16.96

<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

Sensory male

Sensorimotor male
Motor male

RA

Age
Sex
Age * sex

(3, 55)
(1, 55)
(3, 55)

12.40
133.2
12.88

<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

Sensory male
Sensorimotor male

Compared with

p

Sensorimotor male
Motor male
Crystallized male
Crystallized male
Crystallized male

0.0056
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.0083

Motor male
Crystallized male
Motor male
Crystallized male

<0.0001
<0.0001
0.0016
<0.0001

Proportion of Immunoreactivity per field of view
Brain Region

Effects

df

F

p

Tukey post hoc
Comparison group

HVC

Age
Sex
Age * sex

(3, 55)
(1, 55)
(3, 55)

44.89
205.0
44.89

<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

Sensory male

Sensorimotor male
Motor male

Compared with
Sensorimotor male

p
0.0260

Motor male

<0.0001

Crystallized male

<0.0001

Motor male

<0.0001

Crystallized male

<0.0001

Crystallized male

<0.0001
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RA

Age
Sex
Age * sex

(3, 55)
(1, 55)
(3, 55)

11.79
56.75
1.980

<0.0001
<0.0001
0.1277

Sensory male

Motor male

0.0007

Crystallized male

0.0001

Proportion of Immunoreactivity per field of view
Brain Region

Effects

df

F

p

Tukey post hoc
Comparison group

LMV

Age
Sex
Age * sex

(3, 55)
(1, 55)
(3, 55)

38.19
173.6
3.412

<0.0001
<0.0001
0.0236

Sensory male

Sensorimotor male

Compared with
Sensorimotor male

<0.0001

Crystallized male

<0.0001

Motor male
Sensorimotor female
Motor female
Crystallized females

HVC-RA

Age
Sex
Age * sex

(3, 55)
(1, 55)
(3, 55)

100.1
175.6
98.21

<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

Sensory male

Motor male
Crystallized male

Sensorimotor male
Motor male

0.0253

Motor male

Crystallized male
Sensory female

p

Motor male

0.0480
<0.0001
0.0366
0.0049
<0.0001
0.0003
<0.0001
0.0013

Crystallized male

<0.0001

Crystallized male

<0.0001
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age ****
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sex ****
age ****
age x sex ****
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0.2

0.0
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Crystallized

Sensory

Song learning stage

(b)

a****
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b**

Sensory motor
(35 – 40 dph)

Motor
65– 70 dph)

Sensorimotor

Motor

Crystallized

Song learning stage
Crystallized
100– 110 dph)

(d)

Sensory
(20 – 25 dph)

Sensory motor
(35 – 40 dph)

Motor
65– 70 dph)

Crystallized
100– 110 dph)

Figure 3.3 Volume of vocal control regions of males (blue) and females (red)
through 4 stages of song learning: sensory (20 – 25 days post hatch, dph),
sensorimotor (35- 40 dph), motor (65 – 70 dph), and crystallized (100 – 110 dph). (a)
HVC, (c) RA. Bars represent means, and individual values are plotted. Significant main
effects and interactions are noted in inset box. If a significant sex by age interaction was
detected, significant differences between age groups for males only (Tukey’s post hoc
test) are shown as follows: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p
> 0.05; a, different from sensory, b, different from sensorimotor, c, different from motor
and d, different from crystallized. . Representative region-of-interest photomicrographs,
shown in b, d were captured within HVC and RA (respectively) at high magnification of
males (top row) and females (bottom row) in each phase of song learning.
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3.3.2

Distribution of MBP Immunoreactivity in motor control nuclei
and tracts.

Overall, myelin immunoreactivity distribution (MBP-ir) was similar to the
distribution of myelin described in previous studies (e.g., Herrmann and Bischof, 1986;
Champoux et al., 2020), and was broadly distributed throughout the brain in males and
females (Figure 3.1).

3.3.3

HVC Myelination
In HVC the proportion of each FOV covered by MBP-ir increased significantly

with age and was higher in males than in females (Figure 3.4a,b). There was a significant
age by sex interaction (Table 3), with the highest levels of MBP-ir in the HVC of males
in the crystallized phase of song learning.

3.3.4

RA Myelination
In RA, the proportion of each FOV covered by MBP-ir was greater in males than

in females, and increased significantly with age (Figure 3.4c,d Table 3). In males, the
proportion of MBP-ir was higher in the crystallized and motor phase than in the sensory
phase. In females, the proportion of MBP-ir did not significantly change with age.
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Figure 3.4 Markers of myelination in HVC (a) and RA (c) of male and female zebra
finches during different stages of song learning. Immunoreactivity was quantified as
the proportion of each field of view (FOV) covered by immunoreactivity. Bars represent
means, and individual values are plotted in a, c, e. for males (blue) and females (dark red)
throughout 4 age periods: sensory (20 – 25 days post hatch, dph), sensorimotor (35- 40
dph), motor (65 – 70 dph), and crystallized (100 – 110 dph). Statistical results of the
ANOVA (Table 2) are summarized in the insets with the following notations: *p < 0.05,
**p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. If a significant sex by age
interaction was detected, significant differences within age groups as determined by
Tukey’s post hoc test are shown as follows: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p <
0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. Letters indicate significant age differences within males only as
follows: a, different from sensory, b, different from sensorimotor, c, different from motor
and d, different from crystallized. Representative region-of-interest photomicrographs,
shown in (b) and (d), were captured within HVC and RA (respectively) at high
magnification of males (top row) and females (bottom row) in each phase of song
learning.
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3.3.5

HVC - RA tract myelination
The proportion of MBP-ir per FOV in the HVC-RA tract was greater in males

than in females (Figure3.5a,c), and it significantly changed with age in males (significant
sex by age interaction Table 3.1). There was essentially no MBP immunoreactivity in this
tract in females of any age (Figure 3.5). In males, myelination of the HVC-RA tract
started during the motor phase (65-70 dph) and then increased tenfold by the
crystallization phase (Figure 3.5).

3.3.6

LMV tract myelination
In LMV the proportion per FOV covered by MBP-ir increased significantly with

age and was higher in males than females (Figure 3.5b,c). There was a significant age by
sex interaction (Table 3.1), with the highest levels of MBP-ir in males in the crystallized
phase of song learning.
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Figure 3.5 Markers of myelination in HVC – RA tract (a) and LMV (b) of male and
female zebra finches during different stages of song learning. Immunoreactivity was
quantified as the proportion of each field of view (FOV) covered by immunoreactivity.
Bars represent means, and individual values are plotted in a, c, e. for males (blue) and
females (dark red) throughout 4 age periods: sensory (20 – 25 days post hatch, dph),
sensorimotor (35- 40 dph), motor (65 – 70 dph), and crystallized (100 – 110 dph).
Statistical results of the ANOVA (Table 2) are summarized in the insets with the
following notations: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p >
0.05. If a significant sex by age interaction was detected, significant differences within
age groups as determined by Tukey’s post hoc test are shown as follows: *p < 0.05, **p
< 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. Letters indicate significant age
differences within males only as follows: a, different from sensory, b, different from
sensorimotor, c, different from motor and d, different from crystallized . Representative
myelin tracts photomicrographs, shown in (b) and (d), were captured for HVC – RA tract
and LMV tract (respectively) at high magnification. In (b) only one representative
photomicrograph for females is shown (the most right). In (d) representative
photomicrographs of males (left) and females (right) in each phase of song learning.
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3.4

Discussion

In this study, I examined changes in myelination in the two main nuclei of the
posterior motor pathway of the vocal control system, as well as two myelin tracts
involved in song learning and song production of male and female zebra finch brains
during four stages of song development. My results are generally consistent with prior
studies of the development of myelin in zebra finches but are novel in the following
ways. To my knowledge, this is the first study that used immunohistochemistry to label
an endogenous marker (MBP) expressed by myelinated fibers in HVC and RA, and the
extent of MBP-ir in two song-related myelin tracts HVC-RA and LMV. I confirmed
previous findings related to the development of myelination in HVC and RA, and I found
that sex, age and song learning influence the extent of myelination of the HVC-RA and
LMV tract.
I found that developmental patterns of MBP immunoreactivity (MBP-ir) in HVC and
RA were different between males and females beginning early in development. Male
brains had more MBP-ir than females in the vocal control system, both within vocal
control nuclei and in the tracts connecting them. In males I found asynchronous rates of
myelination between HVC and RA, with RA myelination starting and peaking earlier
than in HVC. Myelination in RA started by day 20 (sensory phase) and reached adult
levels by days 65-70 (motor phase). Myelination in HVC started around days 35-40
(sensory motor phase) and kept increasing until days 100 – 110 (crystallization phase).
These patterns of myelination in HVC and RA were similar to previous studies
(Herrmann and Bischof, 1986; Champoux et al., 2020). I also found significant sex and
age-related differences in the myelination of the HVC-RA tract and LMV tract. The
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myelination of the tracts was greater in males and this myelination pattern was more
conspicuous in the HVC-RA tract.

3.4.1

Sex and developmental differences in myelin in HVC and RA

3.4.1.1

HVC

HVC is a sexually dimorphic structure fundamental for song learning and song
production (Nottebohm and Arnold, 1976). Synaptic connections inside HVC are linked
to motor and auditory activity related to singing and learning vocalizations (Mooney and
Prather, 2005). HVC consists of i) excitatory projection neurons that send axons to RA motor related area (HVCRA ), or to Area X - learning related area (HVCAreaX), ii) a
heterogeneous population of inhibitory interneurons (local projections), and iii) the
afferent projections to HVC from the medial magnocellular nucleus of the nidopallium
(MMAN), the nucleus interfacialis of the nidopallium (NIf) and nucleus uvaeformis
(Uva) (Nottebohm et al., 1976; Dutar et al., 1998). Sex differences in HVC had been
found in neural anatomy (discussed in Chapter 2) and connectivity, identified through
retrograde and anterograde axonal tracing (Konishi and Akutagawa, 1985; Mooney and
Rao, 1994; Fortune and Margoliash, 1995; Shaugnessy et al., 2018). However, sex
differences in the myelination of HVC have been studied to a lesser degree (NixdorfBergweiler and Von Bohlen und Halbach, 2004).
Using MBP-ir, I measured the myelination of HVC, and I found significant sex
differences in line with Nixdorf-Bergweiler and Von Bohlen und Halbach (2004). In fact,
HVC was not detectable in females at any time during development using MBP-ir. This
result differs from those of Nixdorf-Bergweiler and Von Bohlen und Halbach (2004),
who found myelinated axons in females at 20 dph at very low levels that did not change
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with age. This discrepancy between results could be associated with the different
methodologies used to measure myelin between studies. Nixdorf-Bergweiler and Von
Bohlen und Halbach (2004) measured myelin in HVC by counting myelinated axons
stained with toluidine blue dye and the axons were counted using very high
magnification. It is thus possible that the type of axons measured in this experiment did
not react to MBP-ir, or MBP-ir as measures were not sensitive enough to detect these low
levels of myelin. Additionally, previous experiments found HVCRA efferent projections
in females at a very low level compared to males (Wang et al., 1999; Shaughnessy et
al.,2018) and, as discussed in Chapter 2, there are neurons in HVC from very early in
development, but they might not be reactive to MBP-ir.
The myelination of HVC in males is very different than in females. In males, the
myelination of HVC increased with age and correlated with stages of song learning and
song production. I found that myelination in HVC was not detectable by MBP-ir in males
during the sensory phase (20-25 dph) when memorization of the tutor song is taking
place, which is in line with previous results (Nixdorf-Bergweiler and Von Bohlen und
Halbach, 2004 and Champoux et al., 2020). At this sensory stage, neuronal development
in HVC is well in progress. Neuronal projections from HVCArea X connect to Area X, even
before 20 dph. HVCRA projections are also in place, even though the connection with RA
does not happen until after 25 dph (Mooney and Rao, 1994). As well, the afferent
projections to HVC from MMAN, NIf and Uva are also present by 20 dph (Foster and
Bottjer, 1998). Thus, it appears that these connections are established early in song
learning, but they are still not myelinated.
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By the sensorimotor phase (35-40 dph), when young zebra finches start producing
some song-related vocalizations (subsong), myelination in HVC was detected by MBP-ir,
as previously found (Herrmann and Bischof, 1986; Champoux et al., 2020). Afterwards,
during the motor phase (65-70dph), when zebra finches start to produce a plastic copy of
the tutor song, and at the crystallized phase (100 – 110dph), when the adult song is
produced, the myelination levels in HVC keep increasing, similar to results previously
seen (Herrmann and Bischof, 1986; Nixdorf-Bergweiler and Von Bohlen und Halbach,
2004; Champoux et al., 2020). As such, it seems that the development of myelination of
HVC continues through the different stages of male-specific song learning (Herrmann
and Bischof, 1986). However, MBP-ir does not allow me to determine the source of
myelination in terms of the type of neurons myelinated at each stage of song learning. For
instance, it is possible, that myelination of the HVCArea X projection neurons happens
earlier than the myelination of HVCRA, only because HVCArea X projections are found in
area X before the connections with RA are established. It is also possible that the
interneurons, or at least a group of GABAergic interneurons that express parvalbumin
(Mooney, 2000; Scotto-Lomassese et al., 2007; Kosche et al., 2015), become myelinated,
as in mice and humans (Stedehouder et al., 2019). Future studies could use co-staining or
injection tracing (Shaughnessy et al.,2018) to determine the type of neuron that is
myelinated over the different stages of song learning in males and females.

3.4.1.2

RA

The robustus nucleus of the arcopallium (RA) is necessary for production of
learned vocalizations (Bottjer et al., 1989) and it is considered functionally analogous to
the mammalian primary motor cortex – somatosensory laryngeal cortex (Pfenning et al.,
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2014). RA in males and females contains inhibitory interneurons, and motor projection
neurons to respiratory/inspiratory regions and to the hypoglossal motor nucleus in the
brain stem XIIth cranial nerve (RAnXIIts) that innervate the syrinx (Vicario and
Nottebohm, 1988; Wild, 1997; Basista et al., 2014; Alward et al., 2018; Nevue et al.,
2020) and a small number of neurons that project to HVC (RAHVC) (Roberts et al., 2012),
though the latter was not found in females (Shaughnessy et al., 2018). RA also receives
afferent projections mainly from HVCRA that branch in RA and, to a lesser degree, from
LMANRA (Konishi and Akutagawa, 1985; Herrmann and Arnold, 1991; Mooney, 2000).
I found that myelination within RA measured by MBP-ir was greater in males
than females, similar to what I found in HVC. However, differently from HVC, in RA
MBP-ir was detected in males and most of the females across all ages. Myelination of RA
was also age dependent, especially in males. For instance, during the sensory phase (2025 dph), the boundaries of RA were visible with few myelin fibers detected, similar to
previous studies (Herrmann and Bischof ,1986; Champoux et al., 2020). Then, at the
sensorimotor phase (35-40 dph) RA increased in volume, and the myelination
immunoreactivity doubled, in line with Herrmann and Bischof (1986). By the motor
phase (65 – 70 dph), RA reached its adult volume and the proportion of myelin
immunoreactivity (as found by Herrmann and Bischof, 1986; Champoux et al., 2020).
Therefore, it seems the myelination of RA in males reached adult levels by the time zebra
finches produced a plastic song, differing from HVC, where adult levels of myelination
did not occur until the crystallization phase.
I found myelination present in RA during the sensory stage and the sensorimotor
stage when the tutor song is memorized and vocalizations are in a very early stage.
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Therefore, the myelination of RA in males could be associated with projections neurons
from LMAN (LMANRA) and HVC (HVCRA) connecting with RA. LMANRA projections
are fundamental for the production of subsong, but HVCRA projections are not, and the
opposite is true for the adult stereotyped song where HVCRA projections are fundamental,
but LMANRA projections are not (at least in zebra finches, Aronov et al., 2008).
Additionally, the distribution of interneurons in RA increases with age (Herrmann and
Arnold, 1991) and some of these are PV+ GABAergic neurons (Wild et al., 2001) which
can contribute to the RA myelination. In future studies, colocalization could allow us to
measure the different types of neurons and the myelination rates over development, as
proposed above for HVC.
Myelination of RA in females, as detected by MBP-ir, was quite different from the
myelination in males. By the sensory phase (20-25 dph), the boundaries of RA were
unclear and present in few females and very few myelin fibers were detected. At the
sensorimotor phase (30-35 dph), there was a small increase in both volume and
myelinated fibers which decreased slightly or stabilized afterwards.
Sex differences in the development of myelination in RA may be associated with the
type of projections received or sent during the different stages of vocal learning. As
noted, RA receives axonal projections from HVCRA and LMANRA. The LMANRA
projections are present inside RA by 15 dph and throughout life in males and females, but
the HVCRA projections are not detected until about 25-30 dph (Mooney and Rao, 1994).
In females, HVCRA projections terminate mostly in the region outside of RA, with few
axons innervating RA in adulthood (Gurney, 1981; Konishi and Akutagawa, 1985). Thus,
it is possible that the myelination observed in young males and in females comes from
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the innervations from LMANRA or from efferent RAnXIIts projection neurons, which in
young male and female zebra finches is about two-thirds of all the RA neurons (Johnson
and Sellix, 2000). Even though the number of RAnXIIts decreased during development by
44% in females and by 14% in males (Johnson and Sellix, 2000), they are 22% of the
total number of neurons in adult females and more than twice that number in adult males
(Wild et al., 2001). As a result, efferent projections could account for part of the myelin
detected in RA. Additionally, myelination of PV+ GABA interneurons, could also
partially explain the sex differences given that PV+ GABA interneurons have been found
in males and in very low levels in females (Wild et al., 2001; Sakaguchi, 1996).
In summary, the patterns of myelination in HVC and RA were similar to previous
studies (Herrmann and Bischof, 1986; Champoux et al., 2020) where myelination in RA
starts around day 20 (sensory phase) and plateaus by day 70 (motor phase). Myelination
in HVC starts around day 35 (sensory motor phase) and keeps increasing until day 100
(crystallization phase). Myelination in RA seems to start earlier compared to myelination
in HVC. In addition to its slower development compared to RA, HVC contains lower
levels of MBP-ir. Lower levels of myelination compared to other areas has been
previously found in LMAN (Nixdorf-Bergweiler and Von Bohlen und Halbach, 2004)
and in RA, LMAN and DLM (Champoux et al., 2020).

3.4.2
3.4.2.1

Sex and developmental differences in myelin in the HVC-RA
tract and LMV tract
HVC–RA Tract

The HVC-RA tract is a premotor pathway essential for the production of the complex
motor movements involved in song vocalizations (Nottebohm et al., 1976). It consists of
a population of descending efferent projection neurons from HVC, that send premotor
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commands to RA (primary motor area) which controls motor neurons and ultimately
innervates the syrinx (Nottebohm et al., 1976; Wild, 1997).
The myelination of the HVC-RA tract in zebra finches has not been measured before
using an immunohistochemical method. Using MBP-ir, I measured the myelination of the
HVC-RA tract and I found significant sex- and age-related differences. For instance, this
tract was not visible in females at any time during development. In previous studies the
detection of axonal connectivity between HVC and RA in females has been more
controversial. Some studies described the HVC-RA connection as absent (Nottebohm and
Arnold, 1976; Konishi and Akutagawa, 1985; Mooney and Rao, 1994; Holloway and
Clayton, 2001; Beach, Tang, Kerver and Wade, 2016) or present, but significantly
smaller than in males (Wade, 2001; Wang et al., 1999; Shaughnessy et al., 2018). Given
those results, presumably there are few functional connections, but it is possible that the
axons are not myelinated or not immunoreactive to MBP.
In contrast to females, myelination of the HVC-RA tract in males seems to be linked
to age and possibly to song production. During the sensory phase this tract was not
detected by MBP-ir. However, in a few males, 10 days later in the sensorimotor phase
(35-40 dph), this tract started to be identified by MBP-ir. By the motor phase, the tract
was detected in all males and by the crystallized phase the myelination in this tract was
increased by 10-fold. Based on these results, it appears that the myelination of the HVCRA tract coincides with the production of plastic and crystallized song and its
development might be related to the development of HVC that extends until late stages of
plastic song (Bottjer et al., 1986).
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Previous studies examined the development of the HVC to RA axonal projections
using anterograde labeling and found connections in males as early as 20 to 30 dph
(Foster and Bottjer, 1998; Konishi and Akutagawa, 1985; Mooney and Rao, 1994). Thus,
even though HVC to RA connections are established at early stages in song development,
they might not yet be functionally capable of producing the fine motor control required of
song related vocalizations (Aronov et al., 2008). It is possible that the lack of
functionality of this tract at early ages is related to the lack of myelination. Myelination
can be affected by functional neuronal activity (Fields, 2015). For example, learning a
motor skill leads to structural changes in the myelination of the pathways related to that
motor skill (Sampaio-Baptista et al., 2013). As such, the detection of the HVC-RA
myelinated tract coinciding with the stages of plastic and crystallized song supports the
argument that the myelination of fiber tracts is causally related to when they become
functionally active (Fields, 2015).

3.4.2.2

LMV Tract

The LMV tract is the tract across the lamina mesopallium ventralis. It contains
afferent neuronal projections from MMAN and NIf to HVC (Nottebohm et al., 1982;
Bottjer et al., 1989; Mooney and Rao,1994; Shaughnessy et al., 2018) and efferent
neuronal projections from HVC to Area X (Nottebohm et al., 1976).
In general, the myelination of the LMV tract measured by MBP-ir was greater in
males than in females. Overall, the degree of myelination increased over development,
especially in males. In females, the myelination of LMV seemed to be a delayed
compared to males, with very low levels during the sensory phase that reached almost
adult proportions by the sensorimotor phase. In males, the myelination of LMV seemed
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to have been in progress even from my initial measurement and it kept increasing until
the last measurement.
Different from the myelination of the HVC-RA tract where the source of the
axonal projections is very specific, in the LMV tract there are multiple axonal sources
that converge (such as, afferent and efferent projections from and to HVC). Thus, it is
possible that during development the axonal projections from those sources change. For
instance, studies using retrograde and anterograde labeling found that by 20 dph male
zebra finches already had the afferent projections from MMAN, NIf and Uva in HVC and
the efferent projection from HVC innervate Area X. The results of axonal labeling studies
align with my results. It is possible that all the convergent axons are being myelinated
and the myelination, similar to HVC-RA, coincides with the song learning process.
However, using MBP-ir reactivity alone, I was not able to distinguish between the
different axons within the LMV and the rate at which they were being myelinated. It
would be beneficial to use co-labeling to differentiate the rate of myelination as well as
the different axons being myelinated.
The myelination of LMV in females was similar to that in males and was
incremental over time. However, even though I expected to find sex differences in the
proportion of myelination in LMV during development, I was expecting to find a more
similar myelination pattern between males and females, at least in the initial stages of
development. Even though they do not sing, females seem to memorize the tutor song at
around 25–35 dph and this influences later song preferences (Clayton, 1988; Holveck and
Riebel., 2014). Because LMV has other converging axons and is more related to song
learning than song production, I expected a greater similarity between males and females
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at this age, but that did not seem to be the case. LMV in females seemed to be delayed
compared to males and reached almost adult myelination at the sensorimotor phase.
Previous studies using tracing injections in adult male and female zebra finches
found that similar to males, females’ HVC receives afferent projections from MMAN,
NIf, and Uva and sends efferent projections to RA and Area X. They also found that
HVC efferent projections were greater in males, but the afferent projections to HVC were
not different between males and females (Shaughnessy et al., 2018). However, there is
not, to my knowledge, more research in the development of female zebra finch
connectivity. Therefore, more research into the development of axonal projections and
myelination in female zebra finches could be beneficial to understand the development of
the vocal control system and its role in females and whether song memorization and
myelination are correlated, as seems to be true in males.
In summary, I observed large male-biased sex differences in region volume (as
defined by MBP-ir) that started by the sensorimotor phase at 35 – 40 dph in HVC and
from the sensory phase at 20 – 25 dph in RA. This suggests that much of the sex
differences in HVC size depends on processes occurring after 35 dph, but in RA the size
depends on processes occurring before 20 dph. However, in HVC there is no MBP-ir
found in females at any stage of development, even though this area is present in females
using other neurogenesis markers (Chapter 2). It is possible that there is no myelination,
or that MBP-ir is not sensitive enough to detect very low levels of myelin, which could
be the case given that very low levels of myelination were found in females (NixdorfBergweiler & Von Bohlen Und Halbach, 2004). In the case of RA the proportion of
MBP-ir was male biased, but contrary to HVC, RA was observable in females. I found
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that females have myelination inside a very small RA and the levels of myelination did
not increase with age. No previous studies have compared sex differences in the
myelination of RA. Additionally, I found that the HVC-RA tract was male biased, and
the myelination of this tract happened mostly by the crystallization phase, the final stage
of song development and MBP-ir in this tract was not detected in females at any stage.
No previous studies have measured the myelination of this tract in male or female zebra
finches. However, further studies using different markers of myelination combined with
anterograde and retrograde axon labeling could help clarify if the myelination of this tract
is present in females, but MBP-ir alone could not detect it.
In this study I decided to stain against MBP because it specifically labels myelin
basic protein, which is crucial for myelin development and compaction, and it is one of
the most abundant structural proteins in myelin (Park et al, 2016). This
immunohistochemistry technique is used for the visualization of myelinated fibers in
humans and other mammals (Xing et al., 2012; Tanaka et al., 1995; Park et al, 2016; Ahn
et al., 2017) and it has been used to compare results from MRI techniques looking at
myelin observing similar results (Chang et al., 2017; Soustelle et al, 2019). Other
traditional techniques used to measure myelin in zebra finches such as Gallyas silver
stain (Herrmann & Bishof, 1985; Kafitz et al., 1992) or the modified Gallyas myelin stain
(Champoux et al, 2021) also provide high resolution visualization but the procedure
requires familiarity in the use of pyridine which introduces a potential hazard.
Additionally, preparation and use of the developer solution can be challenging and can
lead to uneven and non-specific staining of the sections (Pistorio et al., 2006). One
limitation of MBP staining is that it does not seem to stain very small myelinated fibers,
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which can be detected by Gallyas silver staining or the modified Gallyas protocol
(Pistorio et al., 2006). Myelin, at least in humans, is composed of about 70% lipids (20%
cholesterol, 20 % galactolipids and 30 % phospholipids) and 30% protein including
myelin basic protein (Turner, 2015). Therefore, it is possible that because MBP is
specific for the myelin basic protein it is not sensitive to other proteins and lipids found in
myelin. So, it would be relevant for future studies to use MBP and the modified Gallyas
protocol using sequential sections to be able to detect differences in the two stains and to
detect even smaller strains of myelin. However, for this study, as stated above, I found
similar results to those found in previous studies using a different staining technique,
except in HVC in females (Herrmann & Bishof, 1985; Kafitz et al., 1992; Champoux et
al, 2021). Further work using MBP, the modified Gallyas staining and MRI techniques
could give more information about the similarities between invasive and non-invasive
evaluation of myelin in a cognitive function such as vocal learning, using a wellestablished research model, like zebra finches. Furthermore, the discoveries made from
this future research could also be essential in the understanding of speech pathologies that
are associated to deficits in myelination during development.

3.4.3

Conclusion

In conclusion, I found the myelination of the vocal control nuclei (HVC and RA) and
tracts (HVC-RA and LMV) of male and female zebra finches measured by MBP
immunoreactivity (MBP-ir) is sex related and male-biased. Also, the patterns of
myelination in males are age dependent, differ in trajectory between tracts and regions,
and are associated with song development. In females, the patterns of myelination are
low or absent and they do not significantly change with age. My results seem to align
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with previous studies in zebra finches that propose a relation between myelination and
song behavior (Herrmann and Bischof, 1986; Nixdorf-Bergweiler and Von Bohlen und
Halbach, 2004; Champoux et al., 2020). Moreover, I also found that these sex differences
in white matter in zebra finches emerge at puberty, coincident with the transition from
plastic song to song crystallization, i.e., the end of sensorimotor learning and onset of
producing stereotyped adult song.
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Chapter 4

4

The effects of acoustic experience on myelination and
neuronal development of vocal control regions of
songbirds.
4.1

Introduction

Song learning in songbirds usually occurs early in life prior to young birds
transitioning to sexual maturity. For example, in seasonally breeding sparrows, song
crystallization typically occurs as young birds establish their first breeding territories
(Marler & Peters, 1982; Baptista & Morton, 1988; DeWolfe et al., 1989). In nonterritorial zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) song learning is completed around the
onset of sexual maturity when males may potentially begin breeding (Zann, 1996). Thus,
experiences during the prepubertal phases of life have the potential to have a long-lasting
impact on the production of song in adulthood.
Zebra finches require exposure to the songs of conspecific adult males (tutors),
usually the father in captive breeding, early in life between 30 to 65 days post hatch (dph)
in order to produce a normal species-typical song (Eales, 1985, 1987; Bohner, 1990).
During that period, the juvenile zebra finch will create a memory of the tutor song that
will guide the development of his own song, such that by 90 dph the song will be
crystallized and produced in a stereotyped way through adulthood (Immelman, 1969).
Conversely, if zebra finches are deprived of a tutor during early stages in development
(isolate rearing), they will develop a song that somewhat resembles the species-specific
song but is impoverished in many features. Such isolate song starts with introductory
notes followed by song units that make song bouts, but individual song elements are
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abnormal. These abnormal or isolate songs are also characterized by atypical temporal
and spectral parameters, such as longer than normal pauses between notes and song bout
intervals, longer and more variable note length, and notes with higher frequencies and
reduced variety (Price, 1979).
In addition to affecting what songs are learned, social experience can also affect
when songs are learned. Experimental manipulations of the early social environment can
modify the timelines of song learning and development. Unlike tutored-raised zebra
finches, zebra finches isolated from tutors early in development can modify their song
later in life if an adult male tutor becomes available (Eales, 1985, 1987; Morrison &
Nottebohm, 1993; Livingston et al., 2000). The extent to which the accuracy of the song
can be imitated by older zebra finches is controversial (Slater et al., 1993; and Gobes et
al., 2019 for review). But, regardless of the accuracy and extent of the copy, the fact that
mature zebra finches are able to modify their isolate song to some degree at a point in life
when song would typically be crystallized suggests that the sensitive period for song
learning can be extended (Eales, 1985; 1987). Moreover, this extension of the sensitive
phase seems to be more related to experience with the tutor song than with age,
suggesting experience-dependent plasticity (Eales, 1985; 1987; Slater et al., 1993;
London, 2019).
In sum, the song learning process requires the creation of a sensory representation
of the tutor song (a song memory) during the sensory phase, as well as the development
of the motor commands required to produce a copy of the tutor song, during sensorimotor
phase (Troyer and Doupe, 2000). Therefore, in normal circumstances the development of
the motor command depends on the development of the tutor song. However, in the case
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of isolate birds, the lack of early sensory experience with a tutor prevents them from
creating a memory of the tutor song. But the lack of tutor experience does not prevent
them from developing a song altogether; the isolate birds produce a song, that although
abnormal, develops over time, and that is produced as frequently as in normally raised
zebra finches. In addition, in isolate-reared birds gene expression in the motor pathway
brain areas, such as HVC and RA does not seem to be affected (Mori and Wada, 2015).
Therefore, the development of an isolate song suggests that the sensorimotor phase
proceeds even in the absence of a memory of a tutor song (London, 2019). However, the
fact that isolate zebra finches can modify their song could indicate that without a memory
of the tutor song, the motor template created could be modified later in life when the
isolate bird is exposed to a tutor (Gobes et al., 2019)
The changes in song behavior described above have been extensively studied, but
how these changes in behavior are reflected in the brain is less known. The ability to
modify song at ages when song is typically crystallized requires plasticity in the
underlying brain structures that allow the learning of a tutor song. It had been proposed
that higher-order auditory processing regions (implicated in perceptual processing and
discrimination of complex auditory stimuli) such as, caudomedial nidopallium (NCM)
and caudomedial mesopallium (CMM) are strong candidates to underlie this process, as
are structures in the vocal control system related to song learning like LMAN, Area X
and HVC (Layden et al., 2020, London, 2019). HVC is especially important because of
its involvement in song learning, receiving sensory information from the auditory regions
and in song production sending information to the premotor nucleus RA, forming the
motor pathway for song learning. In the vocal motor pathway, the sensory information is
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translated into the motor patterns that are required to produce a song (Roberts et al.,
2012). Thus, it is possible that the plasticity of these structures is affected in isolate birds
when exposed to a tutor later in life. In fact, it had been found that isolate birds
incorporated about 1.6 times more neurons into HVC from 65 to 150 dph than normally
raised zebra finches, and the number of neurons in HVC correlated with syllable
variability (Wilbridge et al., 2006).
The aim of this study was to examine plasticity in the vocal control system of
zebra finches deprived of a tutor early in life and exposed to song later in life. I measured
developmental brain plasticity in two ways: neuron migration and myelination. First, I
measured rates of neurogenesis using an endogenous marker of cell migration,
doublecortin (DCX). DCX is commonly used as a marker of developmental and seasonal
neuronal plasticity in the songbird vocal control system. In addition, using an endogenous
marker of myelination (myelin basic protein, MBP), I measured the amount of
myelination in vocal control regions, and the tracts that connect them. I previously found
that myelination of the tract HVC - RA happens at the later phases of song development
(Chapter 3). Therefore, maturation of the vocal control system, as well as experience,
may be involved in myelin development.
Here, I specifically measured myelination and neurogenesis in two of the main
structures of the caudal motor pathway of the vocal control system: HVC and RA. HVC
is a sensorimotor region involved in auditory processing, sensory learning and motor
integration and RA a premotor arcopallial region. Zebra finches in this experiment were
exposed to different tutoring conditions early and later in development. I also recorded
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the songs at three different stages in development to measure any changes throughout the
experiment.

4.2
4.2.1

Methods
Study subjects and general procedures

All the experimental procedures, care, and housing conditions followed the
guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care and were approved by the University
of Western Ontario’s Animal Care Committee (protocol 2015-043).
Male zebra finches used in this experiment were bred from a colony maintained at
the Advanced Facility for Avian Research (AFAR) at the University of Western Ontario.
I paired 50 adult zebra finches (25 females and 25 males) in individual breeding cages
with a nest cup (Living world, plastic seed cup – large 11.5 W x 8.5 D x 6 cm H) and
nesting materials (hay, soft paper and nest building material of cotton and dog hair).
Birds had ad libitum access to multi-vitamin seeds, cuttlefish bone, grit, and water. To
supplement their diet, I provided one tablespoon (approx. 15 g) of egg-food mix (blended
hard-boiled egg and bread) daily. Once the chicks hatched, I increased the amount of eggfood mix to one tablespoon per chick until age 45 (± 2) days post hatch (dph) and, after
independence, egg food mix was provided three times a week (one tablespoon per chick).
Through the full experiment, the rooms were kept at 24 °C and on a 14 h :10 h light:dark
photoperiod. I monitored the nests daily for nesting activity (new eggs, incubation, nest
abandonment and hatching).
The breeding pairs produced 98 offspring (50 males and 48 females) in 25
clutches. Both parents incubated and reared the young until 10 dph of the oldest chick in
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the clutch. On that day, I moved the offspring and their mothers to a nursery room with
other females (who do not sing) and chicks to avoid the offspring being exposed to any
adult male song. Sex was assessed by the emergence of male-typical plumage, such as
orange cheek patches. During the experiment, the female offspring were housed with the
male offspring in the tutored or untutored conditions and at the end of the experiment
they were donated for breeding purposes to another Canadian university. Once the young
male zebra finches reached feeding independence around 35 – 40 dph, a subset of 8
young birds (baseline group) were euthanized and their brains collected for
immunohistochemistry and the other 42 experimental young zebra finches were assigned
to an acoustic condition (tutored, untutored or late tutored; Figure 4.1). In addition, to the
acoustic condition, the birds were further subdivided into plastic and crystallized groups
depending on the time at which their brains were collected for immunohistochemistry.
Plastic song: brains were collected at 80 (± 3) dph, at this point the song is still variable.
Crystallized song: brains were collected at 160 (±3) dph, at this point the song is
stabilized. All the birds were recorded one or three times depending on the point at which
their brains were collected. The first recording was done between 80 (± 3) dph, the
second recording at about 120 (±3) dph and the third recording at about 160 (±3) dph.
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Groups (n)
Base line (8)
Tutored plastic (8)
Tutored crystallized (9)
Untutored plastic (8)

Brains collected
Day post hatch (dph)
40 dph
85 dph
165 dph
85 dph

Untutored crystallized (7)

165 dph

Late tutored (9)

165 dph

Total (49)

40

80 (±3)

120 (±3)

165 (±3)dph

FIGURE 4.1
Timeline of and sample sizes. Zebra finches were bred and raised by their parents until 10 days post hatch (dph) of the oldest chick in the clutch, from then until independence at ~35 -40 dph

Figure
4.1 Timeline
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10 days
post until
hatch
(dph) of
only the mother
raised them. Atand
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the young
zebra
finches were
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to the different
groups: base
group parents
(40 dph), untutored
tutored (green)
80 (±3)
dph, when they were recorded, some brains collected and a subgroup from the untutored condition, called from then on late tutored were moved to the tutored condition. At 120 (±3) dph all

the
oldest
chick and
in then
theatclutch.
From
thenand
until
independence
at ~35 -40 dph only the mother raised them. At independence the
the birds
were recorded
160 (±3) dph
were recorded
the brains
were collected.
young male zebra finches were assigned to the different acoustic groups: base line group (40 dph), untutored (blue), tutored (green)
until 80 (±3) dph, when they were recorded, some brains collected and a subgroup from the untutored condition, called from then on
late tutored were moved to the tutored condition. At 120 (±3) dph all the birds were recorded and then at 160 (±3) dph were recorded
and the brains were collected.
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4.2.2

Acoustic conditions.
Tutored, untutored or late tutored conditions differed by the experimental

presence or absence of adult male zebra finches in their cage and housing room. The
subjects were each randomly assigned to one of these conditions (Figure 4.1)
Tutored condition: In this group I housed 17 experimental male zebra finches in a
room with adult male and female zebra finches. I pseudorandomly assigned birds (I did
not allocate siblings to the same cage) to 1 of 4 large aviary cages (121 cm W x 68 cm D
x 185 cm H). Each aviary housed four or five of the experimental birds, three adult male
and two or three adult female zebra finches. The experimental birds were further
pseudorandomly assigned to one of two brain collection groups: plastic song (8 birds), or
crystallized song (9 birds).
Untutored condition: In this group I housed 16 male zebra finches in a room with
adult and young female zebra finches. I pseudorandomly assigned birds (I did not allocate
siblings to the same cage) to 1 of 4 aviary cages (identical to those above). Each aviary
housed four or five of the experimental birds, two or three adult females and 3 young
female zebra finches (sisters of the experimental males). The experimental birds from this
untutored group were pseudorandomly assigned to one of two brain collection groups:
plastic song (8 birds), or crystallized song (7 birds – one bird from this condition died
before the experimental end point) and 9 birds were assigned to the late tutored condition.
Late tutored condition: In this group I housed 9 male zebra finches in the same
aviary cages as the birds in the Untutored group, above. After their song was recorded at
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80 (±3) dph I moved these 9 birds to the tutored condition room, into the 4 aviary cages
of that group where they remained there until the end of the study.

4.2.3

Immunohistochemistry
Brain collection was identical to that in chapter 2. I sectioned brains into 30 μm

thick sagittal sections using a cryostat. From the selected hemisphere I collected four
alternating series. Thus, within each series I collected every fourth section. I assigned one
series to be immunostained for myelin basic protein (MBP) and another to be
immunostained for Doublecortin (DCX) (immunohistochemistry procedures are
described in chapters 2 and 3). The other 2 series were reserved for future studies.

4.2.4

Microscopy and neuroanatomical measurements
All photomicrographs and measurements were taken by an observer blind to the

acoustic conditions and age groups. I captured images of two vocal control nuclei (HVC
and RA) immunostained with the two antibodies (DCX-ir and MBP-ir) and two myelin
tracts (HVC-RA and LMV) immunostained only with MBP+. I took the
photomicrographs through a 1.25x and a 40x objective lenses, using a Leica DM5500B
microscope coupled with a Leica DFC 420C camera. I used these images to calculate: (a)
the volume of the nuclei (as defined by MBP), (b) the proportion of immunoreactivity per
field of view (FOV) of the nuclei (DCX-ir and MBP-ir) and (c) the proportion of (MBPir) immunoreactivity per FOV of the tracts HVC-RA and LMV. These procedures were
further described in Chapter 2 and 3.
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4.2.5

Song recording
I recorded female-directed songs from all the experimental birds assigned to one

of the three acoustic conditions. Songs were recorded once for the birds in the tutored and
untutored plastic condition at 80 (±3) dph (brains were collected after the song
recording). To measure age-related changes to song, birds from the tutored and untutored
crystallized and late tutoring conditions were recorded three times at 80 (±3), 120 (±3)
and 160 (±3) dph. To obtain the song recording, each male was kept in isolation in a
sound attenuation chamber for around 20 h. Following this isolation period, a conspecific
female was placed in an adjacent cage in the chamber to motivate the male to sing (Diez
et al., 2020). These directed songs were obtained from one recording session of 120 min.
Songs were digitally recorded using an omni-directional microphone (Sennheiser
ME62/K6P) and a digital audio recorder (MARANTZ PMD671) with a sampling rate of
44.1 kHz and 32-bit per second.

4.2.6

Song Analysis
Zebra finch song consists of uninterrupted song bouts of stereotyped song-units

repeated a few times. These song units are composed of at least 2 syllables, six or seven
on average. Syllables are divided by silent intervals of >10 ms or abrupt changes in
frequency (Eales, 1985; MacDougall-Shackleton et al., 1998; Price, 1979). For this
analysis, I visually inspected the spectrograms using Luscinia software for bioacoustics
archiving, measurement and analysis (version 2.25.03.15.01; freely available at: http://
rflachlan.github.io/Luscinia). Given the high variability in the amount of singing for each
individual bird, I obtained a minimum of five song units and the maximum cut off
number of song-units was twenty-five from each recording session. The only criteria used
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to exclude a song-unit were cage noise or female interruptions. Once the song-units were
selected and divided, I created a data base using the Luscinia software. Song-unit
spectrograms were then compared within recording sessions by pairwise cross-correlation
using the xcorr function in the package WarbleR (Araya-Salas & Smith-Vidaurre, 2017;
Team, 2020). Using the pairwise values calculated between song-units, I obtained an
average value of the song-unit stereotypy per bird in each recording session. Examples of
song spectrograms per group and the three recording sessions (Figure 4.2).
For the syllable analysis, I parsed the syllables in the song-unit files from the
Luscinia database using Chipper, an open-source software for semiautomated
segmentation and analysis of birdsongs (freely available
https://github.com/CreanzaLab/chipper; Searfoss et al., 2020). From that parsing I
obtained the start and end times associated with each syllable file to compare in R using
WarbleR. I used the same procedure as in the song-unit similarity analysis to crosscorrelate all syllables within recording sessions using WarbleR (Araya-Salas & SmithVidaurre 2017). Hierarchical clustering of syllables using these cross-correlation results
was then used to manually confirm syllable identities repeated within recording sessions.
Mean pairwise cross-correlation values for syllables with shared individuals were
calculated for each syllable type within recording sessions. These acoustic analyses were
conducted using the packages WarbleR, dplyr, ggplot2, and ggdendro in R version 4.0.3
(Araya-Salas & Smith-Vidaurre 2017; de Vries and Ripley 2020; Team, 2020; Wickham
2017; Wickham et al., 2021).
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Figure 4.2 Example sound spectrograms of zebra finch song-bouts (a) tutored, (b)
untutored and (c) late tutored at 80 (±3), 120 (±3) and 160 (±3) dph. The y axes
indicate frequency and the x axes indicate time. Song-units and syllables are indicated by
blue and green horizontal lines, respectively.
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4.2.7

Statistical Analyses
For each vocal control regions of interest, I conducted a one-way ANOVA on the

different groups: baseline (35 – 40 dph), tutored and untutored plastic (80 ±3 dph),
tutored, untutored and late tutored crystalized (160 ±3 dph) to compare the proportion of
immunoreactivity of DCX and MBP per field of view, as well as volume based on MBP
staining. Subsequently, I assessed pair-wise differences using Tukey’s post hoc test using
GraphPad Prism (version 9.0.1 for macOS, GraphPad Software, San Diego, California
USA, www.graphpad.com).
For the song-unit and syllable stereotypy analysis, I conducted separate linear
mixed models using SPSS 19.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The stereotypy average
values obtained by the cross-correlations between the song-units and syllables against
each other in their respective recording session was the dependent variable. From each
individual recording session, I calculated the average cross-correlation value between all
the song-units or same syllable type produced per bird per recording session, such that
only one value per bird per song-unit or same syllable type was used as the dependent
measure. Early-life acoustic tutoring conditions and recording age were entered as fixed
effects. Bird identity was added as random effect. Fully loaded models were run
including all predictors and interactions of interest. Therefore, the models included the
main effects of early-life tutoring acoustic conditions and recording age, with higher
interactions, including bird ID as a random effect. Models including bird ID as a random
effect did not have a positive Hessian matrix. This possibly resulted from the bird ID as a
random effect being redundant with other factors. I thus removed bird ID as a random
effect that resulted in a positive Hessian matrix. Nevertheless, all result from the models
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were the same with or without bird ID included as random effect. Then, Holm-Bonferroni
corrections were used for all post-hoc pair wise comparisons. One difference between the
song-unit and the syllable models was that for the song-unit model, recording age was
included as a repeated measure, however, this factor was not included as a repeated
measure for the syllable model because the number of cross-correlations were too
variable between birds and recordings. Therefore, the repeated measures were not
suitable for the syllables model. Significant interactions were further examined by
plotting data separately for each early-life acoustic tutoring condition.
Lastly, correlations between the DCX and MBP staining in vocal control regions
of interest and song-unit and syllable stereotypy were calculated, using GraphPad Prism
(version 9.0.1, GraphPad Software, San Diego, California USA, www.graphpad.com). To
determine what brain region or path were most closely correlated to song-unit and
syllable stereotypy I calculated a matrix Pearson’s correlation coefficients for all the
variables.

4.3
4.3.1

Results
Doublecortin (DCX) and myelin basic protein (MBP)
immunoreactivity

DCX immunoreactivity (DCX-ir) was broadly distributed throughout the brain, as
observed in several previous studies and earlier chapters (Kim et al., 2006; Boseret et al.,
2007; Balthazart & Ball, 2014). Both fusiform and round cells with multiple processes
were apparent, as described previously (Balthazart et al., 2008). Vocal control nuclei
HVC and RA were usually easily distinguished, sometimes with lower immunoreactivity
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than surrounding tissue and sometimes with higher as observed in prior studies (Wada et
al., 2014; Guigueno et al., 2016; Chapter 2; Figure 2.5).
Overall, myelin immunoreactivity distribution (MBP-ir) was similar to previous
studies (e.g., Herrmann & Bischof, 1986; Champoux et al., 2020; and chapter 3), and was
broadly distributed throughout the brain (Figure 3.1).

4.3.2

HVC and RA volume
The volume of HVC and RA were well defined by MBP immunoreactivity, as

well as by DCX-ir (Figure 2.2). I measured the volume of these structures using MBP-ir
samples. The volume of HVC increased significantly from 40 dph to plastic and
crystallized phases regardless of the tutoring condition (F5,43 = 19.38, p < 0.0001; Figure
4.3a). HVC volume was not significantly different between conditions in the plastic
phase, but it was significantly smaller for the untutored plastic song group as compared to
the tutored crystalized song group (Figure 4.3a). In the crystallized phase, there were
significant differences in the volume of HVC between the different acoustic conditions.
Specifically, HVC in the tutored group was significantly larger than in the untutored
group, and HVC in late tutored group was intermediate to both of these (Figure 4.3a).
The volume of RA significantly increased with age (F5,43 = 5.416, p < 0.0001),
however there were fewer significant differences between groups compared to HVC
(Figure 4.3b). For example, the volume of RA was larger in the plastic phase compared to
40 dph only the untutored group. At the crystallized phase RA was larger than baseline in
the tutored and late tutored groups, but not in the untutored group.
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Figure 4.3 Volume of vocal control regions of male zebra finches in the age and acoustic tutoring groups: base line group (40 dph)
(orange), untutored (blue), tutored (green) and late tutored (light purple) through the 3 stages baseline (sensorimotor stage), plastic (late
motor phase at 80 ±3 dph) and crystallized (crystallized phase at 160 ± 3 dph). (a) HVC, (b) RA. Bars represent means, and individual values
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< 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. If a significant difference between groups was detected, as determined by Tukey’s post hoc test are shown as follows:
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crystallized, f, different from late tutored.
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4.3.3

HVC: DCX and MBP immunoreactivity
Cell recruitment and myelination in HVC measured by the proportion of DCX-ir

and MBP-ir, respectively, were affected significantly by age. Cell recruitment tended to
decrease and myelination to increase with age (Figure 4.4)
Cell incorporation, as measured by the proportion of DCX-ir per field of view, in
HVC significantly declined with age (F5,39 = 16.88, p < 0.0001) and was higher in
baseline birds compared to older birds (Figure 4.4a). DCX-ir was significantly greater in
the baseline group compared to the other groups. Similarly, in the tutored plastic group,
DCX-ir was significantly greater than in the tutored crystallized group. There were no
significant differences in DCX-ir between the different tutoring conditions within each
age group.
In general, the myelination of HVC measured by MBP-ir increased significantly
with age (F5,43 = 28.42, p < 0.0001), similar to Chapter 3. MBP-ir in the baseline group
was significantly smaller compared to all other groups (Figure 4.4b). Also, the untutored
plastic group showed significantly lower levels of MBP-ir than the older birds in the
crystallized tutored and late tutored groups. However, there were no significant
differences between the crystallized tutored group compared to the crystallized untutored
and late tutored groups (Figure 4.4b). There were no significant differences in MBP-ir
between the different tutoring conditions within each age group.
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4.3.4

RA: DCX and MBP immunoreactivity
Cell incorporation, as measured by the proportion of DCX-ir per field of view, in

RA was not significantly different between groups (F5,39 = 1.83, p = 0.13; Figure 4.5a).
As observed previously, the levels of DCX-ir were low in all groups.
The myelination of RA measured by MBP-ir was greater after 40 dph (baseline),
regardless of the age or acoustic condition (F5,43 = 20.02, p < 0.0001; Figure 4.5b). MBPir in RA did not differ between plastic song and crystalized song groups in the tutored
conditions, consistent with findings in Chapter 3. In contrast, MBP-ir was significantly
lower in the untutored plastic song than in any of the crystalized song groups (Figure
4.5b). Thus, there was a delay in the myelination of RA in the untutored group.
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4.3.5

HVC - RA tract: MBP immunoreactivity
The myelination of the HVC-RA tract, measured by the proportion of MBP-ir per

field of view, increased significantly with age in the tutored groups (F5,42 = 33.69, p <
0.0001; Figure 4.6a), consistent with results in Chapter 3. However, MBP-ir did not
significantly increase between plastic song and crystalized song in the untutored groups,
as it did in the tutored groups (Figure 4.6a). In the late tutored group MBP-ir was
intermediate to the other two groups of birds with crystalized song, and was not
significantly different from the crystallized tutored or untutored groups. Thus, there was a
delay in the myelination of HVC-RA tract in untutored birds.

4.3.6

LMV tract: MBP immunoreactivity
The myelination of LMV, measured by the proportion of MBP-ir per field of

view, increased significantly after 40 dph in all the groups regardless of the age and
tutoring conditions (F5,43 = 7.897, p < 0.0001; Figure 4.6b). There were no significant
differences between the plastic and crystallized groups.
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4.3.7

Song-unit Stereotypy
To obtain the individual song-unit stereotypy average value per bird, I analyzed a

total of 1877 song units: 795 for the first recording at 80 (±3), 520 for the second at 120
(±3) and 562 for the third at 160 (±3) dph. With the results from the stereotypy average I
ran a linear mixed model analysis including, as significant predictors of the stereotypy
levels, the main effects of early-life tutoring acoustic conditions and recording age
(recordings at different time points), as well as the interaction between early-life tutoring
acoustic conditions and recording age. I did not find a significant interaction between the
main effects. That could indicate that the variation in the song-unit stereotypy in the
recordings at different time points was not dependent on which tutoring conditions the
birds were exposed early in life. However, I found significant main effects of both early
tutoring condition (F4,46= 5.899, p < 0.0001; Figure 4.7a) and of age at time of recording
(F2,53= 11.131, p < 0.0001; Figure 4.7a). Bonferroni post-hoc analysis of the significant
main effect of early-life tutoring acoustic conditions showed that the tutored crystallized
group had greater song-unit stereotypy than the untutored groups: untutored plastic (p =
0.005), untutored crystallized (p = 0.056) and late tutored (p < 0.001), but not with the
tutor plastic group. Additionally, I found that the song-units recorded at 80 (±3) dph were
significantly less stereotyped than the song-units recorded at 120 (±3) or 160 (±3) dph, (p
< 0.0001) and (p < 0.001) respectively.
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4.3.8

Syllable stereotypy
To acquire the individual syllable stereotypy average value per bird, I analyzed a

total of 9018 syllables: 3756 for the first recording at 80 (±3), 2542 for the second at 120
(±3) and 2720 for the third at 160 (±3) dph. With the results from the stereotypy average I
ran a linear mixed model analysis including as significant predictors of the stereotypy
levels, the main effects of early-life tutoring acoustic conditions and recording age, as
well as the interaction between early-life tutoring acoustic conditions x recording age. I
did find a significant interaction between the main effects, which could indicate that the
variation in syllable stereotypy in the recordings at different time points was dependent
on which tutoring conditions the birds were exposed early in life (F4,449= 2.504, p =
0.0416; Figure 4.6b). I also found significant main effects of both early tutoring condition
(F4,449= 11.179, p < 0.0001; Figure 4.7b) and recording age (F4,449= 13.679, p < 0.0001;
Figure 4.7b). Bonferroni post-hoc analysis of the significant main effect of early-life
tutoring acoustic conditions showed that the tutored crystallized group had greater
syllable stereotypy than the untutored groups: untutored plastic (p < 0.0001), untutored
crystallized (p < 0.0001) and late tutored (p < 0.0001), but not with the tutor plastic
group. Furthermore, I found that the syllables recorded at 80 (±3) dph were significantly
less stereotyped than the syllables recorded at 120 (±3) or 160 (±3) dph, (p = 0.014) and
(p < 0.001) respectively. Bonferroni post-hoc analysis of the interaction showed that the
syllables recorded at 80 (±3) dph were significantly more stereotyped in the tutored
groups compared to the untutored groups, as follows: Tutored plastic compared to
untutored crystallized (p = 0.007), late tutored (p = 0.006), and in the case of tutored
crystallized compared to untutored plastic (p < 0.003), untutored crystallized (p < 0.0001)
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and late tutored (p < 0.0001). Syllable stereotypy at the second recording at 120 (±3) dph
of the tutored groups was greater than the late tutored group (p = 0.005). There were no
significant differences in syllable stereotypy in the third recording at 160 (±3) dph.

4.3.9

Correlations between neuronal migration, myelination and
song
I analyzed whether song-unit and syllable stereotypy values from the third

recording (160 (±3) dph) were related to neuronal migration and/or myelination in the
vocal control regions of interest. Thus, I conducted a Pearson correlation coefficient
analysis to determine whether there was a relationship between song-unit stereotypy and
the different vocal control measurements: HVC DCX-ir, MBP-ir and MBP volume; RA
DCX-ir, MBP-ir and MBP volume; HVC-RA MBP-ir and LMV MBP-ir. I report all the
correlations in a correlation matrix (Figure 4.8a). I found, that out of 8 song-unit
stereotypy correlations, two were significant: HVC MBP-ir, r (23) = 0.397, p = 0.004
(Figure 4.9 a) and HVC-RA tract MBP-ir, r (23) = 0.4194, p = 0.036; (Figure 4.9b). Both
were positive and moderately correlated to song-unit stereotypy.
Additionally, to determine whether there was a relationship between syllable
stereotypy and the different vocal control measurements: HVC DCX-ir, HVC MBP-ir,
HVC MBP volume; RA DCX-ir, RA MBP-ir, RA MBP volume; HVC-RA MBP-ir and
LMV MBP-ir. I conducted a Pearson correlation coefficient analysis. I reported all the
correlations in a correlation matrix (Figure 4.8b). I found, that out of 8 syllable stereotypy
correlations, one was significant: HVC DCX-ir, r (23) = -0.4251, p = 0.034; Figure 4.9c)
was negative and moderately correlated to syllable stereotypy. No other significant
correlations were found.
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4.4

Discussion

Adult zebra finches are able to modify their song later in life, beyond the typical
age of song crystallization, if deprived of a tutor early in development (Eales, 1985,
1987; Livingston et al., 2000; Morison & Nottebohm, 1993). My goal was to explore how
changes in the song behavior of isolated zebra finches could be reflected in the brain,
specifically in the motor pathway of the vocal control system. As such, I investigated the
potential effects of early acoustic experience in the plasticity of the adult zebra finch
brain. I measured brain plasticity in the motor pathway by quantifying the proportion of
immunoreactivity per FOV of the endogenous markers DCX (neuronal recruitment) and
MBP (myelination) in HVC and RA. I found a significant age-related decrease in
neuronal recruitment in HVC in tutored but not in untutored and late tutored zebra
finches. I also found a significant age-related increase in myelination of the HVC-RA
tract in tutored and late tutored but not in untutored zebra finches. These results suggest
that early acoustic deprivation influenced the plasticity of the motor pathway by delaying
HVC’s neuronal recruitment and HVC-RA’s myelination in the untutored groups. As
well, early acoustic deprivation followed by later tutoring led to an increase in
myelination of the HVC-RA tract. I also found that the song of untutored, and especially
late tutored zebra finches, remained more variable even by 160 dph compared to tutored
zebra finches. Moreover, neuronal recruitment in HVC was negatively correlated with
syllable stereotypy, and myelination of HVC and the HVC-RA tract was positively
correlated with song-unit stereotypy. In conclusion, the motor pathway of zebra finches,
similar to song behavior, remain more plastic later in life if early tutoring was absent.
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4.4.1

Effects of acoustic conditions and age in song-unit and
syllable stereotypy.

Zebra finches are considered closed-ended learners, as they learn one song early in
life and produce it for life. Even if exposed to different tutors as adults, their song
remains stable (Eales, 1985; Slater et al., 1988). However, young zebra finches deprived
of a tutor early in life, but, exposed to a tutor later in life, will be able to modify their
song to match the tutor song (Eales, 1985, 1987; Livingston et al., 2000; Morrison &
Nottebohm, 1993). However, the extent of the song modification can vary by individual
and depend on the severity of isolation (Jones et al., 1996; London, 2019). Nevertheless,
the results from the isolation studies suggest that in zebra finches the closing of the
sensitive period for song learning of the tutor song is experience-dependent rather than
age-dependent (Eales, 1985; Gobes, 2019). Given such flexibility in the timing of song
learning, I was interested in measuring whether or not extended behavioral plasticity was
evident in the brain. As such, I had to assess the song behavior to be able to relate the
differences between the brain and behavior. Thus, I measured the variability of the song
produced by zebra finches deprived of a tutor early in life, deprived early and exposed to
a tutor later in life or exposed to a tutor from 35 dph and forward. In previous studies,
changes in song were measured by comparing the song of isolate (untutored) birds before
and after exposure to a tutor by measuring the inclusion and/or exclusion of syllables
from their late tutor, as well as the song similarity between tutor and tutee (Eales, 1985,
1987; Livingston et al., 2000; Morison & Nottebohm, 1993). Different to previous
experiments, I decided to have an acoustic environment where the late tutored birds were
able to interact with more than one tutor, in a more naturalistic social setting. However,
this tutoring method did not allow for tutor-tutee comparisons. Therefore, instead of
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comparing tutor-tutee song, I measured song stereotypy by cross correlating the song
units produced in each recording session against each other (similar to Pytte et al., 2007;
Wilbrecht et al., 2006). The higher the cross-correlation, the higher the song stereotypy. I
decided only to expose a subset of the isolate/untutored zebra finches to late tutoring
conditions, because it had been shown that zebra finches tutored from 35 to 60 dph will
not copy another song (Eales, 1985). Similar to previous studies, (Eales, 1985; James &
Sakata, 2019; Jones et al., 1996; Morison & Nottebohm, 1993; Wilbrecht et al, 2006) I
found that zebra finches raised in acoustically deprived environments during
development produce less stereotyped song-units and syllables and this lower stereotypy
is further extended when isolate birds were exposed to male tutors later in life.

4.4.2

Effects of acoustic conditions and age on neuronal
recruitment in the caudal motor pathway
Incorporation of new neurons in the motor pathway of the vocal control system of

adult zebra finches has been reported in HVC and suggested as an underlying factor for
behavioral flexibility (Wilbrecht et al., 2002). Individual differences in this process have
been associated with early experiences during development (Hurley et al., 2008).
Moreover, incorporation of new neurons in HVC was found to be higher in isolate zebra
finches, in which the sensitive period for song learning had been extended, compared to
control zebra finches (Wilbrecht et al., 2006). Here, I found a significant age-related
decrease in neuronal incorporation in HVC measured by the proportion of DCX-ir per
FOV in tutored birds that was not found in untutored (isolate) zebra finches. This result
suggests that neuronal recruitment was influenced by early tutoring conditions similar to
(Wilbrecht et al., 2006). However, different to Wilbrecht et al., (2006) I did not find a
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significant difference between tutored and untutored zebra finches. Instead, I found a
tendency in the untutored and late tutored zebra finches at 160 dph to have higher
proportion of DCX-ir compared to the tutored group. The differences in results between
studies could be related to the different markers used to measure neuronal recruitment,
DCX-ir here and BrdU in Wilbrecht et al., (2006). Future studies following a similar
tutoring protocol could benefit from co-labeling DCX with NeuN and BrdU similar to
(Polomova et al., 2019).
RA is the other main area in the motor pathway of the vocal control system. It has
been suggested that in this area neuronal recruitment is lacking in adult songbirds
(Brenowitz & Larson, 2015). Here I found low levels of DCX-ir that were already stable
by 35 dph in tutored and untutored zebra finches similar to the results presented in
chapter 2, where the levels of DCX-ir were not significantly different after the
sensorimotor phase (35-40 dph), or baseline in this chapter. It is possible that DCX
labelled cells are migrating through RA rather than being recruited to it. Different from
HVC, the levels of neuronal recruitment of RA do not seem to be significantly affected
by early tutoring conditions.

4.4.3

Effects of acoustic conditions and age in myelination of the
vocal control system
Song learning in zebra finches happens early in life when young birds are

transitioning to sexual maturity. At this point, they are sensitive to extrinsic factors,
such as acoustic experience, that can influence the protracted song learning process.
In the previous chapter I found that myelination of the motor pathway in the vocal
control system of zebra finches happened late in development and it seemed to
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coincide with the crystallization phase of song learning, suggesting the importance
of myelination in cognitive development and adding evidence to the bidirectionality
between myelination and neural activity to support functionality and behavioral
performance (Fields, 2015; Sampaio-Baptista & Johansen-Berg, 2017). However,
zebra finches raised in isolation develop an abnormal song and isolation also
extends the period of song learning, such that a period of song plasticity extends
into later life (Eales 1985, 1987; Livingston et al., 2000; Morison & Nottebohm,
1993). Here, I explored the potential effects that early deprivation of a tutor can
have on the myelination of the motor pathway of the vocal control system of adult
zebra finches and if exposure to a tutor later in life is reflected in the myelination of
the motor pathway. I found that the patterns of myelination in HVC differ
depending on experience. For instance, there were no age-related changes in the
proportion of MBP in tutored and especially in the untutored group and myelination
seemed to be mostly set by 80 (±3) dph. However, in the late tutored group there
was an age-related effect, and myelination increased from 80 (±3) to 160 (±3) dph.
The patterns of myelination in HVC in the different groups could be explained by
the concepts of intrinsic and adaptative myelination described by Stadelmann et al.
(2019). It is possible that there is an intrinsic level of myelination that happens in
HVC, regardless of the environmental conditions, that could explain the absence of
significant differences between the tutored and untutored groups. However, the
age-related change in myelination in the late tutored group could suggest a case of
adaptative myelination, where the myelination of HVC could be influenced by
experience, in this case, exposure to a tutor later in life.
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I also found significant differences in the myelination patterns of the HVC-RA
tract between zebra finches raised in different acoustic experiences. These different
patterns were found at both early phases of song development and later in life when song
crystallization should have taken place. It seemed like myelin develops slowly in
untutored compared to tutored zebra finches. However, myelination reached similar
levels as tutored (control) birds when untutored birds were exposed to a tutor later in life,
which corresponds to behavioral changes in song found in previous experiments. It is
possible that the acoustic deficit during development affected the structural properties of
the myelin sheaths, similar to studies that looked at long term monocular deprivation in
young mice that resulted in shorter myelin sheathes and a decreased in conduction
velocity, which could indicate that sensory input is key in the development of myelinated
fibers (Etxeberria et al., 2016). In sum, similar to HVC’s myelination patterns in late
tutored zebra finches, the myelination of the HVC-RA tract could be evidence for
intrinsic and adaptative myelination. These activity-dependent changes in myelination
could be driven by experience to meet the needs of the specific brain circuit. The changes
are variable between subjects, and can continue through life, shaping the intrinsic
myelination patterns and facilitating learning in the adult brain (Etxeberria et al., 2016;
Mount, 2017; Sampaio-Baptista & Johansen-Berg, 2017; Stadelmann et al., 2019)
I also measured whether the different early and late acoustic conditions affected
the myelination of RA. Previously in chapter 3, I found that RA reached adult levels of
myelination by the motor phase (65-70 dph). However, in this experiment, that was only
true for the tutored zebra finches. In both untutored and late tutored groups, the levels of
myelination of RA increased from 80 to 160 dph. This extended period of RA
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myelination in the untutored groups could indicate that the myelination of RA was
affected by early developmental acoustic conditions. Future work could examine whether
the rates of vocal production by individual birds are correlated with myelination of RA,
to test how dependent RA myelination is on vocal activity.

4.4.4

Effects of acoustic conditions and age in neuronal
recruitment, myelination and song.
I explored the possible correlation between the stereotypy of the song-unit and

syllables within renditions and the brain processes of neuronal recruitment and
myelination in the motor pathway of the vocal control system. I found a negative
correlation between syllable’s stereotypy and neuronal recruitment, which is consistent
with previous findings (Wilbrecht et al., 2006). However, I did not find a correlation
between song-unit stereotypy and neuronal recruitment. These differences in correlation
between the song-units, syllables and neuronal recruitment could imply that neurogenesis
in HVC allows for fine tuning of the song motor patterns (Pytte et al., 2007), specifically,
the ones associated to the fine-grained acoustic structures, such as syllables. Additionally,
I found a positive correlation between the myelination HVC and HVC-RA tract and
song-unit stereotypy, but not with syllable stereotypy. So, it is possible that an increase in
myelination of HVC and the HVC-RA tract is required in order to produce more complex
levels of song organization, such as song-units compared to syllables, and potentially this
increase in myelination reflects improved conduction required to produce song-units.

4.4.5

Conclusions
Early acoustic isolation from a tutor led to delays in the development of the motor

pathway of the vocal control system, extending processes such as neuronal recruitment in
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HVC and myelination of HVC, RA and the HVC-RA tract. However, early isolation
followed by later exposure to a tutor lead to an increase in the myelination of the HVCRA tract. The patterns of delay and increase in myelination after later tutoring mirror
behavioral song development. Acoustic manipulations that alter song development seem
to alter the development of myelin, suggesting that myelination is shaped by behavioral
feedback.

4.5
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Chapter 5

5

The effects of testosterone on myelination and neuronal
development of vocal control regions of zebra finches.
5.1

Introduction

Birdsong is a highly sexually dimorphic behavior in zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata),
as only males sing. Male zebra finches develop a very stereotyped song during their first
three months of life, and sing it for the rest of their lives. The process of song
development proceeds through overlapping phases, from memorization of the tutor song
through motor practice of the memorized song, until a final copy of the tutor song is
produced and becomes crystallized (not subject to change) by 100 days post hatch (dph)
(Immelman, 1969; Price, 1979; Zann, 1996). Underlying the development and production
of song, the songbird brain has a complex circuitry of interconnected nuclei, the vocal
control system (Nottebohm, 1976). Sex differences in the development of the vocal
control system in zebra finches seem to be the result of direct genetic effects and not only
the result of sex steroid hormones (Arnold, 1997; Tomaszycki et al., 2009; for review
Balthazart et al., 2017). However, the involvement of gonadal steroids, such as
testosterone, seem to have a role in signaling the timing of song crystallization (Korsia &
Bottjer, 1991). Testosterone in blood plasma changes during development in male zebra
finches. Testosterone concentration is higher immediately after hatching and during the
first week post hatch compared to the second week, and increases again around 18 to 35
days of age (Adkins-Regan et al., 1990; Hutchison et al., 1984; Prove, 1983). But, in
general, testosterone levels remain low until around day 75 when they increase in a
permanent way with the onset of sexual maturity (Prove, 1983). This pubertal increase in
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testosterone coincides with the time of sexual maturity and the beginning of reproductive
behaviors, such as production of directed song (song directed to females), courtship and
copulation. These behaviours are considered testosterone-dependent in zebra finches and
other species (Prove, 1983). In fact, castration of adult zebra finches reduces all
behaviours related to courtship, including directed song production, and hormone
replacement restores the behaviors (Arnold, 1975a; Harding et al., 1983).
However, the effects of testosterone in adult zebra finches differ from the effects
of testosterone during development. Early castration (at two weeks old) did not prevent
young zebra finches from developing a song, although, the process of song learning was
slower than in the non-castrated counterparts (Arnold, 1975b). Intact zebra finches sang
all the final elements of their song by 60 dph and the order of the elements was fixed by
100 dph, but in castrated zebra finches song elements were still incorporated after 60 dph
and the organization of the elements was still variable at 100 dph (Arnold, 1975b).
Additionally, premature and chronic exposure of zebra finches to testosterone affected
song development and lead to structural changes in the overall song pattern, such as
impoverished syllable repertoire and variable arrangements between syllables in the
song-units, as well as acoustic abnormalities in the properties of individual syllables
(Korsia & Bottjer, 1991). Additionally, these song abnormalities worsened depending on
the time at which testosterone was exogenously elevated. Before 20 -30 dph, the
abnormalities were at the syntactic and acoustic levels, before 40 dph only syntactic, and
after 40 dph there were no abnormalities detected (Korsia & Bottjer, 1991). These results
suggest that normal song development requires a period of low levels of testosterone that
allow for song plasticity, followed by an increase in testosterone that leads to song
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crystallization. Premature exposure to testosterone seemed to prematurely close the
period of song plasticity and lead to an impoverish song (Korsia & Bottjer, 1991).
Following on the studies described above, Bottjer & Hewer (1992) found that
castration and pharmacological blockage of sex steroid receptors (androgens and
estrogens) of juvenile males from 20 dph to adulthood also affected the development of
song. The song produced was characterized by variable elements that were poorly
modulated, noisy, abnormal, and the song pattern lacked both stereotypy and consistent
song-units (Bottjer & Hewer, 1992). Similar results were found by Choe et al., 2021,
where zebra finches were chronically exposed (from hatching to adulthood) to an
aromatase inhibitor that prevented testosterone from converting in estradiol. The song
produced was simpler and consisted of few unique syllables. Overall, sex steroids seem
to have opposite and complementary roles on song development. Estrogens may be
related to song plasticity during early the stages of song learning and testosterone may be
related to crystallization in the later sensorimotor stages of song learning (Bottjer &
Hewer, 1992; for review Schlinger & Brenowitz, 2017).
Manipulation of sex steroids early in life in male zebra finches altered song
learning and resulted in abnormalities in the song. However, sex steroid manipulations
did not seem to affect the vocal control system in the brains of male zebra finches
substantially. For instance, blocking androgen receptors from 9 to 66 dph did not
significantly affect the volume of HVC, LMAN or RA, though did decrease the number
of neurons in RA (Grisham et al., 2007). Inhibiting the synthesis of estrogens led to
smaller neurons in RA in adulthood, but only if the treatment went from 10 to 30 dph.
Treatment later than 30 dph had no effect (Merten & Stocker-Buschina, 1995). RA size
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was reduced following the inhibition of estrogen or the administration of estrogens from
birth until 90 dph (Choe et al., 2021). Thus, sex steroid manipulations of the developing
male zebra finches seem to have little effect on the structural (volume, number and size
of neurons) properties of the vocal control system. However, other neurogenic processes
such as neuronal recruitment and myelination could have been modulated by sex steroid
manipulations and so far, they have been little explored.
Therefore, although a lot of research has examined the effects of sex steroids on
song learning in zebra finches, less research has been focused on how these changes in
song behavior are manifested in the vocal control system. As previously discussed, a
premature increase in testosterone led to an impoverished song, and testosterone seems to
play a role in the crystallization of song. Song crystallization in male zebra finches seems
to be associated with a decrease in neuronal incorporation in the brain regions in the
vocal control system as well as the myelination of tracts involved in song production
(Chapter 2 and 3). At the time of song crystallization levels of testosterone in blood are
high and have reached adult levels (Prove, 1983). In seasonally breeding songbirds
environmental changes, such as increase in day light, induce changes in behaviour and
physiology. During the breeding season, surges in testosterone in blood seem to drive the
increase in courtship singing, as well as an increase in neuron number in HVC. A
decrease in testosterone following breeding leads to a decrease in courtship singing and
neuron number in HVC (for review Brenowitz & Larson, 2015). The increase in neuron
number in HVC seems to be supported by the action of testosterone by promoting
angiogenesis that triggers the secretion of the brain-derived neurotropic factor BDNF,
necessary for survival and normal development of neurons (for review Chen et al., 2013;
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Brenowitz, 2013). However, the effects of premature increase of testosterone on neuronal
recruitment in the vocal control system of an opportunistic breeding species, such as
zebra finches, to my knowledge has not been studied.
Male zebra finches show an increase in myelination of the vocal control system at
puberty, and the timing of this change is coincident with the onset of song crystallization
when males end the period of sensorimotor learning and the production of plastic song,
and transition to producing a stereotyped song that they use for the rest of their lives
(Chapter 3). Previous research had demonstrated that seasonal changes in testosterone
correspond to seasonal changes in songbird white matter tracts using diffusion tensor
imaging (De Groof et al., 2010). Additionally, previous research in zebra finches showed
that premature high levels of testosterone (20 dph) triggered premature maturation of
oligodendrocytes in the developing vocal brain regions of juvenile zebra finches (Kafitz
et al., 1992). However, the consequences of premature elevation of testosterone on
neuronal recruitment and myelination in adult zebra finches are unexplored. Thus, the
goal of this study was to determine how testosterone treatment in prepubertal male zebra
finches impacted neuronal recruitment, myelination and song stereotypy, defined by
production accuracy. To that end, I implanted developing male zebra finches with
testosterone, recorded their songs, and measured neuronal recruitment and myelination in
the motor pathway of the vocal control system. I measured rates of neurogenesis using an
endogenous marker of cell migration, doublecortin (DCX). DCX is frequently used to
measure seasonal and developmental neuronal plasticity in the songbird brain. To
measure myelination, I used an endogenous marker of myelination, myelin basic protein
(MBP). Similar to Chapter 4, here I specifically measured neurogenesis and myelination
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of HVC and RA, the main structures of the caudal motor pathway of the vocal control
system.

5.2
5.2.1

Methods
Study subjects and general procedures

All the experimental procedures, care, and housing conditions followed the
guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care and were approved by the University
of Western Ontario’s Animal Care Committee (protocol 2015-043).
Male zebra finches used in this experiment were bred from a colony maintained at
the Advanced Facility for Avian Research (AFAR) at the University of Western Ontario.
I paired 74 adult zebra finches (37 females and 37 males) in individual breeding cages.
Animal husbandry and breeding methods are the same as described in chapter 4.
The breeding pairs produced 115 offspring (53 males and 62 females) in 35
clutches. Once the young zebra finches reached feeding independence, around 35 to 40
dph sex was assessed by the emergence of male-typical plumage. Then, I
pseudorandomly assigned the young males to one of two treatments balancing the
number of chicks from the same nest assigned to the two groups: control (blank beeswax
implant; n = 25), or experimental (beeswax testosterone implant; n = 28). The birds
remained with their parents until 85 (±5) dph when their song was recorded. After this
first recording of 28 birds, 16 from the experimental group and 12 from the control group
were deeply anesthetized and their brains collected. From this point on, experimental and
control birds were housed in mixed groups, eight groups of six and one group of five
birds per cage. The cages were located in a room where other adult male and female
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zebra finches were also housed. Birds were recorded again at 120 (±5) dph and at 160
(±5). At this point, all remaining birds were deeply anesthetized, and their brains were
collected for further analysis (Figure 5.1).
During the experiment, the female offspring were housed with their parents and
male siblings. At the end of the experiment, they were donated for breeding purposes to
another Canadian university.
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Figure 5.1 Timeline and sample sizes. Zebra finches were bred and raised by their parents until 85 (±5) dph. Young males were
implanted at 35 - 40 dph with a testosterone or blank implant. At 85 (±5) dph all the experimental and control young males were
recorded, and some brains were collected from each treatment. At 120 (±5) dph birds were recorded and then at 160 (±5) dph were
recorded again and their brains were collected.
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5.2.2

Implant protocol and Implantation surgery.
The efficacy of beeswax implants was validated previously in avian species

(Quispe et al., 2015) and in zebra finches (Beck et al., 2016). I made10 mm long, 1.75
mm diameter implants containing 0.5 mg of testosterone by modifying the protocol
developed by Beck et al., 2016). I dissolved crystalline testosterone (Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO, USA, cat# T1500) in 95% ethanol. Then, I autoclaved 90 % per weight of
beeswax (Sigma-Aldrich, cat# 243221) and 10% per weight of hardened peanut oil
(Sigma-Aldrich, cat# 93967) in glass vials and heated them in a water bath at 67 °C until
melted. I then added the dissolved testosterone to the beeswax/oil mix and left them in
the water bath until the ethanol had evaporated. Next, I poured the mix into a 3 mL
syringe and, when the mixture had partially solidified, I extruded the mixture to obtain a
long cylinder, that was then cut in 10 mm lengths. The implants were kept at -30 °C until
used.
On the day of implantation, food was removed from the cage half an hour before
the surgery. Birds were moved to the surgery room, intramuscularly injected with
Metacam (0.01 mL of 5mg/mL), and immediately after they were initially anesthetized
with 3-4% isoflurane in a 2 L/min flow of O2, and then maintained with 1.5-2%, 2 L/min
O2 for the rest of the procedure. The level of anesthesia was monitored indirectly by
observing breathing rate of the bird. Implants were inserted on the upper back in the
apteria (featherless region) to the left of the interscapular feather tract. At the surgical site
contour feathers were wetted and parted with 70% ethanol, and any downy feathers at the
incision site removed. Then, after I cleaned and sterilized the skin, I made a small
incision (2-3 mm) in the skin using sterilized iris scissors and then gently lifted the skin
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from underlying fascia by inserting a blunt probe in the incision to clear a pocket for the
implant. I then inserted the 10 mm x 1.75 mm beeswax implant (with 0.5 mg testosterone
or blank) into this pocket. The incision was sealed with a skin adhesive (Vetbond). After
the implant procedure (about 10 min), birds were allowed to recover in a warmed cage
for about 30 minutes. After the surgery, birds were returned to their home cage. A second
injection of Metacam was provided 24 h later. The birds and the implants were monitored
daily during the first week, three times a week during the second week, once every week
for the next two weeks, and then once a month when the birds were recorded. Seven birds
lost the implant during the first week after implantation, so the implants were replaced
and monitored. A month after the implantation surgery a blood sample was obtained to
measure the testosterone levels.

5.2.3

Hormone analysis
A month after the implantation surgery, I collected blood samples for hormone

analysis. I extracted up to 75 µL of blood from the brachial vein using a 26-gauge needle
and heparinized microcapillary tubes. Immediately, after collection, blood samples were
stored on ice, centrifuged and the plasma was collected. Plasma samples were stored at 30 °C until further processing. For the hormone analysis, I used a commercially available
enzyme immunoassay kit to quantify plasma testosterone (1-2403, Salimetrics, State
College, PA, U.S.A.) previously validated for a variety of bird species (Washburn et al.,
2007). In this kit, the antibody has some cross reactivity with androgens other than
testosterone, however because I used this assay to validate testosterone implants, I
assume most androgens measured will be in the form of testosterone. For the assay, I
followed the manufacturer instructions with slight modifications. First, I used assay
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buffer to dilute plasma 1:12. Then, I analyzed the samples in duplicates, 25 µL of the
diluted plasma per well. All samples were run in two assays. The inter-assay coefficient
of variation was 3.78% for a low control (250 pg/mL) and 3.59% for a high control (2500
pg/mL). The intra-assay coefficient of variation was 3.56%. Androgen levels of all
samples were higher than the lowest point on the standard curve (6.1 pg/mL).

5.2.4

Immunohistochemistry
Brain collection was identical to that in chapter 2. I sectioned brains into 30 μm

thick sagittal sections using a cryostat. From the selected hemisphere I collected four
alternating series, from which, I collected every fourth section. I assigned one series to be
immunostained for myelin basic protein (MBP) and another to be immunostained for
doublecortin (DCX) (immunohistochemistry procedures were described in chapters 2 and
3). The other 2 series were reserved for future studies.

5.2.5

Microscopy and neuroanatomical measurements
All photomicrographs and measurements were taken by an observer blind to the

acoustic conditions and age groups. I captured images of two vocal control nuclei (HVC
and RA) immunostained with the two antibodies (DCX-ir and MBP-ir) and two myelin
tracts (HVC-RA and LMV) immunostained for MBP. I took the photomicrographs
through a 1.25x and a 40x objective lenses, using a Leica DM5500B microscope coupled
with a Leica DFC 420C camera. I used these images to calculate: (a) the volume of the
nuclei (as defined by MBP), and (b) the proportion of immunoreactivity per field of view
(FOV) of the nuclei (DCX-ir and MBP-ir) and (c) the proportion of MBP
immunoreactivity per FOV of the tracts HVC-RA and LMV. These procedures were
further described in Chapter 2 and 3.
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5.2.6

Song recording and song analysis
I recorded female-directed songs from all the experimental and control birds.

Songs were recorded three times at 85 (±5) dph, 120 (±5) dph and at 160 (±5), except for
the birds whose brains were collected at 85 (±5) dph. I recorded the birds three times to
measure age-related changes to song. Recording procedures were further described in
Chapter 4.

5.2.7

Statistical Analyses
I conducted an unpaired t-test to determine testosterone differences between

treatments. Then, for each brain region of interest, I conducted a two-way ANOVA with
recording session and testosterone treatment as independent factors. Subsequently, if
significant interactions were found, I assessed pair-wise differences between the 4 groups
using Tukey’s post hoc test using GraphPad Prism (version 9.0.1 for macOS, GraphPad
Software, San Diego, California USA). I include the results for all the ANOVAs in Table
5.1.
For the song-unit and syllable stereotypy analysis, I conducted separate linear
mixed models using SPSS 19.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The dependent variable
for these models were the average stereotypy values obtained by the cross-correlations
between the song-units and syllables against each other in their respective recording
session. From each individual recording session, I calculated the average crosscorrelation value between all the song-units or same syllable type produced per bird per
recording session, such that only one value per bird per song-unit or same syllable type
was used as the dependent measure. Testosterone treatment and recording age were
entered as fixed effects. These procedures were further described in Chapter 4.
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Significant interactions were further examined by plotting data separately for each
testosterone treatment group.
Lastly, correlations between the DCX and MBP staining in vocal control regions
of interest and song-unit and syllable stereotypy were calculated, using GraphPad Prism
(version 9.0.1, GraphPad Software, San Diego, California USA). To determine what
brain region or path were most closely correlated with song-unit and syllable stereotypy I
calculated a matrix Pearson’s correlation coefficients for all the variables.

5.3
5.3.1

Results
Testosterone levels

Androgen levels were significantly higher in the testosterone treated group (M =
2.36 ng/mL, SD = 2.48) than in the control group (M = 0.42 ng/mL, SD = 0.49)
demonstrating the significant increase of testosterone in the treated group (t(49) = 3.857,
p < 0.001).

5.3.2

Doublecortin (DCX) and myelin basic protein (MBP)
immunoreactivity
DCX immunoreactivity (DCX-ir) was broadly distributed throughout the brain, as

observed in several previous studies and earlier chapters (Kim et al., 2006; Boseret et al.,
2007; Balthazart & Ball, 2014). Both fusiform and round cells with multiple processes
were apparent, as described previously (Balthazart et al., 2008). Vocal control nuclei
HVC and RA were usually easily distinguished, sometimes with lower immunoreactivity
than surrounding tissue and sometimes with higher as observed in prior studies (Wada et
al., 2014; Guigueno et al., 2016; Chapter 2 and 4; Figure 2.5).
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Overall, myelin immunoreactivity distribution (MBP-ir) was similar to previous
studies (e.g., Herrmann & Bischof, 1986; Champoux et al., 2020; chapter 3 and 4), and
was broadly distributed throughout the brain (Figure 3.1).

5.3.3

HVC and RA volume
The volume of HVC and RA were well defined by MBP-ir, as well as by DCX-ir

(Figure 2.2). I measured the volume of these structures using MBP-ir samples, similar to
Chapter 3 and 4. In volume, there was not an overall effect of testosterone treatment or
recording age, but there was a significant interaction (Figure 5.2a; Table 5.1). Post-hoc
tests indicated that MBP-ir-defined HVC decreased significantly with age in the control
group, but not in testosterone-treated group.
The volume of RA was not affected by age or testosterone treatment, nor was
there a significant interaction (Figure 5.2b; Table 5.1).
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Table 5.1 Effects of testosterone treatment on MBP and DCX immunoreactivity. ANOVA tables for two-way ANOVAs
assessing the effects of recording age and testosterone treatment (and their interaction) on MBP immunoreactivity measurements in
the 2 song control brain regions (HVC, RA) and the HVC-RA and LMV tracts, and DCX immunoreactivity measurements in the 2
song control brain regions (HVC, RA).

Brain region volume (defined by MBP-ir)
Brain Region Effects

df

F

p

Tukey post hoc
Comparison group

HVC

Recording age
(1, 49)
T. treatment
(1, 49)
Recording age * T. (1, 49)
treatment

2.377
0.199
5.697

0.1296
0.6567
0.0209

RA

Recording age
(1, 49)
T. treatment
(1, 49)
Recording age * T.
treatment
(1, 49)

0. 086
1.626

0.7704
0.2082

1.482

0.2292

85 (±5) dph blank

Compared with
160 (±5) dph blank

p
0.0438
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MBP Proportion of Immunoreactivity per field of view
Brain Region

Effects

df

F

p

Tukey post hoc
Comparison group

HVC

RA

Recording age (1, 49)
T. treatment
(1, 49)
Recording age *
T. treatment
(1, 49)

5.975
0.737

0.0182
0.3947

6.895

0.0115

Recording age (1, 49)
T. treatment
(1, 49)
Recording age *
T. treatment
(1, 49)

0.0125
0.003

0.911
0.9551

4.096

0.0485

Compared with

85 (±5) dph testosterone 160 (±5) dph testosterone

p
0.0036

DCX Proportion of Immunoreactivity per field of view
Brain Region

Effects

df

F

p

Tukey post hoc
Comparison group

HVC

RA

Recording age (1, 46)
T. treatment
(1, 46)
Recording age *
T. treatment
(1, 46)

19.03
2.895
3.344

0.0739

Recording age (1, 48)
T. treatment
(1, 48)
Recording age * (1, 48)
T. treatment

0.0164
1.292
2.415

0.8986
0.2614
0.1268

< 0.0001
0.0956

85 (±5) dph blank

Compared with
160 (±5) dph blank
160 (±5) dph testosterone
85 (±5) dph testosterone

p
0.0009
0.0005
0.0752
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MBP Proportion of Immunoreactivity per field of view
Brain Region

Effects

df

F

p

Tukey post hoc
Comparison group

HVC-RA

LMV

Recording age (1, 47)
T. treatment
(1, 47)
Recording age *
T. treatment
(1, 47)

6.912
4.253

0.0115
0.0447

4.992

0.0303

Recording age (1, 47)
T. treatment
(1, 47)
Recording age * (1, 47)
T. treatment

1.057
0.86986
0.6692

0.3092
0.3558
0.4174

Compared with

85 (±5) dph testosterone 85 (±5) dph blank
85 (±5) dph blank
160 (±5) dph blank
160 (±5) dph testosterone

p
0.0216
0.0081
0.0138
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0.8

Volume (mm3)

0.6

HVC Volume - MBP
treatment ns
age ns
age x treatment *
c*

0.6

a*

0.2

Blank
Testosterone
85 (±5) dph

RA Volume - MBP

0.8
ns

0.4

0.0

(b)

Blank
Testosterone
160 (±5) dph

Volume (mm3)

(a)

treatment
age ns
age x treatment ns

0.4

0.2

0.0

Blank
Testosterone
85 (±5) dph

Testosterone treatment and brain collection

Testosterone treatment and brain collection
Blank

Testosterone

Blank
Testosterone
160 (±5) dph

Blank

Testosterone

Figure 5.2 Volume of vocal control regions of male zebra finches in the age and treatment groups: control (green), and
testosterone (blue) through 2 stages late motor phase at 85 (±5) dph and crystallized phase at 160 (5±) dph. (a) HVC, (c) RA.
Bars represent means, and individual values are plotted. Statistical results of the ANOVA are summarized in the insets with the
following notations: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. If a significant difference between groups
was detected, as determined by Tukey’s post hoc test are shown as follows: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and
ns: p > 0.05. Letters indicate significant between groups differences as follows: a, different from blank 85 (±5) dph, b, different from
testosterone 85 (±5) dph, c, different from blank 160 (±5) dph, d, different from testosterone 160 (±5) dph.
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5.3.4

HVC: DCX and MBP immunoreactivity
In general, cell recruitment and myelination in HVC measured by the proportion

of DCX-ir and MBP-ir, respectively, changed with age. Cell recruitment tended to
decrease and myelination to increase with age (Figure 5.3), similar to chapter 4.
DCX-ir in HVC declined with age, but there was no effect of testosterone
treatment, nor a significant interaction (Figure 5.3a, Table 5.1).
HVC myelination significantly increased with age (Fig 5.3b, Table 5.1). As well
there was a significant interaction between age and testosterone treatment. The
interaction resulted from myelination in HVC significantly increasing in the testosterone
group but not in the control group (Figure 5.3b).
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HVC - Proportion of DCX-ir

60

treatment ns (p= 0.096)
age****
age x treatment ns (p= 0.074)
40

***
20

0

Blank
Testosterone
85 (±5) dph

(b)
Proportion of MBP-ir per FOV

Proportion of DCX-ir per FOV

(a)

Blank
Testosterone
160 (±5) dph

HVC - Proportion of MBP-ir
80

treatment ns
age*
age x treatment *
60

b**

d**
40

20

0

Testosterone treatment and brain collection
Blank

*

Testosterone

Blank
Testosterone
85 (±5) dph

Blank
Testosterone
160 (±5) dph

Testosterone treatment and brain collection
Blank

Testosterone

Figure 5.3 Markers of cell distribution/migration (DCX, a) myelination (MBP, b) in HVC of male zebra finches in the different age and
testosterone treatment groups: control (green), and testosterone (blue) through 2 stages late motor phase at 85 (±5) dph and crystallized
phase at 160 (5±) dph. Bars represent means, and individual values are plotted. Statistical results of the ANOVA are summarized in the insets
with the following notations: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. If a significant difference between groups was
detected, as determined by Tukey’s post hoc test are shown as follows: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05.
Letters indicate significant between groups differences as follows: a, different from blank 85 (±5) dph, b, different from testosterone 85 (±5) dph,
c, different from blank 160 (±5) dph, d, different from testosterone 160 (±5) dph.
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5.3.5

RA: DCX and MBP immunoreactivity
DCX-ir per field of view in RA was not significantly affected by age,

testosterone, or their interaction (Figure 5.4a, Table 5.1).
MBP-ir was not significantly affected by testosterone treatment or recording age,
but there was a significant interaction (Table 5.1). This interaction likely resulted from
MBP-ir declining slightly in control birds and increasing slightly in testosterone treated
birds (Figure 5.4b). However, there were no significant post-hoc pairwise comparisons
between the four groups (Table 5.1).
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RA - Proportion of DCX-ir
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age ns
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Blank
Testosterone
85 (±5) dph
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Blank
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Testosterone treatment and brain collection
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85 (±5) dph
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Testosterone treatment and brain collection
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Figure 5.4 Markers of cell distribution/migration (DCX, a) myelination (MBP, b) in RA of male zebra finches in the different age and
testosterone treatment groups: control (green), and testosterone (blue) through 2 stages late motor phase at 85 (±5) dph and crystallized
phase at 160 (5±) dph. Bars represent means, and individual values are plotted. Statistical results of the ANOVA are summarized in the insets
with the following notations: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. If a significant difference between groups was
detected, as determined by Tukey’s post hoc test are shown as follows: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05.
Letters indicate significant between groups differences as follows: a, different from blank 85 (±5) dph, b, different from testosterone 85 (±5) dph,
c, different from blank 160 (±5) dph, d, different from testosterone 160 (±5) dph.
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5.3.6

HVC - RA tract: MBP immunoreactivity
The myelination of the HVC-RA tract, measured by the proportion of MBP-ir per

FOV, was significantly affected by age and testosterone and a significant interaction
between them (Figure 5.5a; Table 5.1). In control birds MBP-ir was significantly lower in
85 dph birds than in the other three groups (Figure 5.5a). Thus, testosterone treatment
increased MBP-ir in the HVC-RA tract in 85 dph birds to be comparable to that of the
160 dph birds.

5.3.7

LMV tract: MBP immunoreactivity
The proportion of MBP-ir per FOV in the LMV tract was not significantly

affected by age, treatment or an age by treatment interaction (Figure 5.5b; Table 5.1).
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(a)

HVC-RA - Proportion of MBP-ir
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Figure 5.5 Markers of myelination in HVC – RA tract (a) and LMV (b) of male zebra finches in the different age and testosterone
treatment groups: control (green), and testosterone (blue) through 2 stages late motor phase at 85 (±5) dph and crystallized phase at 160
(5±) dph. Bars represent means, and individual values are plotted. Statistical results of the ANOVA are summarized in the insets with the
following notations: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. If a significant difference between groups was detected,
as determined by Tukey’s post hoc test are shown as follows: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. Letters
indicate significant between groups differences as follows: a, different from blank 85 (±5) dph, b, different from testosterone 85 (±5) dph, c,
different from blank 160 (±5) dph, d, different from testosterone 160 (±5) dph.
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5.3.8

Song-unit Stereotypy
To obtain the individual song-unit stereotypy average value per bird, I analyzed a

total of 2040 song units: 989 for the first recording at 85 (±5), 522 for the second at 120
(±5) and 529 for the third at 160 (±5) dph. I then ran a linear mixed model including, as
significant predictors of mean song-unit stereotypy, the main effects of testosterone
treatment and recording age and the interaction between them. I found a significant main
effect of age (F2,57 = 3.820, p = 0.027; Figure 5.6a). Bonferroni post-hoc analysis of the
significant main effect of recording age showed that song-units recorded at 160 (±5) dph
were significantly more stereotyped than the song-units recorded at 85 (±5) (p = 0.041). I
did not find a significant interaction between the main effects indicating that the change
in song-unit stereotypy with age was not affected by testosterone treatment.
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Figure 5.6 Measures of stereotypy in (a) song-units (b) syllables of male zebra finches in
the different age and testosterone treatment groups: control (green), and testosterone (blue)
through 3 stages: late motor phase at 85 (±5) dph, crystallized early at 120 (± 5) dph. and
crystallized late at 160 (± 5) dph. Bars represent means, and individual values are plotted.
Statistical results of the ANOVA are summarized in the insets with the following notations: *p <
0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. If a significant difference
between groups was detected, as determined by Tukey’s post hoc test are shown as follows: *p <
0.05, **p < 0.01, *** < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 and ns: p > 0.05. Letters indicate significant
between groups differences as follows: a, different from 85 (±5) dph, b, different from 120 (±5)
dph, and c, different from 160 (±5) dph.
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5.3.9

Syllable stereotypy
To acquire the individual syllable stereotypy average value per bird, I analyzed a

total of 8664 syllables: 4368 for the first recording at 85 (±5), 2102 for the second at 120
(±5) and 2194 for the third at 160 (±5) dph. With the results from the stereotypy average I
ran a linear mixed model analysis including as significant predictors of the stereotypy
levels the main effects of testosterone treatment and recording age, as well as the
interaction between testosterone treatment and recording age. I found significant main
effects of both testosterone treatment (F1,519= 13.008, p < 0.001; Figure 5.6b) and age
(F2,519= 10.151, p < 0.0001; Figure 5.6b). Bonferroni post-hoc analysis of the significant
main effect of testosterone treatment showed that the control group had greater syllable
stereotypy than the testosterone group (p < 0.001). Additionally, I found that the syllables
recorded at 160 (±5) dph were significantly more stereotyped than the syllables recorded
at 85 (±5) or 120 (±5) dph, (p < 0.0001) and (p < 0.01) respectively. I did not find a
significant interaction between the main effects.
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Figure 5.7 Correlation matrixes between brain region of interest and (a) song-units and (b) syllable stereotypy. There are not
significant correlations.
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5.3.10

Correlations between neuronal migration, myelination and
song

I analyzed whether song-unit and syllable stereotypy values from the third
recording (160 (±5) dph) were related to neuronal migration and/or myelination in the
vocal control regions of interest. To do this, I calculated Pearson correlation coefficients
between song-unit stereotypy and the different vocal control measurements: HVC DCXir, MBP-ir and MBP volume; RA DCX-ir, MBP-ir and MBP volume; HVC-RA MBP-ir
and LMV MBP-ir (Figure 5.7a). None were significant.
Additionally, to determine whether there was a relationship between syllable
stereotypy and the different vocal control measurements: HVC DCX-ir, HVC MBP-ir,
HVC MBP volume; RA DCX-ir, RA MBP-ir, RA MBP volume; HVC-RA MBP-ir and
LMV MBP-ir. I calculated Pearson correlation coefficients as above. None were
significant (Figure 5.7b).
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5.4

Discussion

Chronic and premature increases in testosterone in developing male zebra finches
lead to abnormalities in song learning (this study; Korsia & Bottjer, 1991). Thus, a period
of relatively low levels of testosterone during song development appears crucial to the
development of normal song. The song abnormalities induced by testosterone treatment
are associated with underlying developmental processes in the vocal control system,
including neurogenesis and myelination. In previous studies premature increases in
testosterone lead to premature myelination in the developing vocal control system of
zebra fiches (Kafitz et al., 1992). Here, I measured the effects of exposing male zebra
finches early in life to chronic and prematurely high levels of testosterone and its
consequences in neuronal recruitment, myelination and song stereotypy. I implanted 3540 dph male zebra finches with testosterone, recorded their songs at 85 (±5), 120 (±5)
and 160 (±5) dph and collected brains at 85 (±5) and 160 (±5) dph. Song recordings and
brain collections at those specific times allowed me to compare changes between age
groups and between treatments (testosterone and control).
Comparisons in testosterone levels four weeks after the implantation showed
significant differences between the testosterone and the control group. The testosterone
group had significantly higher levels of testosterone, but testosterone levels were in the
physiological range (2.36 (±2) ng/mL), comparable to levels of adult breeding zebra finch
males (e.g., 2.9 (±2) ng/mL in Prior et al., 2013). Prior studies using silastic implants
obtained testosterone in plasma in levels higher than found physiologically in adult
breeding zebra finches (Korsia & Bottjer, 1991), so some variation between studies may
result from dose effects. Although I did not collect multiple blood samples to assess the
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duration of elevated testosterone, prior studies have shown that beeswax implants elevate
steroid hormone levels for at least 35 days (Beck et al., 2016), thus it is likely that the
treated birds in my study had elevated testosterone throughout most, if not all, of the
sensorimotor phase of song learning.
I found that premature and chronic increase in testosterone affected the processes
of neuronal recruitment and myelination differently, and these effects also varied between
the brain regions measured. Specifically, myelination was more affected by testosterone
than was neuronal recruitment. I found that neuronal recruitment in HVC was
significantly affected by age but not treatment or its interaction, and I did not find an
effect in RA. The volume of, and the proportion of myelination in, HVC were affected by
an interaction between age and testosterone treatment: the volume of HVC decreased
significantly with age in the control group, and the proportion of MBP-ir increased with
age in the testosterone group. The proportion of myelination in RA was also significantly
affected by the interaction of age and treatment. Myelination decreased with age in the
control group, but it increased with age in the testosterone group. I also found a
significant interaction in the proportion of myelination of the HVC-RA tract, where the
tract in the testosterone group seemed to be prematurely myelinated. In relation to song
behavior, I found that production of the song-units was significantly more accurate later
in life. The production of the syllables was significantly more accurate with age in the
control group. In general, testosterone early in life increased the myelination of the motor
pathway of adult zebra finches and decreased the accuracy of syllable production.
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5.4.1

Effects of premature increase in testosterone in the accuracy
of the song of adult zebra finches.
Birdsong, as a motor behaviour, is developed through a sequence of movements

that progress over time and, due to the complex coordination of syrinx and respiratory
muscles, precision in the timing and organization of movements is key (Long & Fee,
2008). Adult male zebra finches crystallize their song by 100 dph. This means that in
courtship contexts they will sing a song that has little variation from rendition to rendition
in syntax or acoustic structure (Glaze & Troyer, 2006). Previous studies that assessed the
role of sex steroids in the development of zebra finch song (Arnold, 1975b; Choe et al.,
2021; Korsia & Bottjer, 1991) measured the stereotypy of the song based on aspects such
as the inclusion or deletion of syllables, the organization of syllables within the song-unit,
the number of unique syllables that are part of the song repertoire, and the song tempo
(number of syllables per second). Here, I decided to measure stereotypy as production
accuracy. I measured how precisely and consistently birds produced individual song-units
and syllables within the same recording session. I used this method because my interest
was to observe the effects of testosterone on the motor pathway that is involved in song
production, and its effects on the fine motor control required for accurate song
production. To that end, the testosterone treatment started at 35-40 dph, overlapping the
period between tutor song memorization and the beginning of song-related vocalizations
(subsong and plastic song).
I found that stereotypy, or production accuracy, in song-units increased with age
in both testosterone and control groups. These results suggest that a premature increase in
testosterone early in the sensorimotor period does not interfere with the memorization of
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the elements that compose the song-unit, or its organization. If it had, the accuracy in the
song-unit would had been lower. My results align with Korsia & Bottjer (1991) that
found fewer abnormalities in the songs of zebra finches, that received testosterone
implants closer to 40 dph. However, different from Korsia & Bottjer (1991), the song
recordings here were directed songs. Zebra finches sing a more stereotyped directed song
in the presence of females (Sossinka & Bohner, 1980), and females show preference for
directed over undirected song (Woolley & Doupe, 2008). It is thus possible that the birds
in my experiment would have produced song-units with higher variability in the
undirected song context as shown before in testosterone-treated birds (Korsia & Bottjer,
1991). A future study could measure the direct and indirect song of testosterone-treated
birds to address this.
I also measured if a premature increase in testosterone had an effect on a finer
component of the adult song, the syllable. I found that the stereotypy, defined as
production accuracy, in syllables was significantly affected by age and treatment. Zebra
finches treated with testosterone sang syllables with less accuracy than non-treated zebra
finches. However, regardless of hormone treatment, the accuracy of syllable production
increased with age, potentially driven by the untreated group that showed a tendency
toward an increase in accuracy by 160 (±5) dph recording.
It has been proposed that estrogens and testosterone have complementary roles in
the development of the zebra finch song with estrogens allowing the plasticity required to
learn the song and testosterone signalling the time for crystallization (Bottjer and
Jonhson, 1997; for review Schlinger & Brenowitz, 2017). Thus, a premature increase in
testosterone potentially signals a premature end of the plasticity stage, leading to
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abnormalities in the song (Korsia & Bottjer, 1991). It is possible that in my experiment
the premature increase in testosterone reduced vocal plasticity of birds, affecting their
ability to learn how to consistently produce individual syllables accurately. It is also
possible that premature testosterone affected articulatory organs like the syrinx and
interfered with learning to produce syllables. However, my experiment does not allow me
to discriminate if the stereotypy (accuracy) of the syllables is related to the production of
the syllable in isolation (phonetic and articulatory effects) or the syllable in the context of
the song-unit (phonological effects). Future studies could measure differences in the size
of the syrinx over time in testosterone implanted birds.
In summary, a premature increase of testosterone in developing zebra finches,
during the beginning of the sensorimotor phase, reduced the consistency of the
production of syllables, but not of song-units. Additionally, the song analysis indicates
that the development of song stereotypy, or consistency, in zebra finches is a less rigid
process and song development, even in age-limited learners, continues through life
(Cynx, et al., 2005; Lombardino & Nottebohm, 2000). By the end of the song
crystallization phase, most of the general aspects of the song, such as song structure,
stabilize, but, other aspects keep changing, such as the accuracy in the production of
syllables found in this study.

5.4.2

Neuronal recruitment and myelination of the motor pathway
of adult zebra finches prematurely treated with testosterone
Manipulating sex steroids in the developing vocal control system of male zebra

finches has resulted in subtle differences related to the volume of brain regions, as well as
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neuronal number and size within these regions. For instance, blocking androgens
receptors from 9 to 66 dph did not significantly affect the volume of HVC, LMAN or
RA, but it decreased the number of neurons in RA (Grisham et al., 2007). Inhibiting the
synthesis of estrogens by treating zebra finches with aromatase inhibitor from 10 to 30
dph led to smaller neurons in RA in adulthood (Merten & Stocker-Buschina, 1995).
Blocking estrogen receptors or the administration of estrogens from birth until 90 dph
resulted in a decrease in RA size (Choe et al., 2021). However, to my knowledge, my
study is the first to assess the effects of chronically elevated testosterone early in life on
neurogenesis and myelination of the motor pathway of zebra finches. A premature
increase in testosterone at the beginning of the sensorimotor phase had a greater effect on
HVC than on RA, which suggests that the effect of testosterone varies between the vocal
control regions, comparable with the results from previous studies presented above.
My study also differs from others in that I assessed neuronal recruitment and
myelination at two different ages during song crystallization. This allowed me to observe
changes related to the interaction effects between hormone treatment and age. I found
that the effects of testosterone on the volume of HVC, the proportion of myelination in
HVC, RA, and the HVC-RA tract were age dependent, with significant age by
testosterone interactions. In fact, the only result that was detectable only by treatment was
the myelination of HVC-RA tract. Without measuring two different age groups my
results would had been comparable with results of previous studies where control and
treatment groups did not significantly differ from each other. Thus, future studies should
include multiple time points, as here, in order to determine interaction effects between
age and hormone treatment.
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5.4.3

Neuronal recruitment
HVC in zebra finches is characterized by the addition of new neurons throughout

life, but these additions decrease with age, especially after 12 months of age (Wang et al.,
2002). Similar to Wang et al. (2002), I found that neuronal recruitment in HVC declined
with age in both testosterone and control groups. I found a close to significant interaction
and main effect of treatment, that showed a tendency for the testosterone group to have
less neuronal recruitment during the initial stage of song crystallization than the control
group. It is thus possible that a premature increase in testosterone could also prematurely
increase neuronal recruitment, but that my sample size was insufficient to detect it.
Future studies could assess the relationship between testosterone and other markers of
neurogenesis, such as brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF).

5.4.4

Myelination
The myelination of the developing song control system in male zebra finches is

asynchronous, with the development of myelination varying in trajectory between tracts
and regions associated with song development (Herrmann and Bischof, 1986; NixdorfBergweiler and Von Bohlen und Halbach, 2004; Champoux et al., 2020; Chapter 3).
Additionally, the increase in myelination of the HVC-RA tract occurs at puberty, when
song learning is shifting from the production of a variable, plastic song to a stable,
crystalized song (Chapter 3). The coincidental timing between an increase in testosterone
in developing male zebra finches and the crystallization of song led to the hypothesis that
testosterone plays a key role in signaling the end of song learning (Korsia & Bottjer,
1991). Previous studies showed that premature increases in testosterone at 20 dph led to
premature myelination of the vocal control system in zebra finches (Kaftiz et al., 1992).
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Similarly, I also found that premature increases in testosterone at the beginning of the
sensorimotor phase (35-40 dph) led to differences in myelination in the motor pathway of
the vocal control system of zebra finches, though to a lesser degree than Kafitz et al.
(1992). Specifically, I found that the volume of HVC defined by MBP-ir in testosteronetreated zebra finches did not change from a starting (85 ±5 dph) to an advanced (160±5
dph) point in the crystallization phase of vocal learning. However, the control group
showed a significant decrease in the volume of MBP-ir-defined HVC over time. I also
found that the proportion of myelination inside HVC, and to a lesser degree in RA, were
affected by the interaction between testosterone treatment and age. In both areas,
testosterone treatment led to slower and extended myelination. Moreover, I found a
testosterone-age dependence in the myelination of the HVC-RA tract, where a premature
increase in testosterone lead to a premature increase in myelination of this tract. So,
different from the patterns of myelination in HVC and RA, the myelination of the HVCRA tract in testosterone-treated birds was faster than in untreated birds, and testosteronetreated birds reached the 160 (±5) dph proportion of myelination at 85 (±5) dph.
In sum, I found differential patterns of myelination between the two groups,
where in the control birds HVC stabilized by the earlier crystallization measurement, RA
decreased, and the HVC-RA tract increased by the later crystallization measurement.
This pattern was different in the testosterone group where HVC and RA increased after
the HVC-RA tract was already stabilized. The results from this experiment indicate that
the development of myelination in the zebra finch vocal control system can be modulated
through the action of testosterone, as shown for white matter in mammals (for review
Ghoumari et al., 2020).
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There are several potential mechanisms by which testosterone could affect
myelination. First, the differential rates of myelination in the motor pathway in the
control or testosterone-treated zebra finches could be due to indirect testosterone effects
on neuronal activity that in turn influence myelination (for review Almeida & Lyons,
2017). Second, testosterone could increase BDNF (Rasika et al., 1999). BDNF is released
by axons during neuronal activity, its release promotes myelination by improving
proliferation, differentiation and survival of oligodendrocytes (Foster et al., 2019). Third,
testosterone could promote the survival of oligodendrocytes and thus myelination. It is
possible that there are excess oligodendrocytes compared to axons to be myelinated, and
that testosterone results in myelination of connections that otherwise would had been
pruned (Almeida et al., 2018). Oligodendrocytes are able to retract myelin to refine and
correct mistargeted myelination. This retraction is usually low, due to the tight
restrictions in myelination in normal circumstances (Czopka et al., 2013), and this
process might also be affected by testosterone. Further research is required to explore in
more detail the differential patterns of myelination found between the control and
testosterone-treated groups.

5.5

Conclusions

Premature increase in testosterone, specifically at the beginning of the
sensorimotor phase, has important effects on the patterns of myelination in the motor
pathway of the vocal control system in male zebra finches. These patterns lead to
premature myelination of the HVC-RA tract, slower and extended myelination in HVC
and RA as well as behavioral deficits in the production accuracy of syllables.
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Chapter 6

6

General Discussion
Song development in songbirds is a protracted process that requires learning and

production of complex vocalizations throughout various phases, from the creation of the
internal representation of the tutor song(s) (sensory phase), followed by various motor
phases (sensorimotor, motor and crystallization) in which auditory feedback is used to
modify the song output until it matches the memorized tutor song. Behaviorally, song
development has been well studied, but the patterns of neural development in the brain
circuitry that allows song learning and production and its interaction with acoustic
experiences and sex hormones are less understood. Thus, my focus for this PhD thesis
was investigating these issues in three related projects. 1) In Chapters 2 & 3 I described
the development the of vocal control system of female and male zebra finches using
neurogenesis markers for cell proliferation (PCNA), neuron recruitment (doublecortin),
mature neurons (NeuN) and myelination (MBP). 2) In Chapter 4 I conducted a
manipulation of the acoustic environment (isolation and late tutoring). 3) In Chapter 5 I
manipulated levels of testosterone during song development. I predicted that these
manipulations would alter the markers of neuronal migration and myelination in the
motor pathway of the vocal control system as well as the accuracy in the production of
the song

6.1
Sex differences in the developing vocal control
system: neurogenesis and myelination.
My first objective was to use markers of neurogenesis, mature neuron and
myelination to document the development of sex differences in the vocal control circuit
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over four stages of song learning in zebra finches. This objective was explored over
chapters 2 and 3. In Chapter 2, using markers for cell proliferation (PCNA), neuronal
recruitment (DCX), and mature neurons (NeuN). I showed that sex differences in the
vocal control system emerged early and continued during song learning, and that these
sex differences vary depending on the brain region and neurogenic process.
Cell proliferation measured by PCNA-ir changed with age and was largely greater in
males, though the extent and progression of the variation depended on the brain region. In
HVC, sex differences decreased with age as PCNA-ir in males decreased over
development. In RA, the sex differences were present at the sensory and sensorimotor
phases and decreased by the motor phase, when PCNA-ir levels were low and
comparable in both sexes. In LMAN the sex difference in PCNA-ir were present at the
sensory phase, and after that the levels were low in both sexes. Area X was visible in few
females only at the sensory phase, and in males the levels slowly declined over
development.
Neuronal recruitment measured by DCX-ir changed with age and was greater in
males. Similar to the results for cell proliferation the extent and progression of sex
differences were different in each brain region. In HVC, I found large sex differences at
the sensory and sensorimotor phases that decreased by the motor phase when the levels of
DCX-ir decreased in males. Thereafter the levels were low in males and females. In RA, I
found lower levels of DCX-ir compared to cell proliferation. I found no sex differences at
the sensory phase, but by the sensorimotor phase the sex differences were large. The
males’ levels increased and then slowly decreased by the crystallization phase, but in
females RA was visible in only one case. In LMAN, there were low levels and no sex or
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age differences. In Area X, similar to HVC, I found large sex differences and high levels
of DCX-ir that increased by the sensorimotor phase and then slowly declined over
development. Area X was visible in females only in the sensory phase.
Neuronal maturation measured by NeuN-ir also changed with age and was greater in
males. Similar to cell proliferation and neuronal recruitment, the extension and
progression of the differences varied depending on the structure. The volumetric
measurements showed that HVC, RA and Area X increased in size with age in males, but
not in females. LMAN decreased in males and females. Additionally, I found different
rates at which each brain region reached adult volumes: RA and Area X by the motor
phase and HVC by the crystallization phase. NeuN-ir in vocal-control areas was malebiased and showed two different patterns. 1) In HVC and Area X the sex differences were
large, but followed a similar trend and in females the levels of NeuN-ir in HVC and RA
were low or non-visible. In contrast, in males, the levels were high and remained stable
from the sensory until the crystallization phase. 2) In RA and LMAN, the sex differences
were also male-biased, but in females the levels of NeuN-ir changed differently. RA
levels in males and females remained stable over time, but in females the neurons were
small, numerous and grouped in a small RA. LMAN was similar between sexes in the
sensory phase, but then the levels declined rapidly in females until LMAN was not
distinguishable from the rest of the surrounding pallium by the motor phase. In males,
they remained stable until the crystallization phase. The sex differences I found aligned
with previous research (Nordeen & Nordeen,1988; Kirn & DeVoogd, 1989).
In summary, in Chapter 2, I showed that cell proliferation, neuronal recruitment and
neuronal maturation are different between males and females, and these differences vary
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in extent and progression depending on the brain regions, similar to previous studies
(Balthazart et al., 2008; Boseret et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2006; Mazengenya et al., 2017;
Melleu et al., 2013). Cell proliferation and neuronal recruitment tended to be higher in
the earlier phases of song development, cell proliferation was higher in the sensory phase
and neuronal recruitment in the sensorimotor phase. Cell proliferation declined and
remained low in all areas, while neuronal recruitment remained higher at early stages,
and then lower at later stages, especially in HVC and Area X. In general, HVC and Area
X have extended neurogenesis compared to RA and LMAN, areas in which neuronal
recruitment mostly happens at early stages in development, as also found in previous
studies (Bottjer et al., 1985; Konishi & Akutagawa, 1985; Nordeen and Nordeen,1988).
Different from cell proliferation and neuronal recruitment, the levels of neuronal
maturation in males were high and remained that way from the sensory to the
crystallization phase. That was not the case in females were the levels of neuronal
maturation decreased from the initial stages of development until they became
undetectable by the crystallization phase, or the neuronal profile changed, as in RA,
similar to previous studies (Kirn & DeVoogd, 1989; Nixdorf-Bergweiler, 1996).
In Chapter 2 I documented how neurogenic processes of cell proliferation, neuronal
recruitment and neuronal maturation characterize the main regions of the vocal control
system of male and female zebra finches during four stages of development. Then in
Chapter 3 I focused on how some of those regions are connected. Specifically, I looked at
the myelination measured by MBP-ir of the posterior motor pathway, important in song
production, which contains HVC, RA and the HVC-RA tract. I focused on this pathway
because its connections are well described (Mooney & Rao, 1994), but the development
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of its myelination is relatively undescribed. I found that, similar to the neurogenic
processes, the myelination process of the motor pathway was characterized by large
male-biased sex differences and asynchrony in the rate and progression of myelination in
the different regions. Sex differences started early in development and, in fact, the
myelination of the motor pathway in the female brain was only visible in RA. In males,
the volume and levels of myelination of HVC and RA were incremental. In HVC, it
started at the sensorimotor phase and kept increasing by the crystallization phase. In RA,
it was already present by the sensory phase and reached adult levels by the motor phase,
similar to previous studies (Herrmann and Bischof, 1986; Nixdorf-Bergweiler and Von
Bohlen und Halbach, 2004; Champoux et al., 2020). Different from other studies, I
measured the myelination of HVC-RA tract and I found that the myelination of this tract
started at the later stages of song development, when the young birds start producing a
plastic song, and most growth occurred at the crystallization phase of song learning.
Thus, most of the sex differences in myelination in zebra finches begin at puberty and
coincide with the transition from plastic song to song crystallization at the end of motor
learning and the onset of producing stereotyped adult song.
From Chapters 2 and 3 I conclude that the patterns of neurogenesis and myelination
in males and females are different from a very early stage during development. The
female vocal control system is smaller with some areas that were only visible at the initial
stages of song development. The myelination of female RA is low and the myelination of
HVC and the axons that connect those two areas were non-existent or at least not
detectable using MBP. These results are not surprising, due to the large sex differences in
the vocal control system of zebra finches found previously (e.g., Arnold, 1980) and due
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to the fact that, in zebra finches, females do not sing. However, explanations for the
functionality of the female vocal control system remain a matter of debate (Choe et al
2021; Shaughnessy et al.,2018).
In the male vocal control system, most structures increase in size over time, and
while cell proliferation and neuronal recruitment decreased over development, mature
neuron numbers were high and remained stable and the myelination of the motor pathway
increased. Additionally, the developmental rates of HVC and RA were different between
the neurogenic process and myelination. Neural development of HVC started earlier than
in RA, but myelin development of RA started earlier than in HVC. Myelination of the
HVC-RA tract started after the volumes of HVC and RA had reached adult size.
Contrary to my expectations, I did not find substantial changes in the patterns of
neurogenesis in the structures of the vocal control system that mirror the behavioral
changes in song learning. That is, there were not large changes in my measures between
the different phases of song learning. However, I did find that myelination, more than
neurogenesis, seems to reflect changes in song development, at least in the myelination of
the motor pathway.
My results aligned with findings from previous studies that used Nissl staining to
document sex and age related changes in volume, neuron soma size and neuron number
in the different regions of the vocal control system (Bottjer et al., 1985; Konishi &
Akutagawa, 1985; Nixdorf-Bergweiler, 1996) as well as with previous studies that
measured myelin, counting myelinated axons stained with toluidine blue dye (NixdorfBergweiler and Von Bohlen und Halbach, 2004; Herrmann and Bischof, 1986;
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Champoux et al., 2020). However, my study is the first that documents the sex
differences in the development of the vocal control system in zebra finches measuring the
different processes of cell proliferation, neuronal recruitment, neuronal maturation and
myelination.
One of the limitations of my study is related to a potential overestimation in the
measurements of cell proliferation, based on previous studies (Charvet & Striedter, 2009,
2010; Striedter & Charvet, 200; Mazengenya et al., 2018) and its decline over time as
expected. PCNA is not neuron-specific, and it has been associated with cells repairing
DNA (Balthazart & Ball, 2014; Hall et al., 1990; Shivji et al., 1992). Therefore, future
studies combining double-labeling with other markers for neurogenesis could add more
validity to the use of PCNA as a marker of cell division. Another limitation was the
impossibility of measuring neuronal apoptosis, due to concerns about the reliability of
previous markers for apoptosis. An additional limitation was related to the inability to
determine the composition of the myelinated axons that conform LMV. This tract is a
pathway where different types of information are carried, but with this experiment, I
could not specify if the changes in proportion of immunoreactivity were related to
changes in the thickness of the myelin sheaths or axons, or due to changes in connectivity
from different regions at different times during development. Similar to the changes
described in Chapter 3 in which RA had more axonal projections from LMAN in the
early stages of song development that during the later stages when more axonal
projections arrived from HVC. Thus, future studies combining double-labeling of
markers for neurogenesis and myelination, as the ones used here, with injection tracing
(Shaughnessy et al.,2018), could be useful to determine the type of afferents and efferent
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neuronal projections that form the LMV tract during the different stages of development
in males and females.
The characterization done here is but the beginning of a potential deeper
documentation and understanding of the sex differences in the songbird brain. Future
studies could build on this characterization and measure sex differences in the process of
neurogenesis and myelination in different species of songbirds, e.g., a different type of
finch like Bengalese finches (Lonchura striata domestica) who are close-ended learners
like zebra finches, but with a more variable song and longer song development, or in
species of open-ended learners such as canaries (Serinus canaria). To date most
comparative studies of sex differences in the song-control system have relied on
relatively crude measures of brain region volume (MacDougall-Shackleton & Ball, 1999;
Ball & MacDougall-Shackleton, 2001), and there is little comparative data on markers of
neurogenesis and myelination.
In Chapters 2 and 3, I focused on the characterization of the sex differences
in the developing brain in normal circumstances. However, song learning in zebra
finches happens early in life, when young birds are transitioning to sexual maturity,
and are more vulnerable to extrinsic and intrinsic factors such as acoustic
experience and alterations in sex hormones. These factors could influence the
protracted song learning process, involving behavioral alterations at the song level
and alterations in the brain, specifically neuronal recruitment and myelination in the
motor pathways of the vocal control system. Exploring those two topics was the
focus of Chapter 4 and 5.
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6.2
Consequences of delayed song tutoring in
neuronal recruitment and myelination in the motor
pathway of male zebra finches.
In Chapter 4, my goal was to investigate the potential effects of early and
later acoustic experience in neuronal recruitment (DCX-ir) and myelination (MBPir) of the motor pathway of the vocal control system, as well as song production
accuracy in adult male zebra finches deprived of a tutor earlier in life and exposed
to one later in life. To this end I had 3 different groups: tutored, untutored and latetutored. I found that the tutored group showed a significant age-related decrease in
neuronal recruitment in HVC that was not present in the untutored or late-tutored
group. This result was comparable to, although not as strong as, Wilbrecht et al.,
(2006). There was an age-related increase in myelination of the HVC-RA tract
from the plastic to the crystallized phase in the tutored and late-tutored groups, but
not in the untutored group. Thus, early acoustic deprivation of a tutor seemed to
affect the motor pathway in the untutored group by delaying neuronal recruitment
in HVC and myelination of the HVC-RA tract. However, the myelination of HVC
and the HVC-RA tract in the untutored group was increased by later exposure to a
tutor.
My results from Chapter 2 are comparable to the results from the tutored
group (control group) in Chapter 4, confirming my findings on the decrease of
neuronal recruitment with age in HVC and RA in the control group and also
confirming the differences between the control group (tutored group) and untutored
groups. My results from Chapter 3 are comparable with the incremental levels of
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myelination of HVC and RA and in the HVC-RA tract in the tutored group found
in Chapter 4.
One limitation in the comparison between Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 is that in
Chapter 3 the final brain measurement was done by 100 -110 dph, and it is possible
that myelination keeps increasing or it gets refined and decreases after this time in
development. Future studies could explore the possible changes in myelination
beyond the crystallization phase. Additionally, the experience-dependent plasticity
in the levels of myelination found in Chapter 4, specially, in the HVC-RA tract
aligned with results found previously in humans and mice (Scholz et al., 2009;
Sampaio-Baptista & Johansen-Berg, 2017). Thus, future studies could explore if
myelination in young or adult zebra finches could be altered by behavioral training
paradigms that could induce changes in the song, or even explore if changes in the
hearing ability or changes in social environments could also alter the myelination of
the zebra finch brain.

6.3
Consequences of premature increase in
testosterone in neuronal recruitment and myelination in
the motor pathway of male zebra finches
Findings from Chapter 3 showed that most of the myelination of the motor
pathway happens at the time the young bird is transitioning to sexual maturity, and this
time is coincidental with the transition between the plastic song to the crystallized song
which could indicate that sex steroid hormones, such as testosterone and its metabolites
influence the myelination of the motor pathway. I thus explored in Chapter 5 how a
premature increase in testosterone in prepubertal male zebra finches could affect neuronal
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recruitment and myelination of the motor pathway of adult zebra finches. I found that a
premature increase in testosterone had a stronger effect on myelination compared to
neuronal recruitment. I found that neuronal recruitment decreased with age, similar to
results from Chapter 2, but I did not find an effect of testosterone on neuronal
recruitment, aligned with previous studies (Wilbrecht et al., 2006). However, myelination
of HVC, RA and the HVC-RA tract were significantly affected by testosterone. A
premature increase in myelination of HVC and RA due to a premature increase in
testosterone was previously reported (Kafitz et al., 1992), but in this thesis I was able to
measure the consequences of a premature increase in testosterone in the adult brain as
well as the premature myelination of the HVC-RA tract. Additionally, comparing the
results from the control group in Chapter 5 with the results from Chapter 3 allowed me to
confirm the results from Chapter 5.
One limitation of my study is that even though the results are comparable with
Chapter 2 and 3, I lack brain measurements of the 100-110 dph. Future studies could
address this gap. Additionally, previous studies (Kafitz et al., 1992) found that a
premature increase in testosterone at 20 dph led to adult-like volumes in structures of the
vocal control system in 40 dph zebra finches. In my results, I did not find such strong
changes. Here, I was interested in the consequences of increasing testosterone by the
beginning of the sensorimotor phase in adult motor pathway, but future studies could
address the effects of testosterone treatment at different ages.
In conclusion, I found that manipulations of the early acoustic environment, as
well as a premature increase in testosterone, affect neuronal recruitment and myelination
of the adult motor pathway of male zebra finches in different ways. Early acoustic
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deprivation of the tutor song delayed neuronal recruitment of HVC and delayed the
myelination of the HVC-RA tract. A premature increase in testosterone lead to premature
myelination of the HVC-RA tract. These altered patterns of myelination are also reflected
in the accuracy of the song behavior, delaying the syllable production accuracy.
Language is unique to humans, however, the motor learning ability to produce
speech, vocal learning, is not. Traditional experimental animals such as mice or nonhuman primates do not exhibit this trait that humans share with at least 4000 species of
songbird and, in fact, the development of song in songbirds shares many similarities to
speech development in humans (Kuhl, 2003). Effective speech and song learning in
human infants and young birds requires exposure to normal conspecific vocalizations
during a critical period. In both humans and songbirds, the initial stages of vocal learning
are mainly perceptual, such that exposure to conspecific vocalizations results in the
formation of memories of detailed features of communicative repertoires (Kuhl, 2004).
This involves discrimination of all phonemes followed by later recognition of phonemes
specific to the languages to which the human infant is exposed. In songbirds, this implies
discrimination and memorization of song syllables typical of their species and the local
dialect. Additionally, vocal learning in humans and songbirds develops over time in
different stages and it involves sensorimotor feedback enhanced with social interaction,
as the infant or young bird slowly matches their vocal output to their sensory memories
through rehearsal (Doupe & Kuhl, 1999). So, the understanding of the behavioral and
neurogenic processes associated with the development of this cognitive ability in
songbirds –specifically zebra finches, a well-established animal model to study the
neurobiology of vocal learning– is a fundamental goal of this research. Here, I assessed
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the accuracy in the production of song units and song syllables during early and later
stages of song crystallization in male zebra finches prematurely exposed to testosterone
or exposed to impoverished acoustic input. I found significant differences in the
production accuracy at both song levels (song bout and syllables) in the different
treatments and these behavioral differences were also reflected in differences in the
addition of neurons and myelination in different regions in the control and experimental
animals.
Interestingly, school-age children that show problems in the accurate production
of sounds (residual speech sound errors) exhibit differences in the patterns of myelination
in the brain. For example, children with sound speech errors showed greater levels of
white matter volume in the corpus callosum and lower levels in the right lateral occipital
gyrus compared to controls (Preston et al., 2014). In humans the consequences of these
types of speech production pathologies could lead to negative social/interpersonal,
academic and educational consequences (Preston et al., 2014). Therefore, the discoveries
found in this study, as well as a deeper understanding of the factors that can affect the
myelination process in the songbird could shed lights into the treatment of speech
production pathologies.
Additionally, songbirds are considered a gold-standard animal model for the study
of adult neurogenesis and brain plasticity (Tramontin & Brenowitz, 2000), sex
differences in the brain and behaviour (MacDougall-Shackleton & Ball, 1999), and the
neural basis for imitative vocal learning (Bolhuis & Gahr, 2006). The vocal-control
system specifically supports song learning behaviour (Nottebohm, 2005). My research
contributes to the understanding of sex differences in neurogenic processes such as
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changes in cell proliferation, neuronal migration, neuronal maturation and myelination
during development of the vocal control system of developing zebra finches. This is a
songbird species that is characterized by its dimorphism in brain and behavior. I found
that neuronal sex differentiation takes place very early in development, and myelin sex
differentiation takes place later during development and coincided with the final stages of
song development. Here, I have discovered that zebra finches exhibit not only profound
sex differences in the neural circuit controlling birdsong, but in sex differences in the
myelin tracts in the brain, especially the vocal-control regions and tracts. Moreover, I
have found that these sex differences in myelination in zebra finches emerge at puberty,
coincident with the final stages of song learning, specifically at the transition from plastic
song to song crystallization that marks the end of sensorimotor learning and the onset of
producing stereotyped adult song. Though correlational, these new discoveries imply that
sex steroid hormones such as testosterone and its metabolites may cause sex differences
in myelination, and thus contribute to sex differences in vocal learning. Other researchers
have demonstrated seasonal changes in songbird white matter tracts using diffusion
tensor imaging (De Groof & Van der Linden, 2010) coincident with seasonal changes in
testosterone. Therefore, it is possible that testosterone drives both developmental and
adult white matter plasticity. The investigation of sex differences in this vocal learning
model is important because sex differences in brain and behavior have traditionally been
overlooked and its understanding can expand our ability to understand and treat a variety
of diseases such as developmental disorders of brain and cognitive function. This
includes developmental speech and language disorders that often exhibit sex differences
in prevalence and symptomology (Rubinow & Schmidt, 2018) and emerge during
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puberty or adolescence (Paus et al., 2008). Thus, taking into account the mechanistic
causes and consequences of sex differences in the etiology of disorders of brain and
cognition is critical for both treatment and prevention. Additionally, puberty is a time of
rapid changes in hormones such as testosterone and estrogens. Studies using diffusion
tensor imaging have shown sex differences in grey- and white matter density throughout
childhood, with sex-specific rapid changes in white matter of male brains during puberty
(Giorgio et al., 2010) and white matter abnormalities are associated with speech and
language disorders (Connally et al., 2014). Although a link between puberty, sex steroid
hormones, cerebral white matter, and sex differences in cognitive and psychiatric
disorders has been considered a plausible hypothesis for over a decade (Perrin et al.,
2010), to my knowledge, my research is the first animal-based research that looked at
changes in neurogenesis and myelination and its connection with song production
accuracy during development by assessing the differences in behavior, neuronal addition
and myelination driven by sex steroid hormones in the production motor pathway of male
zebra finches. My research opens a new avenue for the exploration of the
neuroendocrinology of myelin plasticity and behavior. The significant differences in
myelination driven by sex steroid hormones allows for the exploration of the effects of
testosterone, myelination and sex differences in cognitive behaviors related to vocal
learning, but also in a variety of cognitive, mood and psychiatric disorders (Fields, 2008)
In addition to the further understanding of the sex differences and the
development of neurogenic processes in the vocal control system of close-ended vocal
learners, such as zebra finches, this research also showed the effects of intrinsic and
extrinsic factors in the development of the vocal behavior and in shaping the developing
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brain, as well as its influence in the plasticity of the adult brain in terms of neuronal
addition and myelination. Humans learning new motor skills have changes in white
matter of the brain. However, until this point, the differences in myelination of other
vocal learners exposed to different input during development and adulthood by
manipulations of the acoustic environment had not been explored. Here, I found that
different types of input during development and adulthood affects the rate of song
learning and myelin development, indicating that behavioural feedback can alter the
development of myelination of the production pathway of the vocal control system.
Hence, even though the neurobiological underpinnings of cognition are often thought of
in terms of the organization and activity of neural circuits, white matter in the brain is an
important factor in controlling cognitive processes such as vocal learning. Additionally, I
found that, similar to the myelination patterns in humans and rodents after learning a
motor task (Scholz et al., 2009; Hofstetter et al., 2013), zebra finch patterns of
myelination are flexible and potentially allow individuals to adapt to new environments
by learning or modifying their song. I also demonstrated that in songbirds, brain plasticity
is a phenomenon present not only during development but also during adulthood and
myelination seems to be clearly related to the song behavior.
The studies performed here assessed the neurogenic sex differences that occur
during the development of the vocal control system in zebra finches, as well as the effects
of extrinsic and intrinsic factors such as premature exposure to testosterone and exposure
to different acoustic environments during development on neuronal migration and
myelination in the production pathway of the vocal control system. I made significant
contributions to the field by: (1) assessing the sex differences in the development of the
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vocal control system using different markers of neurogenesis in songbirds, specifically
zebra finches, a well-established animal model to study vocal learning; (2) providing a
comprehensive description of the development of the vocal control system measuring the
changes in cell proliferation, neuronal migration and maturation as well as myelination;
(3) exploring how acoustic environments during development and adulthood affect the
song behavior as well as the neuronal migration and myelination of the vocal control
system and; (4) examining how a premature increase in testosterone leads to behavioral
and structural changes in the vocal control system that impact neuronal migration,
specifically, myelination of the caudal motor pathway. My results indicate that acoustic
environment and hormones affect the normal development of song and the production
pathway of vocal control system.

6.4

General Conclusions

The overall goal of my thesis was to further understand the development of sex
differences in the vocal control system of zebra finches, and the effects of acoustic
learning environments and sex steroid manipulations on neurogenesis and myelination of
the motor pathway of this system. To achieve this goal, I first characterized the
development of the main structures of the vocal control system by measuring the
expression of different endogenous markers of cell proliferation, neuronal recruitment,
neuronal maturation and myelination in male and female zebra finches during four points
in development that coincide with important stages in song development. Then, I
manipulated the acoustic conditions that zebra finches were exposed to early in life to
delay the exposure to a tutor. Following the exposure, after song crystallization, I
recorded the songs at three different time points to be able to measure the changes in
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production accuracy of song-units and syllables. Additionally, I collected brains at two
points to compare the differences in myelination and neuronal recruitment between the
birds exposed to the three different conditions (control, isolation and late tutoring).
Finally, I manipulated the levels of testosterone of young male zebra finches and
compared the accuracy in song production over time. For that, I recorded their song at
three different points and I also collected the brain to measure the differences in neuronal
recruitment and myelination in adult zebra finches exposed, or not, to testosterone
prematurely. My results indicate that sex differences in neural structures emerge early in
development, but that sex difference in myelination emerge much later. The time courses
of neurogenesis and myelination are also region-specific. Importantly, the processes are
modified by acoustic and endocrine experience, indicating that there is phenotypic
plasticity in the emergence of sex differences in this highly studied neural circuit.
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